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4 NO'S AND 5 YES"
Isa. 1:16-17
I. I could wish Lyndon Johnson had started
earlier his v-IS quote in Isa. I--f1Come
not and let us reason together."
II. Had he started just one verse earlier he'd
made famous 4 No's and 5 Yes'. The
purpose of this talk is to make known
these 9 things.
III. Via Introduction
A. Ritualistic Religion does not count with
God.
1. Forms (as they must be) were right
but had no corresponding application
in life.
2. Sacrifice without inward sincerity
and outward obedience is a jest, an
affront to God.
3. There is a difference between true
and false righteousness.
4. Tho oozing and dripping with
religion, a mumbo jumbo of rituals,
they had separated religion from
life and the delight of God. Worship
is rejected in God's holy court if
only a ritual.
B. The religion of God does not accept
selfishness, social injustice, moral
decay.
C. God not against rituals but against
the meaningless observance of forms.
D. The obedience o;f life must join it.
E. He pictures this with a 4 and a 5.

2.
III. Begin with the Four Negatives; Four
Imperatives.
A. Wash You.
1. Sin defiles--wash.
2. Hendiadys--wash completely clean.
3. Young. a Calvanist, says it's
Pelagianism to think you can do it-all of this is to show you can't
obey--(how ridiculious can we be?)
4. There must be genuine repentance-wash!
B. Make You Clean
1. Status of one that pleases God.
2. No association with filthy.
C. Put away evil of your doings from
before mine eyes.
:!:.J\ttt>
1. God sees.
I"Dfe'5 ~ nb~5 I
2. God is disgusted. CtjiohH\ $~ Il?,
D. Cease to do Evil.
CANff,f9J.t/~
1. Break off the practili\" ~mprlfelytf
2. True nature of repentance--cease!
IV. Substitute with 5 Positives.
A. Learn to do well.
1. Learn
. A ~ Take pains to. get knowledge of
rm~
our duty.
~,~'[~
It must be right by God's
Z J1?:f.er
standard with the heart that's
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be taught!
We may not naturally know how
to please God--it is something
to be learned.
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3.
e) Attitude necessary--I really want
to know the will of God.
f) Only reason we lern is to do
what we've learned.
2. Well
a) Natural goodness is not enough-- .
don't drink, smoke, cuss, chew
or live in NYC.
b) Start immediately to do what you
have been neglecting.
c) Righteousness is a prerequisite
to offerings.
Deut. 33:19
d) Actions will show the heart of
anyone who wants to please God.
e) "We've pennies for redemption
yet millions for pleasure." (Green)
B. Seek Judgement
n
J.- n
1. Seek out justice!·tt'f~:'lYJ.P
2. Pursue it.
Z-~ ~ At
3. Confine wrongdoing rrJ5. ,,117 r;g 'IZce
4. God wants justice not sa~¥.~
5. Right to pray for right rulers nd
their right actions once befor us.
C. Relieve the Oppressed
.~_
.h: I II
1. Set right the oppressor. ~ t~1~er
2. Whoever hurts the poor and Vl()l;I;~~
oppressed is an oppressor. te.. bu¥/WI)
3. We'll see shortly how he ties tlUs " I
in with orphans and widows. -((J(t:efl'lJ't
4. God can see any insincerity of our
heart.
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5. Today we seem occul>:i,~d with
aesawtic worShip hoti~s and our
enjoYlBent.
6. Are .~ 1ml?'~ with lu~.ry?
D. Judge Ule FatiJ;erless
I M~.}
1. Do. jus~ice to the orp:h~Ii--does the
I hth}fI J19,v
State have more concern than we do?
2. See that he is not wronged--be his
champion.
Deut. 10: 18
Deut. 24 :17
Jer. 7:6
Exo. 22: 22-25
Ps. 68:5
IJ
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6. "He"~":W1t:.~Yin tmmiast of
heart~~,.l.~t. ttlGl'Feft)
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E. Plea for

1. Be he;r4~Y~*~-~W~ ~ires out
I O~ 1fIa1
to wl'l.te, t~·. ·mQ:~caf1)1';
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oppressed~.; L~~. .'
~Jiif-'1'f
God &.Iit~ a reverlled eGurlehgr'

.. ~et

bre~ life as 5tW,ngs are adopted.
I Ult{V ftettJ3. Widows need .protection.
'1 V-;-" I too need a Holy Advocate--Jesus--am
I tfP't I what He wants?
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corn
Iowa
wheat
Kansas
7. Tennessee
beans
8
beans
9. Alabama
10.
11. Texas -12, Oklahoma -- oil
13. Louisiana
crawfish
14. Israel
grapes
B. Just how did they prepare vineyards?
II. Vineyard Preparation
Isa. 5:1-7
A. Man--Iandlord buys a plot of land. he
feels will be good for a vineyard and
laboriously prepares it.
1. It's an investment as he hires the
services of another.
2. We'll call the capable man: renter.
tenant. steward.

~.

3. Contract will guide both parties.
4. Ability. honesty, energy essential.
B. Just what does the landlord provide?
1. Rightful ownership.
2. Remove stones.
3. Plant protective, prickly hedge.
a) Protect against animals.
b) Protect against
c) Hedge could be rock wall.
4. Winepress
a) Two vats, dug out, masonry
lined.
b) Connected with one higher than
the other.
c) Grapes pressed via feet--drain
to lower basin.
5. Stone tower.
a) Lodge tools
b) Workers
c) Observation purposes
d) As you can see the landlord has
done everything he could, yet
tenant and landlord submit to
will of God.
e) Ten cubits X four cubits on a
high place.
6. Plant best of vines.
a) Prune
b) Weed
c) Pluck
d) Gather

i \..
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e) Plow
f) Protect
7. Purpose to grow grapes--as God
does not champion stylessness.
8. Like the showhorse that looked
good but won nothing!
9. What should each expect?
a) Rent cash
b) Rent 1/3 or 1/4
c) Salary expected--certainly from
Pine Bluff
d) Each honest
e) God expects a return.
Ps. 118: 22 The stone
f) Involves great trust on all.
g) Steward two words: free born
or slave.
Home - management
Gen. 39: 3-6
2 Cor. 8: 12
10. God's order
a) First fruits unclean
Lev. 19:23
b) Fourth year fruit dedicate to
Lord
c) Fifth year used normally
Joel 3:13
11. Enjoy fruits of church, must pay
for it~
12. Everyone benefits.
C. Be not barren nor unfruitful.
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The Contrast of Two Personalities
Isaiah 6
I. Dare I call God a personality?
A. He is so far above man there can be
no big comparison.
B. Yet made in His image.
C. Called Father and Son relationship.
D. No implication of any equality, but
still we see two distinctively
different beings: God and man.
E. In this account, called Isaiah's only
vision, I see the eternal God and the
cons en ting Isaiah.
1. I see God and man.
2. I see God and me.

'~
........ ,
"."~,

II. This event at death of Uzziah, it lets us
see the social life at that time, chapt~s
previous. See 2 Chronicles 26: 19-20.-"
A. Rich devoured the poor.
B. Those in authority oppressed the
poor, the needy.
C. Women condemned for their wanton
pride and lack of attention to
spiritual matters, failing also in home
duties as they gave attention to good
appearance and high social standing.
D. He condemns drunkenness and
ignorance of Scripture.
E. Couldn't tell difference between good
and evil.

I
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saw also the Lord.
is
matters.
1. God is
a. Mark
and
b. John uses the
2. On
a.
b.
c.
d.

Seen as a ruler.
High and lifted up.
Throne of absolute sovereignty.
His is unquestioned superiority
over all.
3. Had a train.
a. Robe or skirt in which He was
dressed, skirt of his robe.
b. Train filled the temple-earthly?
or heavenly? Does not say.
c. We see the accouterments
not a description of God and
Himself.
d. Barnes says the sublimity is
enough to fill the mind with
awe and impress one with the
deep sense of his majesty.

~. 1

4. Above him the seraphims.
a. Means fiery ones.
b. Winged creasures of angel
order from whom they differ
somewhat.
c. Six wings.
1) One pair veiled their head
from the intolerable effulgence of divine glory.
2) Another pair concealed the
feet. It suggests reverence
and readiness to humbly
serve God.
3) Another pair for immediate
obedience to God.
d. Cried one to another Holy, Holy
Holy.
1) God is pure ·perfection.
2) God hates evil.
3) No proper conception of God ,
unless He is absolutely holy.
4) A God without holiness is a
God without power (Burder).
5) His perfect holiness consists .
of two things:
(1) Infinite delight in all
that's pure and holy;
(2) Infinite hatred for every
thing evil and impure
(Elam's notes).
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4.
6) He refrains from every
impurity and delights in
everythi:qg:goo_d Jm_a pure.
7) His holiness manifests itself
in the hatred of sin. That's
reason for the flood, Sodom
and Gomorrah, Ananias and
Sapphira.
8) The frequency of the cry
"Holy" is significant. See the
pleasure taken in God's
estimate of holiness and His
superlative excellency.
9) God is Holy, Christ is Holy,
the Spirit is Holy.
10) His holiness is absolute.
11) It could represent the three
persons of the Godhead.
e. Lord of Hosts
1) John 12 shows Isaiah saw
Jesus.
2) Psalms 103: 35-37 and Hebrews
1: 10-12 shows application to
God and Jesus.
f) Whole- earth full of His glory.
Psalms 19:1
Psalms 8: 3-4
1) His holiness seen in His grace'
2) Jesus, Holy, died for sinful
man.
3) He purifies the redeemed,
(Elam's notes).
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5.
4) The guilty are forgiven and
spend an eternity with Him.
g) And the post of the door moved
at the sound of his voice and the
house was filled with smoke.
1) All evidences of the majesty of
God.
2) Some translations have threshhold - note this clipping.
B. I am undone.
1. Means cut off, destroyed, stricken
dumb.
2. Condemned to destruction.
Ezek. 33: 20
3. God wants purity not power.
4. Pardon and purity must come.
C. Unclean lips, midst of unclean people.
D. Eyes have seen the Lord.
Col: 1 : 15~flt/ ~~-1icA M,[ (ti(;flJtrk~ )
,
I TIm. 6:16UVl~~:4IIft7fe~Mm~5eC'I1
1. Somlhsten with contempt, others
with respect, but do nothing.
2. Having seen God we now see ourselves.
IV. Seraphim I s action.

A. One flew with live coal, touched
'Isaiah I slips.
1. Suggests man is defiled, unfit,
unworthy to serve and worship
God, unfit to carry the message.

-

B.
2. Only God can cleanse from sin and
make fit to serve.
3. Men that have been cleansed from
sin must not let their forgiven past
~ him'lit:
~. Live coal .et stone.
5. Part of the material from formal
worship becomes a quickening
power.
6, From above God kindles the
inanimate and makes it live--like
coal.
7. Iniquity purged (v. 7).
B. Heard voice of the Lord.
1. Whom shall I send?
2. Who will go for us?
3. Note the change: "I" to "us."
a. God singular.
b. God plural - shows plurality of
Godhead.
C. Here am I; send me!
1. He's grateful for his cleansing.
2. He's willing to work.
3. Are we of that attitude?
4. Willing to render any service. He
will make you able to the task.
5. He does not expect any service
we are unable to perform.
6. God supplies the need and ability.
7. Pure unconditional self-enrollment.
8. GO(l wants a person, not a thing,
machine, servant or book.
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DAILY BmLE READINGS.-

LESSON SETTINGS
Tillle.-757 B.C. Chronologists differ
Uzziah died, and therefore
to
of this lesson occurred.
Place .-J erusalem.
Persolls.-Jehovah, the
Isaiah.
is the
Hebrew
for seraph;
is the English
Lesson
vision
Isaiah the son
saw concerning ,Judah and
in the
and HC7.ekiah,
of
(lSiL
: 1.)
From what is
said
the text for
lesson it seems that I;;a.iah began to
prophesy near the close of the reign of Uzziah. He lived and
prophesied at a time in which the conditions were such as to bring
out the best that was in man, or else the worst; for those were
stirring times, in which the forces of righteousness and the forces
of evil were in active combat. A man in whom the currents of
life ran strong could not be indifferent to the issues involved. The
most of the nation had become very corrupt. Neither the law of
God nor their own experiences had taught them that Jehovah was
the source of all good things, and that they prospered when they
served him and suffered all sorts of losses and reverses when they
forsook him. In that respect they were more senseless than dumb
brutes. "The ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his master's crib;
but Israel doth not know, my people doth not consider." (Isa. 1:
3.) Isaiah's further description of them shows how fearfully corrupt and wicked the people of the kingdom of Judah had become.
"Ah sinful nation, a people laden with iniquity, a seed of evildoers, children that deal corruptly! they have forsaken Jehovah,
they have despised the Holy One of Israel, they are estranged and
gone backward. Why will ye be still stricken, that ye revolt more
and more? the whole t~cad is ~ict, ana the whole heart faint. From
the sole of the fcoe "en unto the head there is no soundness in
it; but wounds, and .)fuises, and fresh si!'ipes: they have not been
closed, neither bound up, neither mollified with oil. Your country
is desolate; your cities are burned with fire." (Chapter 1: 4-7.)
Jehovah would not respect their pretended worship. And yet there
was a remedy for all their ills. "Come now, and let us reason together, saith Jehovah: though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be
as white as snow; though they be red like crimson, they shall be
as wool. If ye be willing and obedient, ye shall eat the good of
the land." But they had practiced evil so long and so persistently
that right seemed to them to be wrong and wrong seemed to be
right. (5: 18-22.) Because they had rejected the law of Jehovah
and despised his word, he would bring nations against them from
afar, nations that were fierce and thoroughly equipped for war.
Only a remnant were true to Jehovah.
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TEIND

1930

earthly inll1ge,;,
temple, God lS
in tile most
surrounded
God himself 'the
his feet.' (Ezek,
7,)
of our sanctuary,'
. , The veil,
holy or outermost part
taken away; for the
whom the whole is exhibited, is manifestly placed by
burnt-offering, at the entrance of: the temple (compare Ezek, 43:
,
5, 6), which was filled with the train of the robe, the spreading
~
and overflowr-: 'the divine glory, The Lord upon the throne,
, U>'
according to t. Jo~n (chapter 12: 41) was Christ; and the vision')A;i '
related to is futupe kingdom, when the veil of separation was to
be removed,
1e vv'hole earth was to be filled with the glory of ~JI"'"
God, revealed to all mankind."-C[aTk. For purposes of comparison
I
verse 2 as translated by Leeser, a learned Jew, is here given: "Sert
aphim were standing around him, each one had six wings: with two
he covered his face, and with two he covered his 1eet, and with
two did he fly." The seraphim were evidently a special order or
class of angels, the special attendants of the Lord. We are told that
the name seraph signifies fire, or burning. Here we find them praising the Lord, and one of them acting as a swift messenge1' for him.
Beyond this and the description of their appem'ance we know noth- 1'1
ing; for the word is not found in the Bible excepting in this verse .
and in verse 6. With two wings eClch covered his face, as H he were
not worthy to look upon the Lord; with two wings he covered his
feet, or the lower part of his body, showing becoming modesty and
regard for him before whom he stood; and with two wings did he
fly, swiftly executing the Lord's will.

j,IJ

Isaiah Greatly Affected by the Scene (Verses 3·5)
"One cried unto another." This seems to mean that they sho·uted
the praises of the Lord in concert. Perhaps they were divided into
two groups, the two groups facing each other, one group crying,
"Holy, holy, holy, is Jehovah of hosts"; and the other responding,
"The whole earth is full of his glory." It was an impressive scene,
and would be especially impressive to one so reverential and pious
as was Isaiah. It was meant to so impress him that he would the
more willingly respond to the call to service. So powerful was the
voice that it shook the foundations of the temple. "And the house
was filled with smoke." Smoke signified God's wrath which he
ANNUAL LESSON COMMENTARY
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would pour out on his wicked and rebellious people. This would
impress Isaiah with the necessity of doing everything possible to
avert the threatened doom of the people. "Then I said, Woe is me!
for I am undone." Isaiah, as do all thoughtful people, knew that he
was not perfect, and must have thought that the vision was a warning to him; for he immediately adds what seems to be a reason for
his thinking that he was undone-"because I am a man of unclean
lips, and I dwell in the midst of a people of unclean lips." At the
moment he claimed no superiority over the people among whom he
lived and whom he had just described as being so corrupt, so unworthy did he feel in the presence of the Lord and the holy angels.
These seraphim had sung the praises of the Lord, but he now felt
that his lips were too unclean for such praises as they were able
to pronounce. The fact is, no really great soul feels very much its
own superiority. Boasting of one's superiority of wisdom and goodness is plain evidence of the littleness of one's soul. Isaiah was too
great to boast.

A Seraphim Gives Isaiah Comfort (Verses 6, 7)
The live coal with which the seraphim touched Isaiah's mouth had
been taken from the altar, the altar of burnt-offerings. The law was
that fire should never be allowed to go out on this altar. "Fire shall
be kept burning upon the altar continually; it shall not go out."
(Lev. 6: 13.) The mission of these seraphim was to go on errands
of service as well as to praise the Lord. When the seraphim touched
the mouth of Isaiah with the live coal, he said, "Lo, this hath touched
thy lips; and thine iniquity is taken away, and thy sin forgiven."
Fire is a sure purifier; Isaiah had confessed that he was a man of unclean lips. Of course, the live coal did not actually remove any moral
impurities from Isaiah, but it was God's way of signifying to him
that his humility and penitence had been rewarded with forgiveness.
Isaiah could now consider himself fit for service to the Lord. A
man who is defiled with sin cannot very well lead others out of sin.
Every Christian who would go on any mission of service to God
needs to know that thorough cleansing comes before acceptable service. "Restore unto me the joy of thy salvation; and uphold me with
a willing spirit. Then will I teach transgressors thy ways; and sinners shall be converted unto thee." (Psalm 51: 12, 13.) If a man
would teach others he must first take heed to himself, and then to
his teaching. (1 Tim. 4: 16.)

"Here Am I; Send Me" (Verse 8)
"And I heard the voice of the Lord, saying, Whom shall I send,
and who will go for us?" A great work was needed to be done;
who would do it? "Then I said, Here am I; send me." Isaiah did
not even wait to inquire into the nature of the work to be done; it
was enough for him to know that it was a work the Lord wanted
some one to do. That spirit is commendable. Every servant of the
Lord, if he is in reality a servant of the Lord, stands ready to do
whatever the Lord wants him to do. Sometimes a needed work
is not a pleasant work, and one may make enemies in doing that
work; but a true Christian will not hesitate on that account.
214
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Isaiah \vo.s not
even asked thilt
send
our wilL No matter how
Christian should be able

to do

(~od)s

1939

bidding~

will should always be
task to bc dOllC, the
am 1; ,:end me,"

9,
its
in the fol~
, and
in no wise
see, nnd shall in no
wnxed gross, and their
have closed; lest
hear with their
turn again, and I
This is the
commentary on the verses in Isaiah,
would not understand Isaiah's teaching, for their hearts hilCL b~,_
Tney would .llQ,t want to ·uOOel'Stafld,.,ffir---fuey did not want
COUl/prted frOJJ:LJheir.....:way o f l ilLIDg, That prophecy fit?_?JL..
people of all ages who take more delight in Sfri tfiTin-ifi'-rTgmeousness.--TfieTangu a-ge-=:Jrtrows-pimJJh::that"-H--pe:r-se:n--fflusi--h:ear--arni
1fi1cfers~fore J2.~_ 111rDS from si'n,'-anaThaT'he' must tUrD fron1
sin in order to be hea1ea.-'---------·-------

Their Sins Would Result in Their Destruction as a Nation
(Verses 11.13)
"Then said I, Lord, how long'!" How long would such stubbornness and rebellion prevail among the people? "Until cities be waste
without inhabitant, and houses without man, and the land become
utterly waste"-until, in fact, the Lord had them carried away into
captivity-"removed them far away!' The-fifrt-iefr-was-fast,becoming
too corrupt to he of an*-j'ur-tRep--~--tcr-the-t:;tJn:L And when the
nation should be carried into captivity, iL.a.ien1lLwere left in the
land. that tenth would also be eaten up, With all these--wai'iiings
the people would noCFi-ear:---To-one\V1'rutuoked for big results from
his work, what the Lord said about the people would be vel-Y discouraging. But so far as the I'ecord shows Isaiah did not falter,
There were some who were true to the Lord, but we know not how
many Isaiah influenced to turn to the Lord, "The holy seed is
the stock thereof!' EveQ ;among lhQS,,_.YIllQ__YL(;,[,e... .c:auied jnto caQ:;
tivity a remnant remained true to Jehovat::-

SOME REFLECTIONS
Though "the Lord is high and lifted up"; yet, in and through the
divine Savior, he is seated on a "throne of grace," and "the way
into the holiest is now laid open."-Scott,
If by faith we could see the Lord as he is and could realize our
own weakness and dependence upon him, all the praise and adUlation
that men could heap upon us would seem empty and vain, To
know that our Lord looked upon us with favor would be sufficient.
To know the Lord and to realize our dependence upon him makes
us willing, even anxious, to do whatever he wants us to do, There
is something fearfully wrong with the heart of one who inquires
ANNUAL LESSON COMMENTARY
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________________________________!-'HIllD __~!_RT~~

concerning any duty.

Will it pay?

Is it pleasant work? Will I
Will it enhance my reputation? Is the work below iny dignity? The true servant of the
Lord, like Isaiah, says, "Here am I; send me." Like his Lord he can
say, "My meat is to do the will of him that sent me, and to accomplish his work." (John 4: 34.) "I delight to do thy will, 0 my
God; yea, thy law is within my heart." (Psalm 40: 8.)
be thrown with the right sort of people?

TOPICS FOR INVESTIGATION AND DISCUSSION
The prophet Isaiah.
The people to whom he prophesied.
Isaiah's prophecies concerning a Savior.

QUESTIONS
Where is our lesson found?
Repeat the Golden Text. and give
reference.
Lesson Settings
Give time, place, and persons.
~
Give the facts stated in Isa. 1: 1.
What comparison did Isaiah mak t
show the foolishness of the ~
.
of the kingdom of JUda~_
Whett did he say of the carr ti ~ of
the people'!
t
What was the remedy for
rills?
,Vhat would be the resul of their
corru ption?
Verses 1, 2
~'
Describe what Isaiah saw.
What is the significance of th _ Y
the seraphim used their win
Verses 3-5
How were the seraphim engaged?
Describe the effect of their voice.
What effect did all this have on
Isaiah?
What sort of people usually boast?

before
people not underVerses 11-13
hat question did Isaiah ask. and'
what did he mean?
What answer did he get?
Could Isaiah look for big results from
his work?
Discuss the reflections.

Lesson XI-September 10, 1939

HEZEKIAH: A KING WHO REMEMBERED GOD
2 Chron. 30: 13-22
13 And there assembled at J1!-ru'si'i-lem much people to keep the feast of
unleavened bread in the second month, a very great assembly.
14 And they arose and took a,vay the altars that were in Je-ru'si'i-U\m, and
all the altars for incense took they away, and cast them into the brook
Kid'ron.
15 Then they killed the passover on the fourteenth day of the second
month: and the priests and the Le'vites were ashamed, and sanctified themselves, and brought burnt-offerings into the house of Je-ho'vii.h.
16 And they stood in their place after their order, according to the law
of Mo'ses the man of God: the priests sprinkled the blood which they received of the hand of the Le'vites.
17 For there were many in the assembly that had not sanctified themselves:
therefore the Le'vites had the charge of killing the passovers for everyone
that was not clean, to sanctify them unto Je-ho'vii.h_
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9 . ~ wri res Jaook of Life •.
B. When ever a man uses lit.rafure for
@1!tl'$l~ at tldOQr of utt..,r.n~e" (Col. 4:
that he. may declare the mystery of Chri
he's surely in accord wittt,tne wishes,of
God .
. We ,move to the 20th cefttury.andwe make
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own:
McDonald

1.

20
Ala.
salesman,

b)

sing
II. They are important to God.
Ex. 20 : 7
VI Thou shalt not take the name of
the Lord in vain. II
Luke 1: 31 "And behold, thou shalt conceive
in thy womb."
Luke 1:60 "Bue he shall be called John."
Luke 1; 63 "His name is John."
A. New book by Robert Morgan.
1. "He shall be called - ".
2. 150 names of Jesus and what they
mean to you.
a) Jesus of Nazareth.

~.

b)
c)
d)
e)

Son of God
Prince of Peace
King of the Jews
Chief Cornerstone
f) True bread from heaven
g) Carpenter
h) Built the temple
i) Built the church
B. But I'm thinking of first God and
then His Son.
Ps. 20: 5
"We will rejoice in thy salvation,
and in the name of our God we
will set up our banners."
20:7

Ps. 18:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

"Some trust in chariots, and some
in horses, but we will remember
the name of the LORD our God.
"I will love thee, 0 Lord.
My strength.
My rock.
My fortress, horn.
My deliverer.
My buckler.
My high tower.
Who is worthy to be praised.

(Prayer: Help me to be the person my dog
thinks I am).

I

3.
Isa. 9: 6

"For unto us a son is given and
and the government shall be upon
his shoulder."

9: 7

"Of the increase of his government
and peace there shall be no end."

Heritage C / C
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THAT POWERFUL SON

Isaiah 9:6
I. God sends hope in many ways. Once he
did it via of a child.
II. Why was it that this particular child
brought hope as nothing else ever
offered to man?
Isa. 9: 6
"For unto us a child is born."
A. May we examine this entry by entry.
III. God does it for "us."
A. Whoever gives you a gift intends to
impart happiness.
B. We do well to often examine the many
things God does for us; food,
clothing, shelter--but the greatest
thing for "us" is salvation.
C. It is possible through one person,
God's Son.
D. Just what is so magnificent about
him?
1. For us.
2. Amazing it's via of a child.
3 . Kin to us by birth, born.
4. Given, we do not deserve it.
E. We should pause right here and
praise and thank God for his undenia ble gift.

!

\
\
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IV. I want us to see first the child.
-A. Called the gospel of Isaiah.
B. Shows as child the humanity of
Jesus.
C. No greater appeal to the future than
via child.
1. There is hope.
2. There is light at the end of the
tunnel.
3. Bad times will be overcome.
4. Future looks good.
5. Future tense gives timeless
applica tion.
6. Dark moments will pass, there is
room for hope.
7. Child of whom all prophets spokeEmmanuel, God with us.
D. Born
1. God provides time and manner.
2. Via virgin.
3. No such thing as an insignificant
birth--then why do you have all
those pictures in your wallet?
4. This Son will gain his throne
without sword, money or pen.
5. This child will bring the Divine
Presence.
6. He was not aborted.
7. Not born to angels, but to us for
our benefit.
Luke 2: 10-11

-

,
~.

8. Given us by God and came in
obscure yet humble form.
9. Nothing more helpless than the
newborn.
F. Son
1. Part human.
2. Part divine.
G. Born to govern.
1. He will reign whether we like it or
not.
2. He will be head.
Eph. 1:22-23
3. Burden--carries on his back.
4. No limit to it.
Matt. 28:18-19
5. Can never be replaced by another.
6. Greatest ever known.
7. Clad with authority.
8. Since govern is placed on his
shoulders, do not attempt to take
it away.
V. What shall he be called.
A. Not five names, but a five-fold name.
B. Or rather four titles of God Himself.
C. First wonderful counselor.
1. Wonderful--out of natural order
of events.
2. Jesus never held a one-sided
view.

\.

...-

Provo 8:
:31
1 1
Heb. 11:

The
am

John
Matt 5:25
Rom. 12:10
1 Pet. 3: 8
1 Thess. 5:14
D. Counselor
1. Expander of the last.
2. Ever appears in the presence of
God for man.
3. Never leads astray.
4. Ever guides the right way.
5. None guided by him ever failed
to success.
6. We need counsel--we were never
here before.
7. Ever wise and unselfish.
8. Gives it only for our benefit.
Prov. 8: 12-30
John 1:9

5.
9. As a counselor none can conspire,
no plot can excel.
10. Trust his advice.
11. Has to be all wise in plan and
purposes.
12. Formed great plan for man's
redemption.
13. None can say he deserted a client.
VI. Called Mighty God

A. Absolute duty.
1. Prevails against all enemies.
2. The solution for greatest calamity.
3. Overcomes death, grave, Satan,
sin, hell.
Ps. 45:6
4. Great warrior that cannot be
defeated.
5. Defeats all plots and advices of
Satan.
Osa. 35:8
VII. Everlasting Father
A. A loving and protecting government.
Job 29:16
Isa. 22:21
B. Father of eternity.
C. Gives all blessings.
D. Great protector.
, Heb. 8:25
Deut. 31:6

~.

E. Vulgate - "Father of the Coming
Age. "
F. All authority.
G. Has cared for all people that are His.
H. Unlimited domination of all people.
I. He begets word and spirit.
VIII. Finally Prince of Peace.
A. Peace not war belongs.
B. Gives peace to troubled conscience-redemption.
C. Not only author and dispenser of it,
but he rules by it.
D. Increase of government and peace
there will be no end.
E. Peace comes through Christ.
F. Racial antagonism destroyed.
G. Maintains a government without war.
H. Has to be onmipresent, omniscent,
omnipotent, eternal to do it.
I. Left legacy of peace as he ascended.

i

IX. Thank God for His birth.
Heritage - 12/4/05
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trends conti~ue.
h. Mohammedanism
'Chr. in Africa.

',r< "-,",'Ul

d~dlar

to propa te its faith this year . in, 50
year
ey've made lout of 3a cominie
d.
illion babies born this year.
e.7 ;illion adults learn to .read.
f.55 million copies of S~riptlri-e distii..., ...... ...,'"
this: year. ' ,
,
I
g.In USA 50 million citizens do not have a
Bible.
B.,Multiplied abundantly could be these
opportunities--I haven't touched on tb~
open door needs present like found in ,>
humaR misery, suffering~ bereavement.
1. But what shall we do and how shall we
meet the challenge9 wfw~)ob?
,'
2.1've a: plan--Script~l, workable, simpl
--Without super organization.
S. When 1 say-it you are going to anSwer
':Sut I know that'''.'
4. True - -do what you know.
:lU .Turn with me tohuil'iah. lIt
A. The coming Christ' and his r~gn is described. It's theforme'r We!, s~k to see.
i.He'll wear 'girdle 'ofrrght~tisne~~and
, faithfub:iess."
.
.
a.Upper atld lower--symf¥llof ~omplet~

eqpt. ' '

~

h.GitdlesbracedDr action. He co,

j

\
\,

,c,

"1

i

a.

s standard]
t lie now and then).
'
b.
lity and loyalty]
convenient. We can:
depend on Jesus for everything.
I
3. God had one son and when he "dressed"
his boy he put on rt. and ft.
a. Could anything be more impIDvl7clnt?
b. Name a virtue you think is superior.
B. What
1
t

mission program.
(l)West End had 100 absent every Sunday
$5000 annuallfncome. $5.00 Sunday
($260.00 per year'fBeauty and Barber)
per member or $500 this Sunday
,
$26, GOO this year!
(2)ln Nashville 1000 members out today=
(
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enry Farrar
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to you?
The Bill of Rights is the first ten
amendments to our Constitution.
They forbid Congress from making
any law establishing a state religion.
They prohibit Congress from gag)ging your right to freely express
/yourself on any subject.
They prohibit Congress fro m
abridging the freedom of expression
of .thene.wspaper.you r.ead.
\ They prohibit Congress from preI venting you to assemble peaceably
J for a redress of grievances.
No soldier in time of peace or war
can be quartered in your home arbitrarily-that is, without due process
of law.
Noone can enter your house to
seize your person or papers and
effects without a warrant.
To be held for a capital or other
infamous crime you must be indicted
by a grand jury; you cannot be
tried twice for the .same offense; you
cannot be a witness against yourself,
and you cannot be deprived of life,
liberty or property without due
process of law.
The Government itself is forbidden
to take private property without just
compensation.
You are guaranteed a trial by jury.
And you have the right to have
counsel.
If you have been arrested, excesbail is forbidden, nor can cruel
unusual punishment be inflicted
upon you.
That is the essence of our liberties.
The Bill of Rights spells the difference between regimentation and
liberty - between ,national slavery
and freedom.
May every Christian in the land

.A

1~~~edeJil~;t'tp1'~nt,tore hFlS n, .t~nk

l?!,:yIfuter ~I!;,~~~j,y i:tJ:~~~r~~~!}t!

placeonthdtr~'Hbor, insi!i:~.~;li. iv:1liJ:¢h·
rsa rlli1'1:~p'~tFl~dJiat.k~~~/&l1~~ i
of water flows' down upon the raih
apparel day after day without damaging it. Thus,G,ulltomers are given a
g'l'aplric sales, tFlI:k in favoro~the
water-proof, miture. of.. the" rajn out;fl);.,
0*er comp;v:ai.es advertise articles
thnt are r~st repElUe;!JJ~);Ieat~col~~
fire or sun repellent. ManN ma,t(}l'i~is
a,~epre~shru~. ljoti;<;>nl't" ·an<lp~W~'er,~
,:i!t;J;!f} ,g~;r:~1l;te,(td, /to" 'Ware" Q1;flinosq;tliitos
~t}, f,:1i:k),Efr,}}lE\ee1s~ .
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DI)) YOU KNOW TIlA~?
Fred Waring and .hisPennsylvanians turned down an offer of
$30,000 a week for a Las Vegas!
Nevada, night club appearaIlce~
~, :retus~s to, wor~ in. p~ace$
whelle. liquor i~ SQl~, ,Ar ,c:~,
there IS gambhng.-K. 1Ievi8 '\'
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THE BURDEN OF MOA B

b

Isa. 15:1-2
I. This is the 1st of two chapters that speak about the
plight of Moab.
A. The Burden of Moab.
, 1. Divine oracle against Moab.
2. Quite a bit like Jer. 48. Some
stealing Jer. 48 & rewording it
3. Came in the 711 BC period.
B. History of Moab.
1 • Moab a monarchy.
2. Estab I ished 13th century BC.
3. Took over territory assigned Reuben.
4. Mesha erected ste I e - it was discovered 1868
AD. It was erected 840 BC - he mentions Omri Ii
& told of taking temple vessels from Jerusalem ,
to his god, Chemosh.
'
5. Nearest foe to East for Israel.
J
6. LonQ.t!e enemy. '1- L/
' I
Nu. 22:. rSut ~e til;;'1 ~tbe I ord st()~aiii fa path I
Judges 3:14 IIS0 th,children of Israel served Eglon t~
7. 1st loyal to Jdbh.
'
J
8. 'Then to Israel."
9. AfterAHab's death r~fused ·to p.oy tribute.
2 Kings 3:5 "But itceme to pass, when Ahab was de
10. Jehoram, Ahab's sari & Jehosphaphat of Judah
made war.
2 Kings 3:25 IIAnd they beat down the. cities, and on
11. Destroyed;tbelr c iti es •
12. Became a vossal of David.
2 Kings 3:4-27 (read).·
'I

"

I

f
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What light can be thrown on that obscurity must:·
be gathered from what we can learn of the
contemporary history of Moab and its relation to
1srael. This we know partly from the record of
2 Kings iii. I partly from the inscription of the
Moabite stone found at Diban, in 1860, by Mr.
Klein, and translated by Dr. Ginsburg in Records
of the Past I xi. 163. Combining the information
from these two sources, we find that Omri and Ahab
had subdued Moab when that nation was governed
by Chemosh-Gad of Dibon, and had compelled him
to pay a sheep tribute reckoned by hundreds of
thousands. When Jehoram succeeded A hab, Mesha,
the son of Chemosh-Gad, revolted, and the
Moabite inscription records the succes$.ful issue of
the campaign. Jehoram entered into an alliance
with Jehoshaphat and the king of Edom. The
i
Moabites were defeated. Their trees were cut downj
their wells stopped, and their land made barren.
.
The king of Moab in his despair offered up his son
as a sacrifice to Chemosh in the sight of both armiesi
With that sacrifice apparently the tide of victory I
turned. Mesha, in his inscription, records how he I
took Nebo from Israel and slew seven thousand men,1
and built or restored fortified towns, and offered th~
vessels of Jehovah, taken probably from the
I
sanctuaries of the IIhigh places ll of Nebo. Exulting
. I in the memory of this victory, Moab became
I
I
"exceeding proud" (chap. xvi. 6), and in a psalm, I
Lprobably contemporary with Isaiah (see the mentioj
II

f \.

-

of Assur, or Assyria~ in Ps. Ixxxiii. 8), they ore

f:

named as among the enemies of Judah, joined with
the Philistines and Assyrians. It is probable enough
that I having been kept in check by the prosperous
rule of Uzziah, they took advantage of the weakness
of Ahaz to renew hostilities, and were looking, half
with dread, half with hope, to the Assyrian power.
It may be noted here that the following cities named;
in these chapters--Dibon, Medeba, Nebo, Horonaim~
occur also in the Moabite stone, which thus renders
a striking testimony to their antiquity I and, so far,
to their authenticity. (Comp. Jer. xlviii., which is
to a large extent, a reproduction of Isaiah's
lORguege .)

IIEllicott's Commentary on the Whole Bible"
Volume IV - Page 464
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MV REACT10N TO OTHERS' DESTRUCTION
Isa. 15:5-9
I. We have listed some of the calamities Moab facedand there )ViII be more to name; but just now how
should I react to the others' calamity.
A. Remember it's due him - he brought it on himself.
B. Should I not tell him it's coming?
C. Should I delight in him getting his due desserts?
D. Should I iry to get him out of it via fale efforts
or procedure?
E. Should I tell him what is going to happen & griev~
with him over his calamity?
II. The Spiritof Compassion.
.. A. My heart sha II cry out for ~oab.
1 • Prophet's heart is aroused to pity.
2. Lange, liThe cry of the enemy stirs compassion
in his heart - he cries from his innermost bosom.
3. He announces wrath of God c sorrow, not c
exaltation - FJB.
4. He is not cold, harsh, nor unsympathetic - he
[
also reacted likewise to Babylon.
Isa. 31 :3-4 "Now the Egyptians are men, and not G~
5. Do you see any rejoicing in him that Moab is to i
get what's coming to him?
I
6. How should we announce the sirictness of God's .,
terms today?
I
a 0) Necessity of baptism.
b.) One church
c.) Narrow city & gate
do) Few
0

0

0

}
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2. j
e .) Not many saved?
B. The heart of the evange list must not be a co Id one
c. Neither must it be one of compromise - because
tho bleeding he comes back to his painful task of
outlined destruction.
1 • Fugitives flee to Zoar.
a .) Zoar a fortress to the south.
b .) Lot went her e from Sodom.
c.) Heifer figure - ShoW51ial,~lIness of its power
3 yrs. old - not under
ength still intactthus city impregnable
d.) Still it will fail.
2. Luhith - some cities via past history thought of as
being indomnible, fortresses never taken. lJ.f.s
has its svrprises (how could this ha en to me?) ,
3. Horon.aim = wo 0 es, near coves.
4. Nimrim == limip waters.
a.) Totality of vegetation withers -devastating thul
, in sheep cOlJntry.
i
b.) Place of springs - w~ere you expected the
oasis - now withered & dry up. When streams i
dry up, herbage perish - we get Fla. sinkholes,
I!
III. Our Lesson.
A. How do,1 deal c those not blessed who deserve I
punishment.
I
! B. What is my security?
I
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ESTABLISHED THRONE
Isaiah 16: 1-5
I. The earlier chapters of Isaiah abound in
various "burdens." Now comes the one
to Moab.
A. It is to the credit of prophesy that
the error is seen, but also a solution
is granted. ( Clip on Know What)
B. We often criticize the wrong w10 giving
ways as to how to right the wrong.
C. We study 5 verses to see this.
II. The Method for Moab.
A. Send lambs to the Ruler.
1. Offer of mercy if they will come to
David.
2. What was sent to Samaria now send
to Jerusalem.
3. Return to David --only hope of relief.
4. Obviously today we need to bring
obedience to King Dayid~:s greater
Son.
5. Are we big enough to retrace steps
and say we are sorry.
6. Can we repent?
7. Do I today know of those I've
wronged & never corrected it?
B. Lambs
1. They sent them.
Kings 3:4"And Mesha .•. 100,OOO Jambs,wool-rams.i
I
2. Pay Hezekiah.
3. Short sentence shows urgency.
I
4. Only 1 way of Salvation (clip on
gardner)
.
a) Submit to Zion.
b) Christ our tru~ ruler.

j

i
'.,

,

2.
c) When we come to God come in
the name of the Lamb.
C. Ru1er--One who occupies Throne.
D. Se1a
1. Palace like at Petra.
2. Send tribute to Jerusalem from Se1a,
capitol of Edom, called Petra by the
Romans.
3. Means the Rock.
IIII. Condition of Moab
I
A. Wandering Bird cast out of Nest.
I
1. "Those who yield not to the fear of
God yield to the fear of everything
else." (Scott)
I
2. Those who won't be counselled can't
I
be helped.
I
3. Picture of people as a frustrated
,
"~
bird fluttering over a stricken nest. :
'.~ • So timid lost all courage, no longer
"
masculine but now feminine.
"'",,1
B. Moab
1. 1,500 sq. miles.
2. ,Get 'help from Judah then later
return it.
3. We must go to others, not just
ourselves.
4. Naomi went to Moab (Ruth 1:1).
5. David did;
11 Sam. 22:3
I
6. Human fortune unstable because
,
I
those who offer shelter now need it. I
I
7. God does not seek death of Sinner- j
rather repentance.
~zk. 18: 32
1,,1'
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not wanderer,
It means:

b

Reverse all
made
Lord knows where outcasts are
even when no one else can
as dark as
can conceal he

you are to share in later
better get right now.
e) Christ to come.
f) All who are delivered must be
covered with Zion's shadow.
D. You must be:
L Place where outcast dwell.
2. Covert from spoiler.
3. Extortioner ends--Substitute burglar.
a) The wringer.
b) Twists you.
4. Spoiler ceases (Mother & broken dish)
5. Oppressors consumed--lit. trample
under feet.
iV. The Throne Established.
A. In Mercy
Ezek. 18:32
2 Pet. 3: 9
1. Offer of mercy awakens conscience.

see

3.
C. Features
1. One
2. Truth
b)

3.
"Because I have
the
power
and of the spirit,
I believe in the future of mankind"
(A. Sciw'eitzer).
4. Hasting righteousness
a) Zealous for the right.
b) Hastings = practicing.
c) Righteousness saves a nation.
[Prov. 16: 34
d) Hastings--promt.
5. Are these our ,prompt goals?
Preachers' luncheon, Odessa, TX - 3/27/90
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UPPER WAS O\( R.
father of the
house and his nine-year-old son
were in the living room. watching television. Mother and daughter were in
the kitchen washing up the supper
dishes.
Suddenly father and son heard a
terrible crashing sound of something
breaking in the kitchen. They waited
for a moment but didn't hear a sound.
"It was Mom who broke the dish,"
the boy said.
"How do you know?" his father
asked.
"Because," his son answered, "she
isn't saying anything."

r

As Alexander Hay notes:
liThe fact is that the Apostles, fulfilling the
ministry which God gave them, laid a complete and
perfect foundation for the church, both as regards
structure and doctrine. A careful and unbiased study
of the New Testament will make it abundantly clear
that a full and detailed revelation is given regarding
the structure of the church and that all the congregations planted in Apostolic times were organized
in accordance with that patter."
From:

Life In His Body,

Gary Inrig

Pg. 16

J,

WILL WE LISTEN TO GRACE?
Isaiah 16:6-14
I. Obviously Moab was in trouble with God.
A. V. 1-5 he offers mercy. return to
DaVid.
B. Threatened if they reject offer -V. 6-12.
C. Time fixed for her punishment-V. 13-14.
D. Can you think of anything fairer God
could have offered?
II. Let's See the Cause of their Trouble.
A. "He is very proud" (v. 6)
1. We know pride goes before
destruction (Prov. 10 : 18) .
2. We get full of ourselves and forget
God.
3. Pride will keep them in ruin &
prohibit prayer & repentance.
4. P. C. calls it one of greatest sins.
a) Arrogance of unbelief Via
intellectual pride.
b) Arrogance of impiety.
c) Arrogance of vice.
5. Jesus taught that he who exalts him-I
self· shall be abased.
6. If pride stopped her what is our
besetting sin?
i
a) Nothing is said of their praising
God for their abundance--do we?
1
b) Do we give in money as. we
should?
7. But note in reality no reason for
pridEl-.,-lies are his.
, ___ _____ ....J
~

.,....

2.
1
B. Man can better correct when he knows
what makes him spiritually sick.
III. Sin Brings Times of Howling!
A. Now is pictured great desolation.
1. It's wise to be sin's enemy & the
people's friend.
ILu. 19:41
i

IRom.
9: 3
i

2. We speak of the snow of adversity--·.
Israel thought of cruel, hot winds
that scorch.
i
3. Prophet cries too for their condition ..
\John 3: 16
4. Are we moved by those in a "far
country. "
B. Places Listed.
1. Kir Hareseth
a) Houses pulled down.
b) Only fd. remains.
c) Means flagons of wine--Ioss of
products of the soil.
d) This was place of grapes.
2. Heshbon
a) Meadows
b) Places of previous joys now
mournful.
3. Sibmah--wine cellars--all towns add
accurately authenticity.
4. Jazer
a) Outwardly & inwardly the prophet
is moved.
b) What he said made migatory by
pride.
i
~er. 48:1
L~_ ~

,,

-

3.
c) Howls go from place to place.
d) Summer fruits & harvest fails.
C. Results of Sin
1. Gladness is taken away.
2. Joy is taken out.
3. Absence of singing and shouting.
4. Treaders have no wine to press out.
5. It's the silence of sadness.
6. Treading
a) 7 would trod with naked feet.
b) 2 tier reservoir to smash grapes.
c) Sang as they did work.
d) They'd shout = hedad--joyful &
thankful.
Jer. 25:30
e) There was another yell like
swarming hoards of invaders.
Jer. 48:32
f) But for these times--no wine-only leaves.
'-.
g) Sin promises well but gives no
good end results.
D. One of saddest results--he comes to
pray & nothing happens (v-12).
1. Prayers to idols unavailing.
2. Comes to place he feels he should
but no results.
3. She does not know the right God.
1 Kings 18: 28
2 Kings 3:27
4. Tragic to consult Gods that are no
good.
5. Moab went to the church of her
choice!
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HOW TOl1!,4'RvtST A HEA Pf
1
Jsa .17:9-14
I. Our cht ckens co;ne home to ro~st.
A. We harvest wh(lt 'floe plant.
.
B. Late repentanc, ca'1't change some consequences.
II. Desolation eame' <y.• 9).
A. Olive picture again.
1. Judgement sure to come •.
2. Strong cities fail.
B. Cause fully stated - forgot God' (V. 10).
1~ God has two descriptions:
P.) God of thy Salvation.
b ,) Rock ~f thy strength.
2. They forgot God.
~
a.) This the cause of,all t~eir trouble.
b.) Forgetfulness brings barre.nn.ss. ' .
I
c.) Self reli~nce produces no real fruit. '
I
3. God true source of strength' - our',Rock.··
1
I Cor. 10:14 IIWher.efore~ my dearly belo~d, flee fr~
C. Man's Pleasant Plants.
I
1. Israel sowedsf!ange. sltps,.' '
·1
2. Inten~,~. for'f>leasantness, but brought pai'n.
I
3. Who' pl~nts thistles &. expects ros.e~?
I
4. Inherttance - oppr~sive paIn.
.'
I
5. Garden of the gocJs brings only grfe~&. desperate
sorrow.
6. Man's plans' go awry as others' 'do todoy. '
7. Hurried harvests'still bring destruction.,
~
.".Menplace stA~tn wrong tryings.
..
14:.11-1IA,nd Ata cr'ied unto fhe lor. dhis GO .
. . '-And t ",HI sdy to my soul, Saul, thou has
---------------~-----
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b.)
3 At
a )

b.) ,'''',,,",,,''''''
c.)
d

4.
c.)
care of
ngs 19:36 II So
37:37 II

b )

2

c. )

king

A

I

3.

.

1

Ps. 30:6 nAnd in my prosperity 1 said, 1 shall never bl
46:6 liThe heathen raged, the kingdoms were mov!
90:6 11ln the morning it flourisheth, and growth u~
Job 20:29 nThis is the portion of a wicked man from d
d.) Whatever defies God is brought to nothingness. i
5. Lessons.
a.) We are threatened in every age - but God1s
ever in His Heaven.
!
b.) To hurt a disciple is to hurt Jesus.
i~tt. 10:40-42 IIHe that receiveth you receiveth mej
i
~".6.s.'-I' tL
•

.

I

.

•

j

I
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I

I
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2.

".

D. Civil War.
1 • Picture "'Of· political & soGiaf chaos.
2. Brother fights bro.
3. Nation is dispirited.
4. V. 2= Pri ck - see land lai d was.te.
5. A ~ of great change.
6. Ci vii war does more harm than for ei gn •
E. TI;!rn to Ido.ls, ChQrmers ( Spfrits ;~Wizards .
1. Turn to magic & erim;tiverehgious practices.
2. Extreme appeal to "mutterers."
3. If -we've not genu'nei r'eligion,
we counterfeit
- - - -.......................
--... it.
·4. Superstition hard to oyaside.
5. W~ want to pierce future.
6. Hidden to prevent our procrastination & we must
Ii ve by **ith.
F. Turned'over to Cruel lArd.
1. Get a cr!£f~t~ .". oha~d King.
2. Assyria did occupy tower.Eg.lph
3. S6ehodmony names:"
..
a.)CaHed.M;zralm by Easterners - EgyptiQns never
used term. .
.,
b.) ~y~d .C!!!m, Koptie, ChemL( block);
c .} Miz. :::: f..-tifi cotton •
4. When folb fa" out c ~. other 1 someone else
;oves in & tak. over bQffi.
,.
5. F;UytO- trust enemy.
,
6. Slp Mm. us over tg 9 quellord.

"'.tIt w.. \1.,.S. '-11-13
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SH¢.KtNG TO SALVAtION

Iso. ]9:16-25
I. In this remarkable prophecy of Isaiah we'll see
Egypt va-y promi~ty s~f>wn.
A. We see how IOvY.he sinks.
B. We see how h~9h she'r,. ••
". Fi rst see her umboe coriCft ti allA. When ~ypt i·s' 1i~&I".o~n •.
v. 16& 17 -'Read
e'.
•
]. Egypt t~t she cO'uldbe seved by her o-wn wtsdom:
AciW o:~ns this po Ii <IPf ~ • •
.
2. She sUT,enders thrs hope.
3. lsaioh 'switc~es fry~mpoetry to prose •
4.. ll·ke a'~mon •
.
.•• •
.
Jer. SOf37:ijA$worct is upon ~,~. ., a~ ~_·.ltillil
,J«. 51:30 ..... ~"'t}t .... of
..' ~

NuhUPl ..t:J'~~}" "t-;
J. "'the ""f:l.eJ..
~'!~
~h~?'\: '
B.$b.'s flu.. f.-.··

•.]_.

t, •

.""-,lIt',,;:C"\/

# :'.'~\sr« ;~

-.

"

,

~,

u~) fl:~i.· ·tJr!_rffr~ •.

b

j,~'

rl·

c.) It makes possible our inheritance.
3iC,
d .) Peter saw empty tomb.
1
I In. 20:6-7 11Then cometh Simon Peter following him, aj
I C. Nature.
!
,. living hope.
2. Can face what comes.
Lu. 15: 13-14 "And not many days after the younger so'1
Matt. 6:20 t1But lay up for yourselves treasures in heavt
JkI.t. fHvL IO()t'~
•

,,

-.

f,' '

JSAllH ~~,tARm FO~ j Y~ARSI

r

(lstiidl-i 20)
Two things/distress:
A. Vain mefl th,tnks he's discovt::r~d something new or

I'.

o~nal.

l1()dt¥Vlo'/y, ofA7~f\

B.Em",.m.p,~J;'s~crote~ the, ,geed ,'{$~ ~ffJn &'ri g i nol
~.

I

~'I

C. Men think it's something new when they go streokl
the prostitute the original purpose in their ignoron/
II ~" !vents of liT hot II year.
A ......11me ttwes-obouf 700
B'efore'Christ.
B. The Occasion.
1 o ",1I,,:ton ,ccrme to Ashdod.
(~) Tort~n ~os General, term is not 0 name, - it's
like commander - in - chief. Torton on

reefs

~I¥ftf!rftve,~.

ii'

.

,

(b) Torton his official title (2 Kings

1~:17).

«i)=:::=~;;~;..,·no hi,sto~icol
refer.er:'ce except Bibl e for ,yeors e)(c,ept s~t
Iso. g~e him, therefore they said the Bible
wos in error.
I

(2)

.'

.

:

,ft'l'lltegrJr MtW/~ell,et"'f'e9'"

1 .

'

AeI~~~

it Was Sennocherih - that Sennacheiibh~ 7
no~ - maybe on~ was Sorgon.' ,:',','

'(3)' B,. . . *~""et&btet$'c*,.,."e!i~~"y
, th~ £h.e.mem t~'n~~f~s!Ae' foJI~we<J
" " Shq'moneser & WQS succeeded by Senncitcherib.

2. Astiel&.J~ e"~

,

"

' ' ,

(0) Revolted rigGinst Assyria & looked to' Egypt &
Eth~pia for help_' ",

\,

2.11

did .ANd9@! Ilds• •b/ I QGeQ_wn~
(e~Mcn must be very selective of his allies.
'
.. (d) TQrton took ,Ashdod. ,

(6) <iiI ill ••

JAr'

,1117IneR8te~~

A. God spoke to Isaiah & thru him.
1. God called him ",,,, lel!'lNlIl Mele9P- N. 3). One
of few so called.
2. '108 !,s"#d biUt,.o,specific pur:pose.
3. God's message accu,rate, clear, timely - CiS alway
~.

we to sent.
(b) ~t(1 t". _ _ _ld of a little boy in Kindergarti
"fcJon't want to earn to read; Idop"t want to
learn to write, if God wonts this work dCime,
to have to do itlll
t

(a) Iso. ordered to go uncovered.
(b) Den'" kf'fOW' wtty'he,~ em the rcrogh, ecwne"
~, ....."t:~~.SCl~~,le~W~
(1) Prophets£o,:! su~~ I I '
, ,
Zech. 13:4 !'A~8'1rs.tTJ ~o
~'fn~Qt day thQ
Matt. 3:4 !IAnd the some John had his raiment of com
2 Kings 1:8 "And. they answered ~J::i~ was Qn hairy
(2) Sign of .llP"b""ulIt
~
,,
I

I.

(3) Symbol ~f e)*-Wt!JItbfll)lP d"".ft ,,,,i;t• .,' .¥4!
(c)
BWHlii. II t ' Ia dBI as1' w70
b_1
W'l'iYl .
,
'

R':rl X'_?,

, (1) Our reli

anc~ ,on::n~s~~=~r~=~t~~!;~~4~___

\.

J
I

3 • "lI
(2) Our obedience must be full & w/o res.el'\lotloa j
it'S :;Q2.t"ll¥!h~LWJH..eeQ.2J~_tbJnkl~J2ut j~hat
did God say. 11
(3) 0E!~~ ()tth.~.Qr2R.h~J:£ctrLb~_hgrdJ8LsJ~Y.~[4(4) We must put ourselves at complete disposal of

- ..

......

-'"'~

_.'--.----..

3
~-'?

ng.
l''''''I''t:l/rote, lilt is not conceivable Iso. went
wholely naked. "
2.
in the garb of a coptive ll - had som.
;CIIIII~,

"probably the garment of a workir
was dressed like a prisoner of

II
add 'bare foot' shows he was not
i
y naked ... if complete, no need to add I
.

ted. "
I
er said he went against .custom & not
I
nst decency.
$om. 6:20
nD a. Vid.. reo rumed.. t.0 .bl ess hiS. h. . ou. soh
8. Rln I_".iaia~c~~.w rmor.
h .....At"'....

1

"n:e.

..

9. Y2!:! gr~.wmt=ng::rtm' un~# .. ~.Q~~

rings - wait till I get some clothes on - yet you
were not naked I
. . . . .Inbt 1't!) be taken literoJly.

ll___~~... . ~_~. ~_ . _ _. . ~. ~_ _._~____~

\.

-

!>~ 1
, Ktng U :30 llAnd Ahijah caught the new garment thai
J er. , 9:l IiThus seith the lord I Go and get a potter1s I
J~~ ¥}!l~: ~fTbJ.l~i~ttb the lord to me; Make thee bonds
IlrMesSUge fer
~A. IJ.fI ibgu'd ~I ~ign;£k_t_~t •••tla,aea&.~thl

..

lk.1

B. God demond$.services so",!;!.~~es~~~,t2.L~r •
Your rore writ oFfen De unpop~r.
D.
IClsm rom !~~!lS'!.!k.~
E. Times of Tria await us all.
.
F.
~~~weesc."""'.···
.~
. emng err ... ctl
. "
...~~~
(
.

. c.

.

\

~.

I

L.

c.) Luxury loving city .about to be overthrown.
2. Train of horsemen, then asses & camels.
3. Really lit. a we_ .I._"'.lil_,,~d!~v 2.
4. Asses - Men mounted on asses literally.
5. Camels.
a.) Great diversity of animals.
b .) Mar c~Juul II I • III ..I!!ftet or •
~lWilgJt.lIIIlMf:iiJdlIi._~~.z

1. Lange says watchmen see & hear nothi ng for a
long time after 1st train disappears.
2. H~~iilJiliigb~Ml:bliti~ grows
"Imp 1.• L hinb_
. c.
c.l.
"1 01 l1es.
61d' Ri; ? d • • oW lililk~;~",;('"
1. He loudly announc~s his message.
2. WL,'nJllldd ! "".~ltlliill "i"'~?
3. Does it mean he cries c a lion's voice?
4 •. He cried.as a lion - deep, fulr.
N •••• 1".11; (II n'IRN'liillltllF~·
1. Ever at his post.
2. Nothing moved him to forsake it.
3. Saw wagon full of IT)en come.
lIIaII :( 'iLl I In r *11111&1 erR'!
A. irb 'r j f I' fI"''i'''~
1. Repeated for emphasi s.
2. Fell suddenly.
.
3. God delivers His people from a great foe. •
4. Nevennoresee tyranny of '&obylon.
5. 8Ig!f!dl fI :(]I. '.
'.'JPl!1!!'m' IIPrtde goeth before destruction, ·and an
~ "A friend loveth at a II ti mes I and a bro!

I

.-.....~" ...~..... _... -.-J

;;S.l

Wfl~ ·"For whosoever exalteth himself shall be ~
6. Deliverance wi 1\ bring praise.
h'!'iJ .. Li•• iJ II'~
1. God dislikes idols.
~i{"'7 "Therefore, behold, the days come, that 1
~ 'Wherefore, behold, the days come, sait.
2. Completely destroys their power.
Rev. 18:1-2 IIAnd affer these things I saw010ther ange

3.:"1"1 'nh_......ct;
_JiB I;' 6 .1'111111"
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Israel the threshed people.
Threshing floor is the land or home.
God identifies Himself c a suffering people.
Imagery of suffering.
Tribula was instrument for threshing cereal grain
Passes over the reaped grain and separates whea
& chaff.
7. Rake Ii ke item.
8. This process necessary first to later get grain on
the toble.
9, Ern I [ I nnll [[If'.'
10. No affliction at present seems joyous but
grievous.
11. B
IB i.rj_!1.flle"F~,"IMfC:n.
!

'.dAt •• ho
!

I

!

filIi

nii '1

1.INI~n.

1 •. , . fl•. PIf IflOiM1M j~-I\9.
2. Add_ II '1' 11 11 fie: if§lliCrPW.refit.
3. B.) It •••"*7J1JIl "'H!!m r1WlO 81~iWlr:shing •
4. Cnd 1II•• I.£I! 1 t 'I I ' _ _~now.

l~~1·~Uft).,..~ .

\.

r

Ir

In the Eost I the threshtng-floor is prepared upon
some level spot, on high ground. The soil is beaten
hard, clay IS laid over it and rolled; this soon dries
in the heat of the sun, and makes a firm clean floor.
Sometimes horses or oxen, tied together and led
round in a circle, tread out the corn-grains; but the
more general plan is to use a sort of sled made of
thick boards, four or five feet in length, with many
pieces of flint or iron set firmly in the wood of the
under surface. This is drawn over the sheaves, as
they are laid on the threshing-floor, by a pair of
oxen. The winnowing is done by throwing up the
heap with a lorge shovel, so that the wind may
seporate the lighter chaff from the heavier grain.
The familiar word fltribulation,l1 it will be
remembel=>ed, is taken from the Latin word tribulum,
a heavy threshing-roller. The comporison of severe
oppression or affliction to threshing is a common one
We may work the figure out by saying--Life is God's
floor; his people are the corn laid upon it;
dispensations of providence are the sharp threshinginstruments; but their working only proves how
Clnxious God is for the final good of his people; and
over their separating and refining he anxiously and
lovingly pr:esides.
.
"The Pu Ipi t CommentaryU - Edited by H. D. M.
Volume 10 - Isaiah
Spence and Jospeh S.
Exell
Page 349
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WATCHMAN~ wHAT OF THE NIGHT?

1

21:H~12
J. Is it not amGlzigg the phrases we use, yet how Iittl~
we know about the setting of them.
.
A. You know 1Watchman, what of the night?U
B. Do you know Dumcfh?
C. Do you know how morning & night can come
almost at the same time.
D. Can you interpret the word "burden. II
E. Let's hope phrase & setting will be clearer after
our study.
II. The Burden of Dumah.
A. Dumah.

Isa.

1. E.rn.
2. Edam means silence, stillness.
3. Edom is Seir.
4. Perhaps ldumea.
5. Came from IShmael - as his son.
Gen. 25:14 nAnd Mishma, and Dumah, and Massa
6. Seir means hairy, rodgh, from Esau.
7. Edam to pass from human history.
8. Robinson says this is the only gentle utterance i
the OT upon Israel's hereditary foe.
B. Significance of name. .
1. As it means silen<;:e, it thus conveys sorrow &
deso loti on.
.
Ps. 94: 17 flUn less the Lord has been my help, my sou
2. Today it's a land of silence - it's nothing - same
.
as Babylon is.
3.. Jt1s the silence of the dead.

!~

\

,

light

J.
K.

moon & star

our

a moment.

& save
at

us

tunn~1 i~ not 0 fl'Oln,
J. ~
V. Enquire, Enquire; Return, Come.
,
A. You can ask again - don't know when a favorabli
ans. will come.
•
I
1. Heathen thot Lord was true God of Israel lust as
their idols were theirs.
.
2. Heart has to be right & honest when we enquire.
3. Came c a candid, honest spirit to the court of
inquiry.
4. Receive all the evidence.
5. Do you doubt salvation?
6. Do you doubt the worth of goodness? Je<l-r~f)t
7. JlBecause they have no changEtjthey fOl!get Gocf~.
(Ps. 55:19)
Jer. 48: 11 II Moab hath been at ease from h is youth, j
B. Seek the Lord.
!
Deut. 4:29 l1But if from thence thou shal t seek the t.d
1. Lord alone true basis of deliverance.
2. Dumah can come back if she wi II ".. plea mqsJe I
fo~ con;~rsion - fol1'rieffi and
I
3. Some day - where there is no night - weIll
I
understand.
John 13:7 IIJesus answered and said unto him, What
Ps. 17:15 liAs for me, I will behold thy face in right
4. A pi cture has to have shades to see the fu II

I

to; ;;;

'.

\

-.

6. Kedar son of Ishmael.
Gen. 25: 13 "And these are the names of the sons of 11
Gen. 16:12' 11And he will be a wild man; his hand wil
Isa. 42: 11 filet the wilderness and the cities thereof I
7. Our tide of battle turns.
8. Greeks said liTo suffer that which on~ has done,
is stri ctest, straitest rIght. \1 •
9. Not much glory in war!
E. The Lord spoke. .
1. There is security in His word.
2. God foreknows & it differs from foreordains.
3. Revelation is limited':' God doesn't tell us all
He knows..
.
.,4. NOne of His words fall on the ground I SOm. 3:
•.L

19 •
•. 5
•• Trust ktrvth ilTlplicitlyo:
H.·.

~ ~ \\•••$ '-IS....".

~_'_.'
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,.,..~t-l.-ff
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THE BURDEN OF TijE VAllEY OF VISION

I :

fsaiaJil·22: 1-4

I. A II famftiar with this s cli~n of Isaiah know he's
been addressi ng! ~rio' "hati ons •
A. From Chapter 1 Oh, he's spoken to
1. Moab
2. Damascus

3. Al1Ult
4. ~t
5. Desert of the Sea - Bobylon_
B. Now he inter'ceptswitli (, closer home burden
perhaps.

-

1:4.... riattonto be told of gathering storm.
2. He seemingly is speaking to Jerusglem..
We wi" assume this for our lesson.
II. Vglleyof Vi;tien
A. What _ where
1. Young'soys this :is Jerusalem in its,entirety.
a) It's Q cify surroUnded by higher hilt,s
thus (] '~lley.
b) Valley ,e;,;es ideo of ~clusioQ from
worM round, about - s.hY.t..Pff' - s~anded.
c) ~ soys mountains about Jerusalem
, ,couldeosily make it a volley.
Ps. 125:2 66rJ1 Wtf. tfict ~~~.*'tA,
d) Bultema wonders if I1vatl ey ll due to deeR
fall of Jetymlem, thus figuratively used.
B. Longe s~ys this chapter interrupts prophesies
against foreign nations & brings the matter>
home to Jerusalem.

J
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2.

1 • He says the time is that of Hezekiah when
Assyria threatened.
2. Others s'poke of Jerusal·em lookf.ng beyond
her hodzon to mighty arm of flesh thus the"
need for this address.
C. Why use Vision~
It implies revelati~n.
2. Prophet gave right one - th~ word of Gq.d
is made knoYfn.
3. Revelotion comes from on high •
4. She should have known God & looked to ...
him but Ii\ke others she looks-to arm of flesb.j
III. Isaiah des€ri'besthe Mood of the City as It Faces ... i
Destruction.' ."
I
I
A. He Jlsks IJWh2.,tcils theeJIl
I
1. Je.rusalem IS unprepared but,mctkes no ~ve I
" to a Iter.
,. \
'
2. Weosk "What's ff1e matter with ~ - why
oren'1- you reaay1'ii o/'certain things.
3. Isaiah assumes role ~f spectaJ:gr, surprised
& as,2 for explanation.
'
4. There is a time for everything under the
sun - we need to know
when to make QUr
.
mGl\fes.
,
B. HerSfrange action relative to impending doom.
'1 '. ~olly gonffup'on hOUJetgps,.
a) Why go' to roof and rejoi ce when danger
is nC1f yet, passed? ", ,

1:

:::.=s>

•

I

I

.',

~

.;

.

~

,ty

«(

j
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\

3.
b) Do they regard the coming of an enemy
OS..Qn amusing spectacfe- so went up"on
housetop"to see it better'?
c) Have they'lost sense of reas,,2n'?
2. Full of stirs
a} Terribt; worldliness &. paganism found
in Jerusal em.
b) Needs to learn if you get help from
pagcm Y9u .Qlsoget p<!Igari control.
c) They were happily skipping toward,
destruction.,'""

====7';:-,

3. Tumu Ituous
Shouting
~,
St:;;tering &. crying noise
PQwerfu I &. stro'19
N~ s¥,:ci ty
!
<,
CiJY'fu~ "of t{.frilY~oQISimerrymaking
~ f) fAre we os blithfully ignorant of danger
~
or else don't core?)
,
--------~,~~
,
4. Joyous'
",',; ,
, '
0) Hard for Isaiah tobeHeve this is the time
,;, '
for a pi en i c •
b) Foolish joy.
, c) Morgan'speaks ,of their sinful &'.hi larious
indifferencetGfue pressure of imminent
danger.
d) Determined to drown care in drink &.
~ ~e~s~ole,ni?~e~t.",
" .
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

::;:::::.;=:?

>

' ; \ :

'
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4.
e) Joy..!! ill-timed when it expresses selfs~rity.

"

f) We laugh at threatened danger.
g) )oy wi theut God is improper.
IV. He Prophetj c Sees Things
A. The Slain men are notS~ain with the Swo •
1. e ers 0 Ina estruction.tbat's coming to
Jerusalem from BElbylon.
2. This-isprediptiye Preebesy & not narrati ve
of evenb that are past. .
~ 3. Calls those now li~in9 ''s-lain men"l
B. How Oi d The~( Oi e?
1. Not by the sword.
't
2. RatherpestHence & hunger.
3.• ~ed i"9lorious1y~ Jlot"on fi:eld of battle.
~ 4. Ihey won no battle'SSgrs."
5. Not- due;d'o ,WOf\,d5ut dUe~ to war's conse-

==.>

""",

"",

"'~"

"', . Lam. 4:9 ~c:f~~'·XUU~
6. Archer seize & bind them mUtogether.
C. The Rulers· Fled",!
l'
("
..
•
1. Instead of defending people, the ru lerS were
the first to flee~
. 2'. They werel'lOt 'stru ck by bo",d n 'war.
3. Garland' fJ Leaders sough t 'to escape wi thout
any thought for the weJf~re'Qf the peo Te u •

~ 4. '~'o.u...w..;w...;:::~=:.:::.:..:::....::=;~

!

\

',.
\

.,.....

5.
Y. Isaiah's Personal Reaftion
A •. look away from m~.
1 •Don't look eVen at the prophet.
2. Pro2et refuses to enter it or to be comfprt~
3. Prophet wanted separation from this t~e
~
£rowd.
4. There are times when itls wrong to receive
~
or-give consolation.
5. God feels the same grief.
6. Leave me to vent my sorrow without
restraint - P.C.
B. I will weep bitterlx.
If he gri eved over Moab & Babylon, expect
him to over Jerusalem.
2. It's a city of gloom to him & he cries over itj
3, Wh~ calamity cOmes to the churc~e.ach
II
~ gyistian must feel itls his very own.
4. WE! s'oo "For her my tears shall fgIJi'...l.
I
C. Lobor not to comfort me.
I
1. Wherein can I find a blessing.
~ 2. Tbe hopelessness & despair cgn grip us gil ...
D. I see the spont." of the Daughter of My Peopl
1. City personified os a woman.
2. Moriah means seeing, Ulppearing - hels
shocked at what he sees coming.
~ hn~ -10/17/3.5 +- '"j13/S,s
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OVERCOME BY TROUBLE
Iso .2~:5-7
I. I suppose we can measure trouble: light I passing I

obtd1nll h~.
:
II. This spi,tls over into complete dispoir. We want to!
see Isaiah IS presentoti6n.
III. He begins. by colling it:
A • A Day of Trouble
.
•
1. Not new" Moses even told about such days 1
Deut. 28:20
.
a) Our troubles not first.
b) Nor sholl ~hey be the lost.
c) Doug Porsons soid we are in one of three
positions:
(1) Just coming oyt of it.
(2).·'m the mJ dst of it.
(3) ~tly wUl enter .. IIthat l s jvst life n •
d) .Confusion &. disord$r &. fear not confined
. .
tp anyone .age.
2. Lit.· There is a day to the Lord the LDrd
has a day.
B. Ti~..... ng Dow"!..
.
I
1. Tramping of ~orching men due to co'lfusion.
C. Ti me of Perplex; ty by Lord of Host in the
Va II of .1iisiori.
==;iiii> 1. People;go in Uncert(tinty.

or'

ex

~2.'ThereiNlo fi~ppose.
3. Tliey are not making right decision.
_~4. Oddly it's from people who should know
b.ettar &. ho\fe hod every chance and
ooventce.

===r

i

\

-

2.
5. Every expedi ent has been tri e~ exc:ept
tu;-AiAg--to God for help.
6. It's the 'ftwhen all else fails read tl)e
di r~~ns 11 syndrome.
E. Time of Breaking Down Wolis
1. Ci~ now in to-tal uproar & confu~on.
2. Defense has been taken away •
F. Cry to Mountains
l. Young says it'could mean one of 3 things.

~

a)Th~ple
b) EQlBl-

c) Cries reach top of mountains & reverberate -gg.ai nst them.
G. Elam Introduced
1. Shows magnitude of invading army.
2. Elam & Kir are distant places.
3. Elam celebr.otes for archers.
Iso. 13:18 uTheir bows also shall dash the young men II
4. Wagons bore men across desert thus they
were not worn out when they reach the
battlefield.
5. Enti re army = infantry, chariots, horsemen.
H. Kir Uncovered Shields.
IV. Conclusion: 'IalleyFilled
A. Choicest valley full-of chcrriots._
1. Valley foil of invading army.
2. OJerwhelming odds musteredpgainst.lhem.
-"

} \.

-

t ',~ OFFER FO~ THE D~ENSE11

,;: J

Iso. 22:8-11
I.A
11M
us have at various times to Qffer:
"
1":::;
.
lOur defense
~'~ Reoson for our action
"C .'Statement of our 'plan of'operatiooJhat
sup£osedly give us our se~urity.
II. Isaiah examined what Jerusolem offered - it
becomes apparent why they fell •
III. The List includes: ..
A. The Covering of Judah
1 • He uses verbs in the past tense yet thes~
~ th! ~s have not yet oea Ir~ed. ' He can do
~I'
i.t however because it's SO certain to happen
2. Jews did not see the real danger any more
'than folk did Oil Mortinquethot died from
~ vo(c.anQ.
....
.
~ ·3. Sadly a~ we read this story we, see no
repentance.

/!IA
'A:,#

l

"

<'

'f'

4·fov~~

. ,0) YV~fPgnupcoyered is dishonored,.
Noh. 3:5

,

"

.

,

b) AII that protects remov~dfrom Jerusalem
thus dishonored •

.~l~,o~l~ me~pv~l. ,

d) Or cItygate •.; ".
8. ~ r.mour of tbe. house of the Forrest
1. Fortress 'where arms were store'd & soldiers
~~t~ed.
.
2. On this they were relying for protection.

i \..
\.

-

~.
~ 3. In days of ~race Judah looked to flesh.

-::;:::; 4. A rmo-ry
1 Kings 7:2
10:17

"

'

C. Breech es in the Wa II
1. Hfjr wails allowed to go into deca~.
2. Here's nO't'glory but breeches.
3. Peo.elenadbeen living in ease and had
noJ:. taken care of her walls. ..
~4. We know t061low one'crqd< in )tOl,lr
spiritual isto'give opening for enemi!s to
-;:;;? take advan!age of.
D. Gotne'red,together waters of lower Pool.
1 • "Wafer vrtcil"to protet! City tJhderseige.
2: Hez.ef<iah's "tunnel.
".
~. Dou51e-.-duty: ,preserve water for' the city
yethClnote It In such a way that enemy
h<JL!lQ water.
.
E. Numbered the Hou1es
1 • House's numbered would allow them to
~ prepare for better C1efense if .yQu knew
'/7
where your for,ces were.
,
2. Others soy it"has to do" with houses too
I
~ close.J.o wall that, hill~~,1~eddef'llse & hg,d ~

-;:;:::-r be..J:Qrn..do.wn •

""

II

3. Or 4th at these houses would provide building
~ materials for breeches.

I

. . . . . .J

'\

-

3.
F. Oi tch Between the Walls
1. A mote?
2. New reservoirs?
2 Kings 20:22

IV. Obviously they did not look to God. (y-l1)
Showed n9 reliance OR God.
B. Acted as tho God had nothing to do with their
city.
1. Do we make the same mistake in life?
2. List our "sure defense ll - is it Ggc;l, msl"l'eY I
~ P.2wer, friends, Clc:deim?
~ 3. I;; valley of vision men did not look to God
~ ·for the rightful help.
4. Ci ty overlooked her maker.
•
5. Will not our efforts be futile unless directedl

A.:

~G~?

Ps. 121
Camp WEBE - 7/85
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I

I
I
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enemies.
3. H~ h~~th~!i9!!l"~!~~p~a~<~~J~i~<c:bLL~ren
&

have no righUQ«do~~anythl1lQ other than

whatlia~quires. (Evelyn got so sleepy
on this ship' can't write!)
B. TheCal! of God
1 • H~!U! riwtJ~jlct £~~gLen_~
2. His call sadly goes unheeded.
3. He calls thru his prophets.
C. God calls People to:
1. W~~_~_
. ;rHe calls to grief & they ans.wer with
eating & drinking.

r"

1I

A
L. •

I

2. ~ng.
3. B~ss
a) Who II y forbi dden to pri est.
Lev. 21:5
.. b) A1so certai n modes of shavi ng •
Lev. 19:27
Deut. 14:2
4. q!rdl!lg
a) Sack,oloth & ashes show repentance.
Joel 2:13
III. The Answer of the People
A. J9y & gIQdn~s~
.
l. They gave .the opposi te of whet He asked

£at:.

i

'"

2. They were laughing when God sold cry &
this highlydispleosed Him.
3. Day had not yet fallen huHt was sure to
cOme •. '
4. Milton said.we revea.1 an.oUitude of
spidtual indifference in two ways:
~ a) R=.iect inyifption. .'
.
7" b) Refuse spiritual demands of God 1 s law &
let-materialismmoster us.
5. Egwtianscorried the-model ofa mummy to
::::::?> the guests CIt f,osts.
B. Expressed Di sreg(!Jl'd by
1. Slaying oxen
,
. a}SI~~g foro'wn indulgence n2t for
.... -- sacrifice •

=

I

l -:f>~

------~-

-

~

---------~---------

~/

\

....,

c courage he
declared that such godless impenitence &
spiritual insensibility are sins beyond the
possi hili ty of forg i veness II •
3. They turned the call to repentance as
excu'SefurrlOffng~
this

oninkenness -

G~~:l'parilol'l."~

CAM P WEBE - 7/26/85
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THE MISP1ACED~RAvr

Isa. 22: 15-19
I,•. How fteri the pl<ms of mi ce & men go awry.

It.

'

B. W.. gh
10J I SdiiiJ sbaG! 66!§ilves &
righAf ") 'I I r are shattered.
Co 1111. ili@ giG. 9 61 g i1ioli Who wanted a famous
nothing.
.

\1411......." .....
B° lIus
. ' sin sri I'tions.
1. I a II
ffJ{Jj! ill
a) ail J IIlud - office of Impoftance.
b) Could be highest in the l(lnd.,
c) D.r't . . . . . . . .d• • • • ' • •I••
.. .... ... 2~:.~_,1ing • .
.'
. ',.

nex

d) "11 (VI

URns".: COl"lteJ\i4l tl;

.

1

him.

2.

r ./2

'

$

/

.

em

.

a)R d' r1&
phen thus .. tves ~se to
,some that he was an Egyptian.
b) C

; , o " , . ! '.'
<me unconcerned builds himself CI
permanent tomb & the other we~ps over

, Jsroei.'s
, fate.

,

c) q 2 t; st:bcJlCtilig lion.
~ d)

._=--;>'

117 , Ittl"
bl )'

\,

II

em 2!
sl

I

8" g

I;

F'

°

IJsibit

t

'h

3, i

2.

Iii IISSIIt

_...J

a) Second titte
I.....
, b) Gen. 41 :40 .... ~,

'

7' 'II 6 '
.
A. '1'1' lSi ilid lid 11
1. E' : II &r aclF 651::&1 ad It ICnd:, loving
pee;.1 ; Ii H OYldiliPlIlIOU iii Oll~ person,
,. says You~. .
.'
2. ~tI_! i'Whut is yoor rettnfomhi p to
Jerusal.m?
3. WI: I E ,
I ' 9 &I It I r ds dahliil's
I. Illy?
~ 4. VI I jl '1('
1 '.
-;:/
.; .
5. H ' . I 2
:I
III
B. ljIilsm IMYI ham here?
. ~ L 'U
'
,IH i,l&IG~,IIIJ.'
2. Challenges, pride of Shebna~ .
3. VIti" rldl; 'J '
p", iii 'T
hi' '3 1
7 bwn r
(1

1I1!.~d2

I

,!,

_ 3:>

,I

,

J'

.rrt;

P !;:

,t

n

f,H}·,.~"r! r

ut

f,..j8: ':, • .

1. 'SheEna was ~~;~- carving a
I 'ulJiof.'

1&
~

2 ........_

hllllihisis

!JIl9_ _

t",

. . . ._ _ _ _ _.eem

f c . II
.' 'f
5rI II db •
3. T I ' U ppn' . he'
I Ihat he
,~
5
~
<fit ns*i71 fur in me" i'~ sin.
4. Do we nO,t have enough haughtihess &
'arrogance with us today'?

::::::::::j'

!

,
!

!

-\..

\.

3.

5. H" fa _,1' 5 . 2 '
,
•
6. Feathersll~" own nest & made up his mi~d
to die in the nest.

e....~·il#,j,-';j

".
:2

A. It's'"
:hmi
d){)l)tlfY)~
" ~B. It's evident we • .e "" ereverything other
- r , thon God.
·
C. Wants it
"
lIy.
D. Wanted to be remembe,red if" I)' Is a

...

!

tijt:g &sm 61 6gb IS 16 be d RUle"'M He

B. H'
i
~.

!I'

f'

I

his own

~. Ste~••.. W.1 •._M~~.",.r"'~--··""ce &
--r rish. . . . . . . .'~.
"'
,
D. Shebna planned one thing. fp,rh;mself - G~cla
overrules.
'lr
E. ~uddenly we'll see c~ange,ofrulert. ".
F. ••
God dlspc:>ses.-1)._ "
V'in '
"; i ( ,
; 21 23.
A. He who was looking -for the I
~ w~:m't
even ha'J? J1
b lews' r - he'"
be thrown out.'
B. J I ,- , i
litII'.'_ _III'II'.111IIIIUI'ISIJIlS..S.:IldS"".,

paWls;

C

~

r,
A' :

gidar.
:

:/#.

Y ill 6 II 1115 as iii •

E.:===
D. Cast away & cast ,Qown._

,
Vi' ilibiM §
A. . , '
B.

n

an 1 ,

IJ utiJJ lut .lJf.-a-C MaRJie
diJ£II.

1. Like a c
thrown.
2 Lit!/,. I Len t.. toss like a ball.
Lu. 12 :21 So I ~ ne uJfo 1"'2I:f..5 Ufl ftcd $ ~ -bY
VII. Sft8tid § eM1nityh Ml)e,f t:f ,'t§ IJ/Jt rU:-A
0'

1lWwd

A•

r.:!

1. Lit. land, 711
2. It's sped
3'.

B.

'"

.

'e.
I [ IU 1 & '" 2' 'to
:! » a'; t
7

n'

//

"

,!'

, b?

6Dd

untry.·

r

,

r

tr
byou wi

!

,

dintsv+' '"
.
~:Irasts With ~9h hi II he wanted

11

C. Br. I .
for hi sgrdVe •

Vn,,! ' 111&"0152
A. WfU
11 I I
i

I

EgiS:,.
B. Not told why Shebna banished -do not know
.
e)40cf cri me other than a~ •

Ie.

I

I. .
. II

u

b.'-':, ~
lI!III!>~t.
£,,,.,$ i:, s,;;,lD3!'lS.,,11t57S
D.

there 11 . .

.,J._
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THE RISE' & FA II OF A REPlACEMENT

i'

'sa. 22,:20-15

i

I.

brought the i
too is gone-

1 • Phrase I1jn that day" chom.~teristi ~ of

tsigS4e 6i pIGJ!6IL,n •..
2. vvtnslMbi @ed ssp "0 hue.
B. Meet E l i a k i m ,
1. t-I
GiiS @Iud Will D "ish.
2. God 1:11' II 2olsi! .6fh

3. "'di~f;erent cme~J;l'l Bible.

j

.
.

,t{}~.tJf..b;af:,·~;)}~/trJlI~ f'll~
lu.3:30"-'. If
." I
'Neb. 12:41 -Pn't:c"r":'r~d;t
at
2 Kins 23:34 t<f~ 1(~PhJ"t)';;h. ~.J~ .
'
2 Chron~ 36:4 It
II - O:cam.e JeJr)/~IA1 .
Mott.

':13 '

,d

4. Call r , . '
" - title of honor!
5. See: .
t:JJ ~/'
,~.4 ~iJ
. Rev. ~:71Jne~'[;J' 117/),11 tlf
~
1:18 K4t; t) f hdit;( dt:z'hf
6. We know vert little aboutthisfli~ki,m
e~cept what is said here & ch4)61 •
ft

r

in

at.'7

'fl.'"

-0,- .

"IUQlih1
.
A. Garments eire characteristlc.of what the det_JI
Shebna w~e.
.
B. He wears what other one earlier hod 6LJ1I.l .. lib ", iii . . sea

,:;':iIfizK$::::'

,

'.

\

."t

~~h~""'ene
1. ~kfiM~~~im.
2.S~~ethems~~p

places of honor.
3. Big & little sought to follow to get glory.

4. ~tt"l!M'ffI :t

"I

1

~.

5. Haslllllis.
o:l:slo fadl, "dill@d 6 ely
ont too!
Z2,,1! J:4
6. All lispld)%6 'heir vedsels. ,'lj\ r:1ftiJ,l(Ir'
H.

7. Those menti oned are ordi nary ones.
tt' OJ 6IlibO@d.
1. Reversal of fortune?
2. Oi d he get absorbed?3. Favortism loosen the p~
4. 1N&lIs 4
a) Ail Fell bd: eve dS" 1 kilO" wli@il.
b) E"III) tUng 611 .lie peg Pml.
c) I '.. folllcss al 111 IRd a
d) l'IaHal I,aale.il P lis.
e) Mel dhcindr appointed g"!ii'GU 99WGr by
o
II"FA! 106
I "ibiiSIO 0 !fifIClae
• I PGlS1iilill.•
apfM'A

'
f1:WM

0

•

JK; Ii1~uce;; :~'
,II he, deln?' (!{;,IJIroI)
.

/1, IvoulsXDL

/jI!a

10 -rf{deol1--'tiJA_·

~

• \~

aMiI

~F'i' (J61k- }'l/~
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YOU CAN US.
The pilot of a private. plane
approaching the airport of Belo
Horizonte in Brazil suffered a
fatal heart attack. Passenger
Francisco Tomaz, who had
never flown a plane in his life,
took the controls and managed to
bring the 'plane safely down. A
week later, Francisco was fined
for flying without a pilot's
license.

0.,/

r
•

DOcto~~-:: ;o~:
leading symptoms of an
1

\

impending crackup for executives is a bulging briefcase taken
home too often. The other three
dan~e.r signs are: irritability, indeCIslOn, and inability to
delegate authority.

It is said that on the eve of the Bolshevik revolution, those 10
days that shook the world, a congress of Russian priests met in
Moscow for a two-day conference on the I iturgy of the Church.
Six blocks from the place where the first shots of the revolution
were fired, these priests were in debate--thEtj~~J~~l!!awhether
a w~_~!ceC?r:~xeU~,_~~~Ii~ should be worn in a certain part of the
• t
..
""-""" "'""---.-.serVI c.~-"~~
"
---~--,--,","

~

""~"."".-""-.-""."

. "Still the Trumpet Sounds" - By J. Wallace Hamilton - pp. 21-22
.~"
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IF 'ISA IAH 25 WERE: TOME: TODAY?
I. It's a great song of restoration.
A. Prophet identifies self with people.
B. Puts song ofttanks in their hearts. And
they express if.
C. Obvi ous de Ii veranCe from ~nemi es.
D. Lord has been protector - Can block ,the
sun with a, cloud. He Can .do a job on our
enemies!
Eo, A1I,!"CI;tions invlt~d to a bonquet feastm~als conyey friendship.
F. Must destroy vai I of bl; ndness.
G. Hereditary enemies destroyed.
H. Remember God keeps His word.
I. Nofe' his names:
Strength
Refusie:.
Shadow
II. Now with the topical sentence let me fill in
the details of today.
A. V-l For what achievements of today would
you praise the name of God?
B. V-2 What has been destroyed that was on
enemy of God's people?
C. Have (V-3) you seen God extolled from on
unexpected source?
D. V-4 What'sseen in the "names II of God?
Strength, Refuge, Shadow?

\

t - 1

\

THE' SONG

O~

THE' DAY

. Iso. 26:1-4
I. All of us experience moments of great emotion;
and withitwe do certain things.
A. Sad - we cry.
B. Scared - we shake.
C. Disgust - we scorn.
D. Happy - we sing.
II. Isaiah had a Hqppy Song.
.
Iso. 26:1-4 IIlh that day shall this song be sung in the'
A. We would summari:ze the song bf'fhese faefs.
1. Psalm of Trust.
2. Psalm of Meditation.
3. Psalm Qf. BI~ssing'- God1s with man agrably I so
he sings.
4. Psalm of Victory.
5. Psalm of Redemption.
B. The seng has certain facts.
1. IIWe have a strong city. II
(a) lit. a city of strength - complete security.
2. Strong because God appoints salvation for walls
& bulwarks.
(a) Faith is a. surefd.
(b) We trust God as a sure fd. - sure. defense -'
,everlastir:'lg Rock; .
(c) We rely on sure promises •
. . (.1) Divine help better than walls.
,.
. t_)Has Gate but no, walls - God. is her defense.
(f) God defends us by what He does outside
,(9) Also by what He <:Ioes w/in us.

,
"

\.

~. Open the Gates to the Righteous.

(0) We need to be righteous.
(b) Rt. ones are the ones who ent~r~
(c) Note joining of goodness & tr~th' - be good by
God's standard.
(d) We are to be good & stay good - not superficial
or vac ill ati ng •
(e) Cleave c a fidelity unshaken.
(f) Nothing defiles enters holy city.
(g) Joy to see gates ope~.
Ps. 118:19-20 IIO pen to me the gates of righteousness:
Ps. 24:7-10 lllift up your heads, 0 ye gates; and be }I
(h) Keep truth =be faithful.
Ps.24:3-4 tWho shall ascend into the hill of the Lordi
4. Peace can be yours.
(a) It is perfect peace.
(b) Mi nd stayed on God.
(1) Disparity between ideal & actual of man's
efforts.
i
(2) Does this refer to the that or the mind that does
the thinking - the latter.
I
(3) Is your heart fixed or fickle.
I
Ps. 112:6-7 liThe righteous
shall be in everlasting remlI
.
Jer. 29:11 Thots of peace ••• to expected end
I
Phil. 4:7 "And the peace of God which passeth all unl
(4) We can rise above petty disturbances of life.
(c) Unfailing trust in God.
(1) Trust & peace go together.
(2) At all time~ trust Him.
Phil. 4:6 "Be careful for nothing; but in every thing ~

i

"--~.-~

... ~-..~_._ .. _._.~.~._ .__~_._. _..___. _

.________. ____

......_... _._-----.J

(3) Only here is Rock of Ages.
(4) W/o doubt you must believe God keeps His
promises.
(5) He's steadfast - we must be.
Rev. 22:14 IIBI essed are they that do h is commandments
Isa. 1 :26 IIThou shalt be called the city of righteousne~
(6) Our faith overcomes world & is victorious.
I Pet. 5:9 IWhom resist stedfast in the faith, knowing
Col. 2:5-7 Steadfast - walk - root
(7) Double name of God used here. Jah Jehovah
Exo. 6:3 God Almighty
Ps. 83 :18 Jehovah most hi
Isa. 12:2 lord Jehovah my str. & song
(8) Double name joins double peace in emphasis
C. Conclusion.
1. Peace is found in trust.
2. Submission found in obedience.
3. Trust God - not things, riches.
4. Trust God - not men.
5. Trust God - not self.

~c.laAAJJ ~ W£8£ ~-1J..-7'f
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OOrSRJl.RE A SrnrLARDESTRE?

lsa. 26:8-10
I. Do the ambitions of people startle you?
A. Popularity
B. Wealth
C. Evil
D. Ease
II. Isaiah voiced some of the highest I know
Isa. 26:8-10
A. Let's look at these ambitions.
1. In the way of thy judgements have we
wa i ted fo r Thee
Ca) Impossible for enemies of God to win.
(b) Not impatient - knew God's judgements
would come.
2. The desire of our soul is to thy name.
(a) Do we at all times long for God?
(b) Do our actions show we do?
(c) Are things about us conducive to this
desire of righteousness?
(d) Name stands for entire person.
3. The desire is to the remembrance of
Thee
(aJ Name remembrance encouragements
(b) Do we want the 2nd coming
(c) How's God identified in this chapter
V-4 Everlastin strength
V-7 Upright
V-10 Full of majesty
V-1S Full of glory
V-14 all powerful
'1-12 all gficious

V-16 Refuge

I

in~'trouble

\.
"

\

'

by

)

asks

showed
do more but to

(c)
punishes
man's
(d) Shows men won't n
- must learn

yet some

shes

man's
knever learn

t.

\

"

of power
3.

He said
come in
contrast with reali
but
do not know what it is
4. Yet they will see and
experience his power.
5. Men are often ignorant of
the approach of great things
6. Wicked never learn
Matt 24:37-39
7. These 3 Lord verses
emphasize power of Lord in
action
8. Man's insensitivities
erevent him from p~rceiving.
B. Lord and Peace -V-l2

2. I

l.
2.

C.

Righteous expect peace
Wrought our works is from
verb to place something on
a ,pot or a person in the
dust
3. He's definitely in control
4. Bumper sticker-Somebody lied,
God hasn' t died •
.5 • God r s done everything ~ ..
that's essential for us
6. Only under God is there
peace.
Lord is Lord alone
l. They have served other
Gods.
2. Re'forma t ion com@s when we
realize we've served other
Gods and now turn to true
one.
3. It's charactor to admit
mistakes.
4. It's greater character to
truly commit oneself to
Q£g .

.5.
6.

8.

SeSk God in truth
God alone must be our God
The saved are not always
l~yal.
Duet 32:l7,
I Thess l:9
God's jelous like fire

9.

PS. 79:.5
We must have full

7.

allegienceto God without
reaar~i.on ..

\

as ~t ~s
the abol~t~on of power
of enemy-can't
come back to harm.
E.
Lesson from above.
1. God can free you from all
oppressions.
2.
God alone handles enemies
J. Power of idol Gods forever
passes away.
Where's
Ammon, Zeus, Jupiter,
Dianna?
4. 2 times God said would
increase the nation--he
is interested in numbers.
5. God enlarges our life as
we are led to appreciate
the better thing~.
resurrect~on

II

ism.
Affliction makes us go to
God and knovr we are in His
hands.
B.
Visitation
prayer
1.
In distress easy to pray.
2.
Prayer a low whisper
J. Margin for prayer is
secret speech, low whisper.
4. Whispered prayer--one of
deep humiliation
5. Prayer no ritual--poured
forth meaningfully
6. In time of need we cry-here they only whisper

5

-

'.

L~'

Ps •. 90:S 11Thou hast set our iniquities before thee, ourl
. (t} Never smites c both hands.
(b ) Sri ars & Thorns.

.

"
(1) Unrighteous folk in His family?
(2) Who would use such weak material against God
(3) How will he react? I'll go thru them & burn
them.
(4) God purges dross.
John 15:6 IIlf a man abide not in me, he is cast forth ~
(c) Take hold of my strength.
(c;I) 2 X IImake peace. II
(1) Repeated to show earnestness.
5. Israel will have root.
(a) Roots go deep; fruit comes.

Irxzrt-
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WHY LEADERS FAIL
Isa.. 28:7-13
I . 1111111." III' 1IIIIiI:~- ¥••t'~:···~"i
A. Not dealing with the past.
B. Not prophesying about the future.
c. But ~iJ.\ll'the current issue in
J el"uu.lem bead 11m!
. II.
you 8:rtJ ahout to be
- you'd betfer change!
III.
(Judah no less than Ephraim
A. It's good to read of others, and is
interesting to see what is happening
to them - but the m-oo:n issue - what's
ha~ning to me today!
B. "l'~ey also" - ti~ what earlier was said
about unnamed Samaria to Judah.
C. l~.":ftt Qf Lftad~r$.
.
1. TIns 16 I qt JiWOjQ3dl
TP • g their:
r~fM'PSibilities .
t

2. TMj JOli 0 C1lCdSsi 2 d'

El'1I_" Mbe.

1VI3&II.LwQaIltitt:O'llr
A.

I

:l

.I
.

j

. -

j

L

T·

3.

,ano

L Illg
I 1 thru wine.
2. Mp h? Uub 221s&di66d "hoa Lhb!1'
aU, n
ibi g else to If1d§t€l dltim:
dariallJ ,linda; ChUg clef

affOcts:
a) Our bodies.
b) Our fIJIiih
c) Our cnrius' .
d) Our faia.
4. Young taught wine was a gift of God
to cheer men.
9 9.i3"Shall I leave my wine, which

~~~_

cheereth God

&

~ ~_ _~~~ ..~._.~~

man" ........... .....

-

a) But VI&: ail pa ygPt &
b) ineass p
dC6LI'>y.

41ft.

2.

Micah 2: 11 "If a man walking in JiPe spirit"
5. 0 at 81 liM way
stagger .
~
B. Priest & Prophets .
~;li - wj~i
1. Priest
~r
a) )J L tc Jdalt lIt all.
-ill
L#I 2 to 2 unDo not drink wine nor strong drink"
b) 800w Fe l'
iii 11 Ii p] tition
ca ct ill 1 du t cLhCiS do.
c) Excesses are shameful.
d) l11:UP 322si1SlC I€Jd6I bntp f§ gaa.
e) Priest drank in private life plus
public functions.
f) Thu. "ilhheld "bl G 31 (lOU IPt5tn
UM I1t!tlple.
2. Propbets
a) iii
I itiliem
1"1 JI dnk.
b) Pr It thUd elf db J" "It." i@l tJ.
c) At sam,,: time priests are )tl(fJ( .,;bit.
st 2 882m 9 iII dCdS1Sha;J' J.t.rJ.~
d) Dz" £1 till
l sf it.
J..,J-t ~ ,
Prov .31: 4 - 5 .
.) t') iC11l.

1 Tim.3:2-3
e) lMtel in 61916119 lilMan}.
D Rrr in visions. al'ldstumble in
.."."".::,it judg-emeRt - \denJt ifttel"pret law
correetlJ::.

-=-m::l'.nl.ce ·er~,..

1. Horrible picture.
2. Tables are filthy with vomit.
3. Hailey says tables stand for spiritual
food.

!

'-

\

2, Leaders resented

were

3,

4. Pretends Isaiah
a teacher
a juvenile class.
5. "Knowledge" shows Isaiah viewed
primarily as a teacher.
6. Doctrine = tidings, that which came
directly from God, revelation.
B ..:~:tU:Ven:ite- Weaned From Milk - Drawn
,cf~m the Breast.
1. Does he think we are children?
2. Are. we kindergarten folk?
3. Wale••lla:] .[_Jl]~m!p§lF[8~o
a~lil'll il1IpiiilD8 ·tllll.£_~~ .
(}:idI!il'M'w;g~f!"._ol~i~P.rmr'~d

Gl\~~_~~~j~l~?"i
4. We think we know as much as ar~:y
b9<ly ... - ... ~.If@"~·~!if"¥JIAfMl!'

·r~,;~ ..;~•.j#.>;¢;;'..

7'

4%1'& $(1 ~ -1:-5$ \d' tI&~<' _~:f-

3.

7.
ceof This.
1. _'!ttorteed to reo

e truths - over
~~d over. Sister
~
used to
say, "never apologize for preaching
baptism, always someone there that
needs to hear it."
2 .%~~'t1:eir spirit leads to enthrone self
and dethrone God.
3 . ~~' consider word of Goa.
iii~ignificant - some never know what
part of it is inspired.
4 .~Teachers have ever had our mocking
imitators.

~'td;nI
#1
5.
5J( we
i'nlicule doctrine:
rt-\'t.~'JvMUSiC' - I'm a fiddling Christian;
"tl~f\
Baptism - I'm dry cleaned.
~~~ 6., we call some things hobbies ~
"always harping on same thing" even
i~(- ~hen essential.
n~
era's ·Cun:nterProposal.
,
A. Stammering Lips of Another Tongue.
1. God will mock the mockers.

~

,

:

\ ,,,,c.

-

,

2. H.Ii '11 I mer of 3E *k3 tr
"tl] II)'
the JibS) aWns ~
I Deut. 28: 49-50
i
3. IfbLiun'l lId&! 808 W keer 2

I

Qarhereus

!

4. U's I

I
l

5.

aol

r..!rc

t
G£

riA"

ga

(0

agtle.
' aj
0

£1&

Mite your

S2JRliPp

dids

IWII 118151e:: misptchcdilce8 dHd
b
dzed.
6. God is fretted at contumacy.
J

I,l

7.

I

~,t&·li<s:ten,b'~iDgs

HeavEtftc's

disfavor.
I
.M. WhO' 'f~ache:rs UIll?
1. Is our help from God or man?
2 • Nab sua QgsPIt 01 , II
hOE
I
"I' 9 " b
disappointment.
3. Jews persecuted in Middle Ages I
II
wore certain clothes , certain haircut, i
pad to live in certain houses so all I
would know they are Jews.
!
C. God intenQs ~eli{{i()fl GiI@ Ifst (v-U) I
1. God' offers rest but they would not I'
hear."
. J L. ,
I A p$q ch;etvi'~1" i~ e perSOIl) WAD uoeSJt t: ~;we ~ ~f'I'r I
II

,I

I

'II

L

a

---~----~-----

------ ----

il~ 11>&119 ..,6 o'l1:el'6

do.

I

----------~-------.---~---.~.~-----------~---~--------.~

6.
2. Religion should give reiSt and
refreshment.
3.1 In
4. J

§1 3" " CaIj &! Ildd a

:Matt. 11: 28-29

j

"

0'

bOOY t§ •

I

1~~'O ~rN::g~:!s H::,isten.
2. Us and if nots abound in life.
3. MUm! Ignorance depriVes.
Mk.· 4: 12"That seeing they may see & not perceive
4. leSE? n j j
SOU ,nUldn't:
Matt.23:37"O Jerusalem,Jerusalem, thou that"
5. _fif_~$_rtmoVing
either
D.

T

J

1

t _ _ ~~=! .em

Ciii.

6. These people trapped like an animal.
7. Turned from true God to false one.
8. Some slowly learn - little by little.
Counselors' Class'rCamp WEBE - 7/14 & 7/15/87
MCC Lectureship (Men's Class) - 10/6/87

i \.

I

~

An official of the Women's
Temperance Union in Great
Britain protested to Winston
Churchill that the practice of
christening ships with champagne was a horrible example for
temperance. "We demand that
you discontin
she asserted.
Churchill
"Madam, I thm
Navy's custom of christening
ships is a splendid example of
temperance. The ship takes its
first sip of wine, and then proceeds on water thereafter!"

•

..

\

But the greotest devostotion. fro~ this tornadolike veto came ot the. tGlI, ~e)"

of the' Message. It almost sounded like a call to class warfare. Certainly t!!$I
nothing like it had ever come from a President before--or ever would ogala.
It is to be regretted that the rich and powerful too often bend the acts of
government to their selfish purposes. Distinctions in society will always exist
under every just government. Equality of talents, of educMion, or of wealth
can not be produced by human institutions. In the full J'niGyment of the gifts of
Heaven and the fruits of superior industt.y, economy, and virtue, every man is
equally entitled to protection by law; but when the laws undertGlke to add to
these natural and just advantages artificial distinctions, to grant titles,
gratuities, and exclusive privileges, to make the rich richer and the potent more
powerful, the humble members of society--the farmers, mechanics, and
laborers--who have neither the time nor the means of securing like favors to
themselves, have a right to complain of the inj.stice of their Government.
There are no necessary evils in government. Its evils exist only in its abuses.
If it would confine itself to equal protection, and, as Heaven does its rains,
shower its favors alike on the high and the low, the rich and the poor, it would
be an unqualified ~e&Sing. In the act before me there seems to be a wide
and unnecessary departure from these just principles.

-

i '-

\

---?

.--;.

,

Nor is our Government to be maintained or our Union preserved by
invasions of the rights and powers of the several States. In thus attempting to
make our General Government strong we make it weak. Its true strength
consists in leaving individuals and States as much as possible to themselves--in
making itself felt, not in'\f,tspower, but in its beneficence; not in its control,
but in its protection; not in binding the States more closely to the center, but
leaving each to move unobstructed in its praper orbit.
JACKSON Pages 368-369

i \.

Anybody who thinks there are
two sides to an argument isn't in
it.
politicians should keep in
mind that an ounce of silence is
worth aton of explanation,

Oddly; the blame for the failure of the open education ~.J
movement is often laid at the door of Is' 16$"', who was Y'
without a doubt the greatest educational theorist in our history.
Dewey wou1ci be totally appalled by classroom chaos. He .....
rtars'sd'p tbet tb e FI''Sps§, of sd,,;p 'in 77 Oe,
iD d r i n ."" Ish sa; d t! , II . i b i
f de Ii Is J2 plSJ 4
in 'hi! Ii III I I I "
f srF I I aille: 1I1d" a dldpa:ltii ..
j,

. ( - - -. .

......

"Teaching:roday: The Church's First Ministry" - By Locke E.
Bowman, Jr.
Page 70
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PARABLE ,OF THE FARMER
·Isa. 28:23-29
I. AJinliwelHtrferaoout to close •.
A. ~ce we; will ignore & forget.
B.
tO~~"erby a paralfte.
C • I tjiCi@.IfMM~i:ft'Ultl'uth tho the
is~ue of punishment is not dodged.
II. l'st God calls via Isaiah for full attention.
A t' Give Ear.
1. He will continue to a1i~to tUfn
the.ttl ;;t;~s false hope & allegiances
to true God.
2. G.a ~ t1M ~tto uk f();r our
atlention.
3. 4 imperatives come that man is
commanded to hear.
B. ~
~
. ' "'", ,~<>
,~, ~
A1III!'I'i\1~' GO_ .
1. \~,;,.""",
1.

1.

2.

I~"'_;~fM>:l~c;_-"'}'

:fiiIIfffg line.
. ... ..
3. ~;lfiifs·~~~·;·~'W;';fflftft'·
III:

dUT ~rken.

1S&C:.l:ttiI/'~

'.

.' .

A.~tJt'e"PmwInan

Plow All Day?
1. Plowing one of thet• iII"'~
m~;~enuous of Jobs.
2. It IS f . . . . .;I• .;Jnnl!l1ll:e:t than
any other act. "
3. Don't know m~4%.IIiU't"'~s
point a stick or copper - (soft
would bend - iron later & better).
4. Plowed about ,,~_p.

\.

2.
5. F....~l' would plow witil on~ nand
and load oxe other. Dude McGee
6. To this qt. expect' neg. answer.
.
''1. Far~r plows but does not spend
aU time at it.
2. There is a purpose ultimately even
in . . tkt$ dJ,vel'$lty. Ev~ so God's
ju~nts have a purpose.
3. We are not to d~stroy one season's
work by invasion of another.
4. 3 principles = prepare, ."soW ,
ha.rvest.
c. atmrl'm:w1.ng, He Harrows

~C1f:H~ration •

(O~

lHreaks

r

6iods)

1. We again see necessary diversity.
2. Harrows open.
3. Has drag idea.
4.;jtri~s:

a) ISl~~.i'Y

b) J~i afQ9d always hall
a ~. ,.. 4Q"~?
_
c) H~~"• • •vlild~ of

e
·~~rt - (~M ,tft'~s ~
b;iill'lllA'ft)
d) Bail ll. ;_~s UUlfltlmeBS.
I
5. Note ground belongs to the Farmer..,
thus his' own concern - "His ground"l
TFIIIIIIC"ff"!1f~ it - drag.
i

E .l"Sowing-

1.

Now Ct>Ihes.
i't~ sown - ~• •y

a) Plant for ~ing·
b) ~ods have t~.Jse.ds.
c)bnncl

i \..

I

(NIV)

I
I

J
I

3.
wheat, vetch

b)

em. II

Lev. 19: 191!Thou shalt not sow
~r.

_iili'!d_lS.~S .

4. Reason for illustra:t;ion.

a)
o
g~d

b)

~_m¥f~e

God's
man.

SOBi~~K~~ap
h~anner but by determ ined

policies.
( n~ftc"'t,~~~t;l)uncll·:b$~nsf;

betW~ntI:l~G~oryKtng~@rIt~ )
c) Rie (spelt) i!lits pl~ce shows
f&r'mer knows what he is doing.
Not groping.
d) God has as much sense as
M:'~J~Y>W~~~lly

5.

4~terall

{v-26) God has instructed
the farmer!

4.
F' ~owComes the HarveS't III Thres~.
1. P,itches not with a threshing
instrument.
a) It's judgement time! Harvest
e~pected.

b) Judg,eJ;Ilent is clil.:refuily planned.
c) Bonot thresh all grain with
equal severity.
d) Thf!eS'hi,ngs swage inapplicable
to '
of delicate fabric .r~,,_
H.ot peach *'

••

e) God ..Iways intermingles threats
and promises. Jesus would not
bre'Rl: bruised peed or quench
srookillg flax.
2. Cartwfteel not s~rvi€ableoo
t(ttches.
a) All crops are not gathered in
the same way.
b) .~tw_l a frame with rollers
that go over the grain as a
rake does.
c) ~ wpeels.
d) Need only staff or rod.
e) AIIIlY flO,
f~re. th.aJl i~'

"'10

~ssary.

",~d) ~Blent;i;s <l~:ft_ly ~

..,

,ately

.me.

3. Mnad' C
a) ~'~ilv'eball*nce - to ct>aek"'it
t_mlteh wastes &dt§stroys
h~ eoo\lgh, can't ·use it.

}

\.

\.

used be

IV

crush or
Shoes on horses not
Lord
the
1. Ood does not
discipline.

here.
exercise

2. illhere is an end to trial.
Heb.12:10-11"Now no chast. for the present"
3. 'Fller'e is a reason behind every
a:ct of God.
4. W;emaye~e:cta variety of trials.
5. Scoffers may think there is no
rhyme 01' reason to what God does.
B 4lt~ntt~l':ft!'litteottrl.se:~z;

1. J.\Ilimte than a wise farmer, God
m:a:kesno mistake in his plans for
us.
2. God alone is perfect· ~ he knows
what is best - thy will be done.
3. W,e may even seem to temporarily
pause.
4. T'rials can bring us closer to Him.

6.

<S:;;;;K~iit ,;m~:J1~l~ c~
1. A." ., ... ,' - Uw~e win stilI
bell peop e of God.
2. God plows, plants, threshes &
keeps in mind the nature of the
seed.
3 . III~9 BOt baft4~ us all ati:1te.
4. P~e of ·af.£Qeuans is ever our ,
gQQfi - pVI"8 {Jpmn &; eftaffdestro~
5. hi): _~ent God sooks fruit
I
~ta.illly.

6. He will never deal too roughly with i
His children.
.
7. ~_~s best methods to carry
Peytonsville o~u~~h h~l/li~}187
Camp WEBE - 7/17/87
Coopertown Church - (Bible Class) - 7/19/87

,
"",~.~
'_"
""

Antoine, AR (Bible Class) - 7/26/87
Earleyville Churcq,McMinnville, TN(B. C. )-8/2/87
MUC Le'Ctureship (J.Vlen' s Class) - 10/8/87
Franklin, KY (Bible Class) - 10/18/87
Lindauer Rd. Church, Forrest City, AR - 11/16
Oth & Hazel Church, Pine Bluff,AR - 11/8/87

;
I

?,;:

I

lesson
& made
plans.
1. Historically Judah seizes upon death
of Sargon to rebel against Kingless
Assyria.
2. They took no counsel with God about
this move.
3. They felt more secure with an
earthly, fleshly alliance than with
God.
4. Judah trusts Egypt--human might.
D. To this God reacted & called them
"Rebellious Children."
1. Pronounced a woe.
2. Woe to them who carry out plans
not born of God.
3. Children should listen to their
father, else they are rebellious.

2.
II. Look what they did.
A. Took Counsel--tlbut not of me".
1. They formed their plans.
2. Their counsel was contrary to the
spirit of God.
B. Cover with a covering but not of my
Spirit.
1. Idiomatic expression of uncertain
meaning.
2. Maybe carry out a design, weave a
web, or pour out a molten image.
3. Vine says it means to weave an
alliance.
4. This alliance will be openly rebuked.,
5. All so they can add sin to sin.
a) Add fresh to former sin.
b) Sin never goes alone, it has
companions & followers.
c) It is cumulative--one leads to
another
C. What they did was seek the alliance
with Egypt--without God's blessings.
1. It was a false policy. .
2. They forgot God, whose people they
are.
3. Self willed men are stubborn and
obstinate.
4. If the 1st step is wrong all others
will be that follow.
5. We must not depend on the arm of
flesh.
6. They go the wrong direction.
Deut. 8: 15
Jer. 2: 6

\,

3.
7. Their sin is they desert God and
honor materialism.
8. Pattern:
a) Lose faith in God.
b) Stop obeying Him.
c) Hve troubles.
d) Turn to human hands.
9. Is that attitude ours--we trust man,
not God.
Isa. 29:15
D. Asked not "at my mouth."
1. Didn't want to hear God, only
themselves.
2. This Spirit is not dead.
3. God warned about their turning to
Egypt.
Deut. 17: 16
4. Turn from God who loves them to a
nation that oppresses them does not
make sense.
E. Went from Substance to Shadow.
1. It is the trust of human might.
2. Militarism is a poor excuse for
righteousness.
3. When trust is not in the Lord
remember we are called "rebellious
children. "
4. Trusted wrong shadow.
Ps. 17:8
III. What's the End Result?
A. Strength of Pharaoh be your Shame!
1. All they'll get from E. will be shame
and reproach.
2. Only God is wise.

,
\.

Sl'I'rSfiii .... . .

WHEN CO,NFi$~'ATES.
Is• • :30: 4-7
I. There is a little ~Iy humC'iJr in the Bible.
A.Judah thou . \ it pU~;d a smart one-at time of A. . rian weakness, without
aski», God, th~y made an alliance with
Egypt.
B. Result: All the giant could do was sit
stilL
II. Evidently an Alliance Struck.
A. Alliance
1. Lit. pour out water as an oblation
by which solemn agreements confirmed.
2. Libation seals the agreement .
. 27:21
B. Pomp of Princes & Ambassadors.
1. Zoan & Hanes
. 2. Hanes only here--unknown.
. Just when you thought you had it--Shame
comes!
V-5 "They were all ashamed of a people"
A. Trouble in River City
1. Beasts
a) Be trouble
2. Land of trouble & anguish
a) 3 pairs
(1) Trquble & anguish
(2) Lioness & lion
(3) Viper & serpent
b) Wasted desert area--the Negiv
3. Lioness & Lion
a) Arlimals of the Negiv
b) Obstacles for them.

;

I
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\.

1
I

B.

c.

8

9.
• 87:4
89: 19
51:9
10.

.'
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Ted Turner tries? to take on God

"Let's make it the yeax; zero -BP and
AP. Before Peace and After Peace."
:~By Cal Thomas
Turner also told the broadcasters,
"Your delegates to the United Nations
QYE over, Donald Trump. Move are not as important as the people in
,
over, Japan. You may think you're this room (broadcasters). We are the
big ti:i:ne, buying up everything in sight, ones that determine what thEf people's
but Ted, Turner has you beat. The man attitudes are. It's in our hands."
who has challenged NBC, CBS and ABC
A few days ago, Turner spoke to newsby starting his own three-letter net- paper executives in Atlanta.~He told
them that the Ten Commandments are
work~ {CNN, TBS and TNT) is now going after bigger fish. Ted Turner is at- out of date, kaput, expired. He:jaid they
need updating.
tempting to take on God.
"When Moses went up- on the mounHonestly, what could have gotten
into tb,e "mouth of the South"? In re- tain, there were no p.Udear weapons.
There was no problem with the ozone
mark~efore a group of broadcasters in
layer or these oth8I' problem:s."
Dall~e, ported by the Dallas Morning
Turner wants to replace the Ten ComNew~;Turner took on Christianity,
whi<m-Ii: called "a religion for losers." mandments with his own version,
Turn:ep; \Said Christ should not have which he calls the "Ten Voluntary Ini;
both_ dying on the cross. "I don't tiatives."
The first two Voluntary Initiatives
wan~1body to die for me," he was
are, "I love and respect ,planet Earth
quot~8 saying. "I've had a few drinks
and &.xfew girlfriends, and if that's and all living things thereon, especially my fellow species, mankind." And, "I
gonn~~ut me in hell, then so be it."
Tumr went further (if that is possi- promise to treat all persons every~
ble) iia~decidedthat the way of dating where with dignity, respect and friendliness."
'
time/'~ (for before Christ) and AD
(AnnO"f>omini, in the year of our Lord), . Sorry, Ted. Your initiatives just don't
is outmoded. "Why don't we broadcast- have the same ring of authority as, "I
ers 'make it our goal to get the world at am <the Lord thy, God, which have
peace'''by the year 2000?" he asked. brought thee out of the land of Egypt,

M

out of the house of bondage: ThOu shalt
have no other gods before Die." And,
"Thou shalt not make unto thee any
graven image, or any likeness of ;mything that is in heaven above, or that is
in the earth beneath, or that is in the
water under the earth."
As another Ted (Koppel) has said,
"Our society finds Trut~ too strong a
medicine to digest undiluted. In its
purest form Truth is nofa polite tap on
the shoulder; it is a howling reproach.
What Moses brought down from Mount
Sinai were not the Ten Suggestions ...
they are commandments. ARE, not
were."
Why is Ted Turner offending Christians and Jews with this kind of talk?
Doesn't he need them to watch his networks and buy the prOducts of sponsors
who advertise there? Does he view himself as so powerful and invincible that
he can get away with blatant prejudice?
Why did broadcasters in Dallas and
newspaper executives in Atlanta not
boo or walk out on Turner, or at least
protest his remarks, as "insensitive"
and "bigoted," as they surely would
have done had he made racial or ethnic
slurs ,or condemned homosexuals or
feminists? Not to reject such language
sends, a message that his audience
-~:

..

J<~

Ted Turner

members either agree with him or are
at least willing to tolerate bigotry.
This does not bode well for media
credibility, which is already in decline
among those who are neither fools nor
idiots and who give God far higher ratings than anything that comes out of
Ted Turner's networks or his increasingly large mouth.
Cal Thomas is a columnist for the Los
Angeles Times Syndicate.
,r
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WIN WITH GOD
Isaiah 31
I. Purpose in this lesson.'
A. Do not give up.
B. Do not doubt the outcome.
C. Do not search for other assistance.
D. Do not long question.
E . Do persevere.
II. We've seen things go against us.
A. To prayer God's said No.
B . To plead for souls is to see rejection.
C. Behold blessings in the laps of those
not spiritual.
D. Personal disappointments come to all.
III. Repeated purpose--don't backslide-Rather Win With God.
A. I'll cite history of Israel.
B. I'll turn to one short chapter--Isa. 31.
IV. We begin by seeing the error of others.
A. God calls it a "woe."
1. May be the 4th woe of Isaiah.
2. It's a dialogue about the fate of
a city whose political leaders
make decision without reference
to God.
Ps. 52: 7 "Lo, this is the man that made not
God his strength; but trusted in
the abundance of his riches, and
strengthened himself in his wickedness."
3. See the warnings and the Promise.
B. Go down to Egypt for help.
1. They seek alliance (Israel does)
with Egypt & look not to Holy One
of Israel, neither seek the
Lord (v-1).

-.

4.

c.
L

c

D.

3 horses & 3 men aboard.
He does not condemn
rather confidence placed in
them rather than faith toward
God.
e) Numerous and efficient, but no
comparison to God. (2 Chron.12:3)
Should Trust Holy One of Israel.
1. Foe may be mighty.
2. God is stronger and their horses
of no avail against Him.
3. Divine providence not necessarily
on side of strongest battalion.
4. "He also is wise."
a) Spoken in irony as though with
Egypt they had a corner on
wisdom.
b) He knows the end from the
beginning.

He can.

E.

back
not retract,
double

words.

and seek some way to excuse
4. Interest
as
listen to popular polls, and reverse
self.
5. Capricious and changing.
6. Unstable and doubleminded.
James 1:8
7. Promises are worthless--treaty not
worth paper on which they are
printed.
8. Greed and selfishness enters the
picture.
Numbers 23: 19 "God is not a man that He"
9. He does not revise His word every
time the situation changes.
10. God's against house of evil doers
(v. 2).
a) Could be of His own house as
well as agnostic.

Ps.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

the orator,
us at
our hour of need, and we go down
to our house bitterly disappointed.
perhaps stricken, stripped, ruined.
The arm of flesh will fail you."(PC)
Horses are mere animals.
Horses are flesh and all flesh is as
grass.
Disposition in all ages to lean on
arm of flesh instead of trusting God.
and this is not peculiar to any
one age.
Flesh stmds for the lower element
of human life. It contrasts with
the immortal and eternal.
Flesh is perishable and powerless.
Spirit is life and vigor--true
strength.

5.

V.

Ir

9. Read Verse 3.
a) No reliance on man.
b) Life promised to the obedient
and faithful.
c) Those who believe in themselves
and are believed will be
destroyed.
d) His mercy is great and freely
given.
God moves to another section (v-9).
A. Uses two similars--Lion &; birds.
1. Lion gets prey and all shepherds
can do is be numerous and make
noise.
a) Seek to scare lion away with
noise.
b) He remains firm and not for a
minute release his prey.
c) He is the master.
2. Birds hovering over young.
a) Swift and tender in her love
for her young.
b) Love of God strongest reason
for his action.
3. God will deliver and Passover.
a) Reference to Exo. 12 as uses
same word.
b) Identify with God himself.
B . He calls for them to Return.
1. Calls for complete restoration of
the estranged.
2. Like all promises all warnings are
conditional.

,
'.

c.

D.

away.
have not
to a God who does not
never
, never weak.
3. Yet one of tenderness and love.
4. No foe can daunt him.
5. He rightfully claims their allegiance.
6. Their action has been a sin.
7. Put away every form of Idolatory,
worship of pleasure and selfindulgence, all unholy gratification
and covetousness, worship not
mammon and do not become
absorbed in the struggles of life
that leave no room for the Divine.
8. Idolatry is sin.
Assyria will fall by the sword of the
Lord--not mighty or mean man.
1. 180,000 die in one night.
2. Assyria will flee and be afraid
of every flag.

7.
3. Young men --flower of the army-discomforted--subject to slaves,
liable to tribute.
4. God will pass over and you will·
see the fire in Zion, furnace in
Jerusalem.
5. Come to the Strong Hold--the Rock!
a) God our Refuge.
b) God our Fortress.
c) He inhabits all eternity.
d) Rock not rugged but shadow
in a thirsty land.
e) Fires of altars still burn-enemy defeated--God the winner.
f) God has a purpose in Zion and
He will see it through.
IS) Fright causes us at times to
I
turn from sin.
I
h) Turn ye"'--why will you die?
Graymere, Columbia, TN - 11/17/02 (BC)
IKingwood
HeightsBC - 11/26/02
I
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5.

.w'

endurance
will come' & .s(llve
you!!
-.
emRhGsi~ on the He!)

"H~
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V. 4 {In Hebrew

!I

I

'IS

Iso ,,35:5-6 "Then ~¥ ~~~s of..,t~~ blind shall be open~
1 . Then = Messianic time of salvation.
I
2. Eyes opened.
l
(a) Jesus did this.
.1
3. Ears unstopped.
•
(a) Ear spiritual portal to will.
_ ~
(b) Hearing involves heeding.
i
4. tame leap.
•..
j
(a) lome 'who shufflewill leap.
·'ul.-JI
Acts, 3:8 ".Andhe leaping up stood, and walked,ecJ~~
,.)tieQrt put int()tt~ring pilgriA1S.
".~. 11:12 "Wher.fore lift up the hands which he,.
. . "•...' ; .•~ • ....:L. ., ....t'l
.. '... :.
. " . .' .
:;;3. u:\;lf'flGl ,gh 'w
~ ""
.
": ' . 1. , • .
j . .

'.

r

(c) Church is the saved
.;Jt ~'''4Iil
I 4. W ,
r. I ~
.
i
t "
'"
! Isa. 35:8 liThe w!=lyfari,ng men, tho fools, shall not err:I
i (0) Some are dissatisfi~ ~th God's 9mlng &. G~cPs !
I
methods.
~~ '#
I
(b) In his own time & manner he'll fulfill his word -:
and it will be right.
I
, (c) Heql clearly mark a w~r~ & so const~uct it, i~1
I .'Will
be easy to follow.I{e~I)'~X ,:,~~1), . 1
&i
I ., ,
l(s 10
~ n2fJ~'--J oJ
j (d) ".1
I 91 &II Ly._; C2I1 t'" ~,. ~,;'!
(e) Phillips, II
;~
,
(f) Wind & sand obliterate some - n '~a' ~ ·ho
it clearly leads to its destination. f).·/I~
I ' 1'1j : not knowmgrts
. ' ~..-~
.it
(g ) <'" J
meanmg,
nor destination, nor where they are going - ,
those who know way of life followlt with uDerfi
sureness.- tJkslt>i) ~fe ~1
(J)'r' '111111 POc' , r c '
101l1:lOn•
.. Look before thee; clost thou seethe ntJffOW wflkY
Thot is the way thpu:must go~.l~W;Qs cost up J:>y (
-the Potriarchs.,J'rophets; Chrr,~ &; His apostles;
it is as straight as Qrule conmqkeit:tnis i"
the waythou"mUstgo. II
{i~&rter v(otoU sate of.dedication.
Rev. 7d7 "For the l<:tmb which is in the midst of the
(j) It i$:.,
~.,,' ,n~/).V:"
ynmlitQtkably plOinJi'
'.~'
" ....

RR.

!

tJz.tt-idd

f

.

11

II

'

,!

'ona.

if-""
"
.
~~k~?O~t.son_ha~nd~,~~a~s~ne~:::~~~:~~_I~~~~~'()~~
P~rfutly se~ure .'Y41~~fe·£i ". ~
3nn•.'to ~ arf\val. ,. (!).' 'h
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A father saw his son sitting on
top of another boy in the fr,sm. t
yard.
".
"Jimmy," said the father. "Why
are you holding Tommy to the
ground like that?"
"He hit me in the eye," yelled
Jimmy.
"How many times," reminded
the father, "have I told you to .
count up to one hundred before
you loose your temper?"
"I know," puffed Jimmy. "I am
counting up to one hundred, but
I'm making sure he'll be here when
get through counting."
I
- MAYNERD BRADFORD.
p

-:::ff/()
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In some respects--moving now from budgetary ~estion~!
to programs--the patterns of church life can even make
it less attractive to people to be of service to anyone
but themselves. Very often the quality of one's faith
is measured by the number of evenings per week that
members are on the church premises. 'Jll:eir goodness "
is marked by the way in which they express loyalty to
their own kind. They become self-protective, full of
illusions, unable to comprehend the ways of life·Qcf
different people. Meanwhile the churches provide them ',0
with prayers, liturgies, and worship forms that suggest
to them that they are giving alms and thus carrying on
God's works in the world.

\

Shakespeare
"There is a tide in the affairs of men,
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage of their life
Is bound in shallows and in miseries.
On such a full sea are we now afloat;
And we must take the current when it serves,
Or lose our ventures. II
Julius Caesar (Act IV. Scene III)
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remembers us.
Grace

)

earth. "
3. Common civility teaches us to rejoice
with our friends.
4. We all should be grateful for recovery from illness.
5. But what could the praise of heathen
princes add to Hezekiah.
C. Hezekiah was genuinely thrilled.
1. Heart filled.
j
:2 Chron. 32:25 t/i'sheruf W.?6
14fJ- P'f1)/UP
2. Failed to heed warning against arm
of flesh.
3. Joys only carnal.
.
4. Prosperity lays a trail for man's ruin.
5. He let miracles create a sense of
pride..
•
.
6. Sad & dangerous to dwell on successJ
2 <Kln@'e lHrt9
1

· 2.

shows all his treasures (v-2).
Treasures do not make true fFiends.
They easily make enemies.
Watch irreligious alliances.
Came Isaiah"
God will chasten foolishness.
What said these men?
Whence came they?
What have they seen in thine house? '
a) All that is in mine house.
b) Nothing in my treasures I have
not showed them.
Isa. then presented the word of the
Lord.
;:.·~Read)

;'#_--.

"

a) Rebukes foolish o~!entation.
b) Throw rocks at laden trees.
's Reaction
is the word of the

i '-

,,

-

to see if the personnel executive was
he'd demonstrate
loyalty to
other said if he were
firm by having the corporate logo tattooed on his arm.

~"

j!.
1t'

secretary from the
coffee wa~Ji· . C~·.iU~;;
staring tl'l'~m,::,.i4ll:·th~i'
eak !
WO!:ll~. you

\.
i
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tH~RE'f!" HOPE

Iso 40:~-2
,1. Do yo~e"of brfnging good news?
A •.,Jhi10the happiest,n~ws you1ve ever brought.
B. or~t?
C. Whdt's, ' fterthan gospel?
I'U. Letlssee Iso. 40.
A. rnt. facts.
1.150 or 200 yrs. between chapter 39 &40.
2. Prophets can see things immediately.
3. 550 B.C. is time.
4. Assyria gone, Babylon too is weak, Persia is
rising.
5. 'resent ,tense verbs used to describe future events~
6. Prophet speaks of fear, hopes, people not even
on the scene as yet.
7. Rest of lsa propheti c of M~ssiah.
B. What 1 s said?
"
, 1 ~ Comfort ye.
, (arrwiee saki for emph~i~.
(.bl Said, to my people; ','
'",.
j

f

0

0

(c) Reach JerUMlem c'hope.
.
",
,I
i'
; lsa.55:10:";11' FordS the rain com~th down, ond the~
(d) Note my people - yoorGQd.
.
;1
2. ~~kt0 heart ... c~nfer of~etnotrons •. ' ,
"
{a} Don't speakinobscurhy but vi90rou~ly cry:
(b)~eakh~naerfy., ,",
G:en., 00:21 "lINow fherefur'$'f~ar ye nOt';'l'wi~l' n
Sam. i9;7 l1 Now therefore arise, go forth,,: ond
Chfo..l.30:22 It-~nd ~zekidh spake' eo~Jy·
he' s~t c:~tf.dn$, of wlJr 0"1_ t~
" O k ,

~~~;ci~,".~,-~•..c,-""

...-

~,.

z~

Gen. 34:3 "And his soul clave unto Dinah the daught~
Ruth 2: 13 IIThen she said, Let me find favour in thy sj
Hos. 2;14 "Therefore, behold, I will allure her, and ~
(c) Heart in Heb. = mind, conscience, feeling
Gen. 34:3.
3. Note the IIthatls" .
(a) W"rfare is accomplished.
(1) dnly discharged via death from this service. ,
Job. 14:14 II If a man die, shall he live again? all thl
Dan. 10: 1 IIln the third year of Cyrus king of Persia al
(2) Law of compensation - God calls for reckoningJ
_
i
(b) Iniquity is pardoned.'
( 1) Rece i vep favorab Iy •
(2·) Regard c satisfaction.
(c) Received double.
(1) Double blessing or,
(2) Double of punishment & suffering or
(3) Double blessing & mercy or
(4) Double restoration - temporal under Cyrus &
spiritual under Christ.
A. Things That Are Obvious.
God uses a man to relay His messdge.
B. Gospel bearer has a i9Y to~r:ing.
I 1. From bondage there is a deliverance.
C. God inten~ you toface.tomorrow c, confidence,
assurance because He' is with you.
I
, D. Some blessings belong exclusively to God's folk -1
t, (rain foils on all kinds - but not salvation).
E. Comfort is found in telling all the story - the
hurt & th~) healing!

I

l

\.

F. God wants you to reach the he<irt~
HQ.sea 2:14 "Therefore, behold, I will allure her, and:
,G. Word spoken has a transforming power.
H. God does concern Himself c individuals.
I. Sin is a serious thing.
"J. Comfort in real restoration.
.•
Ca.w.AiWE"J3E"~ .. ~~~;~'I--7t.>
J/I

"~~-fJ:t:k~-~
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WELCOME HOME, FORGIVEN CHILD
Isaiah 40: 1-2
I. ~. tltiii~:::tiiijiii5iiiiTt_U"Ji .ffiOst
r&&isIWW'Change .
A. From t~t to CQi\iilDrt.
B. Ffljm hl'Gi4ness to teJlli'lll"f'!filss.
C. FroJ!l
to gape.
II.

I

40.

'

P I .".iIftlpter

lie

here.
A~J1i:2 is8lne, Bab9'lrilR grows
weak,
llidses.
4. UJ P h IE J
' '" t " 7 III ill to
Bet, J ira up ...., .8!i8 pPE!pa:r:i:ng
tMerfor it.
5. He assp 71 thaw nf N .': s. IJirn.
6 • c~ L 2 Ii U 3M OLea .81U Loti of
~--God challenges the idols of
the world.
7. Thus see scene dramatically shift.
8.QiQ £ IUl 39 -- en iRS .to '81 as&lSm
flidiZ· E&5§lon.
9. Cl 1 t Jt Uk z::tMtes an ilL liIakjihlJil as
predicted 39: 6.
2.
3.

10.

11.
12.

13.

Pe_.

a

fat.1I

lallt • .11 ••.W4iiM!!.

~.

3.
4.

2.

a
of the Lord.
*1l0@lmfil;,;J7S' with

___IIlI!f._."Il__

~.
(Young)
3. Isa. is pu~'~i~?~~~'¥"6mr";M~
4. What is n •
is: 1)

0W';

.-ry

2) ~~~~~s

promise.
5. We see God's claim to power
6.

&

his

a4~~~M@'nts.
We'll get a touch of a ,ja_P@lIl''''

D~~o can overcome sin for
us--the Book of Messianic Hope.
D~~l:~i~Jlil~=;~~iijl~"
1. Foretelli?g. what .C. y. r.us would do
proves ~a~• .,Jthe
B~c~~~~~;ren't.

3.
2. AdS LliliIg h aMah i!J4 ,"f%lbU will
}H I I Un u; -only the spiritual will
e:tftrure.
3. WsC JJ tlJDud Itur
Autlmi lIJ!TIust
.<:>-~
AL>'''''·ve the
bg It Howe
p'lmIB&d.
Deut. 30: 2-3 (Read)
Deut. 30: 8-10 (Read)
Jer. 18:7-10 (Read)
4. !E:l!WIIlJn~&R~ conditions
*ht~R:~QJIllses cann~ be met.
...

.......

~ >,>~

. ·,Fi1irb~;;i.··e''::.:x~'·. +.;~:;;::;~AW
A.''!:.:. £~.~
lllrJ.·.~Y)
11.- iT;;';~;
___.. Z"".-lo.L
t:JlI.!![_I!!'!J't!!.."""'~~.

.....

~
~.
_ •...~. ....
. -.
.T"

1. Isa. 39 closes with a dark forecast
of captivity--Isa. 40 is comfort &

redemption.
2. Tho he may have hard words he
also has comforting ones.
3...P ' t'2 a &J In tclllu% !!Iii ;;hole
stlllj £1EiG· "ell· &8 . !Met God is there
.a I is the only

one j l£JO&iUg&ne:nt
God has not abandoned you--IIyou
are still my people. II
7. Op'ens with 'tfilpdsress & u"",TfPy.
8.

6. Us lce "bid

j

"
\

\.

-

4.
9.

a) Hopelessly despon nt.
;/.. /
b) Felt trapped.
{fl'2 u/l.91/fld
c) Far from home.
II
d) Abandoned by God.
13 . ll: 1'* . • •I1,*.,~~;J~ a~~~.8iQiil is not
stronger than ours.
14. Don't turn to Babylonian idolatry.
15. Y . jRiL&lMJiG'iiR¥WiRJ!fL :prmanent .

-tpii~~eoPle, .yi115n God.

2. 'ttl
I PSf'? 'j=-'ii!m T d;ct ...,IMo
In" g to Oadl$
3. I want you to live joyfully &
confidently.

Qf1BMJELb§££. 88.

a

1.

wer.
2. It is creative.

_ _ _I.JIIf.I. . . .(Il1Ili*·~
3. All speakgr§

i ...

UU~

msmmt

God are kept

background.

tnume.

4 •.
S. Passage about God & comfort.
Rom. 15: 5r!~u)'IIofirfofpghe'{JeefDHI.f()/z,h/.f11.f~

I
L2C~. 7: 6~ CDmiJ,~Y;P!e Yh>f ~~ cart ~

i

\

\.

rt--center of emotion.

2. ~fy, ~'fiy.

Gen. 50:21"And he comforted them
Ruth 2:13 (Read)

3.MF.

&

spake"

Ij Ito

.. 1*
ja"~
1. VjgCpcwly do it.

2. H 3 ht--cry out.
3. Man must cooperate.
4. Cry ptlSiiC" & AJi,nl&tidfffy .
5. Don't wtd i £I aIJ:

IY;lPif
'tIIIIII! Am, !lro'
. -.,
.

c

~ruses

.

mtroduced J>y

3 thats.

B. Off~:~ 3 ,,"U.:;J!!.I',<:!omf~t.
'_

C.

'~llre:

1.

Job 7: 1It,s

dl bJlbJ I IE LLSJiIIJL -•••.
a) Finished
b) Over
c) Final
there not an appointed time"

-n
2. II JJ lIj3lug II I dHJOnOa.

a) Receive favorably.
b) Regard with satisfaction.
,~

3 JI P

. I¥f'M, ~1JfJ

. Elil P . !J1l!I

~) What does
m. ean?
Eat:
Dealste lsksstft'g?
l~.~e? ~~ ~

~tII~t~ :J

l tj~l:fbq ~I"

it

(1)

(2) PunisilIId buiee as

_. Sllear~~_____ .

b2E'~i as

~~~~-.-~

6.
(3) DOUble §ufrefltrg?
(4) Pf!ltddu liiOPCY?
(5) Baluntlhg of gaMes--sin on

1 side balanced by ample
judgement & suffering on the
other?

____... -:7

\

"

-

y

"I
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Hired
A young Ihan, undergoing an
examination for. a position,
came across the question:
"What is the distance of the
earth from. the sun?"
He wrote this answer: "I am
unable to state accurately, but
don't believe the sun is near
enough to interfere with a proper perfQrmance of my duties
should I get this job."
He got the job.

•

Popular Poem - The most successful
poem is Rudyard Kipling's (186~
1936) If, published in 1910. If has.
been translated into 27 different Ian
guages and according to Kipling, the
poem was "anthologized to weariness."
It amfzes me that a kid wh; can

run a computer, operate a word
processor, and program a VCR
still can't learn to close the front
door.
Joe Hickman; Contemporary Comedy

,
\.

-
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IT'S PREPARATION TIME
Isaiah 40: 3-5
I. Good news continues--what an honor to
announce the blessings of God.
A. But there must be a preparation.
1. South .Holland preacher, Peter
tl~ Bumpass, told me how he led Muslin·
to see Jesus not a prophet only but
tltlt'P
a Son. Mohammed said he was
.,
prophet--Mohammed wrong.
..
2. We lay the ground work--there is
•
.~
always a 1st grade. I asked Bethan~
~··;jJM....s..lst grader) how she came out on
•
c.l:(""~ftlrst day--R. Turner's girl--IIon the.
If· school bus."
:
l B . There must be compliance on the
receiver.
II. Isaiah uses figure of an approaching
Monarch.
A. He is proceeded by a Herald--a Voice.
1. He's to come prior to King.
2. Monarch is coming to entire
country--catholicity seen.
3. Human voice declares God's
commands.
4. His identity falls behind the mes~
a) Message is the important thing.
b) Speak~r is secondary.
c) Herald effaces himself--he is just
a voice.
5. John the Baptist took these> words
to himself.
Matt~ 3:3
Mk. 1: 3

#11Jii1.lJi

i

~

-

2.
6. Note he "cries"--loud

&

urgent.

It's
timeI.r.,w,
............
~./~am~1I
strength.
. q..w.
.. '. ~.th
. 'S ft
7. He's inwi·erness. '
a) Obviously there are hinderances ..
b) None Eipecified here--maybe they :
vary with the current age.
c) It is something uneven and is
in a needy place since life w/o
God is barren.
'.....;In

pvl

!

a
Ii'!"'.

D.isJ,II." .'.''..

d) Let's think of hind1tahCe•....
. . '''
....1'.
(1.). Heathenism C"
(2) Igno.ran. ce
(3) Vice
114
'"
.
.
. (4) Alcohol
B. Herald Tells Me To:
1. Prepare--get ready to accept the
King.
2. Make straight a highway in the
desert.
'
a) Way of holines§.z~ lI.HL. of /f..
Isa. 35: 8 t:rs;ltu.{ Aka. cZl/eJ ''''--,
Matt. 3: 2-12
,JJ..
Luke 1: 17 1iJ M'2J4.,.~1~ '2 pe8,,~
.;1::b.) Not. earth ~ moves but heaitV
ofpeople·rl'ee.zq ~_,
c) Roa,ds artifically buuCliil by
casting up earth.
d) Soviets prepare for tourist but
still see forgotten streets.
e) Approaching King is the Lord.
Ps-: 81 .•
f) Straight means level to speed
acceptation of Visitor.

~

'7

::oJl

------~~

,

"

-

-

-
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:a.

3. Valley exalted.
a) Valley of discouragement.
b) Valley of despondency.
4. Mountain & hill made low.
a) Mountain of self-evaluation?
b) Mountain of iniquity?
c) Whatever barrier, removed.
Fill every depression & lower
every elevation so that one can
accept new relationship with King.
5. Crooked Made Straight
a) Doubleminded .corrected.
b) Deviation righted.
6. Rough Places Plain
a) Ruggedness of. Pride reduced to
submission. ~JtlJie cb.b.."
b) Poor & lowly raised up . ..,..../
i
c) Crooked & dishonest change ways{
d) Rude become courteous.
[
e) We may thus wait in a spirit of I
readiness.
I
III. Purpose-- Reveal the Glory of God
I
A. Let us see in man the attributes of
I
God.
B. Let us glimpse God as He is.
Isa. 6: 3
C. Preparation has to be complete to do
this.
D. God can never be known by a creature,
there are limitations of senses. No one
sees the sun--only its rays.
E. All flesh to see it.
Rev. 1:7II

2 Thess .2: 8r1et-,.9 :/8_'"J.l:)~~~~~~__~~

i,

\,

-

our assurance.
desert to
see
I am.
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actloDLS of the General
not reflect the deMs. SalmonCamplocal congregations
their views to the
Assembly's .' study •..

\

~r.
l

.faculU{
seUlJaU
<_RUSSIAN

'Task, ."ll" .l.'\.u·,:>.:>.." .....
thor and ;'ttarlslclto:r,
twice~tMemphi$ .
ty.At nOQn;he will
minar on linguistic
American·Russian
in I'oom 336 of
Hall.' At 7:30 he
Russian) on
ture in room 456 Of
Hall; .
_ AIRPORT tfl::.ARING:

nearing
Memphis Interllation.a:
will be at 7.' p.m. at
High .~hool I'\t .;t,,,~

1;1

jaIlers.

.

the
received was
proved to be truly unusual,
a freezer-wrapped container with an
attached note that read: "Dinner for
Two. Please place in freezer and open
only on a busy day when you are too
tired to cook dinner."
Months later, such a day did arrive,
and the package was thankfully removed from the freezer. Inside my
friends found a brand·new 2o-dollar
bill. together with this attached note:
"Redeemable at a restaurant of your

..J..' one

Ii\.

a!~

Vd

~_~++H~

recent survey. e
were found
have h
students reached f
to
11

se
percent of teachers
responsibility. and
it was the teachers',

percent of

James Dobson, in is boolt "Love Must Be
tells
o a sixth
teacher
an upper middle class
California c
who was shocked at the results of a
creative writing task ass
-to her students.
were
asl{ed to complete a sentence that
wi th the words II I
Wish." "The teacher
and girls to
express wishes
b
television sets and
t ips to Hawaii.
Instead,
of the
children
made reference in their respons.~s to their own
disintegrating families.
A few of their actual sentences
are as follows:
"I wish my parents wouldn't fight and I wish my father
would come back."
"1 wish my mother didn't have a boyfriend."
"I wish I could get straight A's so my father would love
me,"
'I! wish
had on8 mom and dad so the kids wouldn't make
[1.1n of me,

THE PAINFUL ANNOUNCEMENT

Isaiah 40: 6-8
I. A commission came to "Cry" --tell me things
you do not want to hear.
A. IRS Audit
B. Your account is overdrawn.
C. Your test shows a tumor.
D. There is nothing more I can do for you.
E. Have you made your will?
F. You better call the children.
II. More than likely you have heard part of
these announcements--and they are not
pleasant.
III. Vain man doesn't enjoy being reminded of
his weaknesses yet love demands its telling.
Isa. 40:6-8
A. A voice issued an order.
1. Voice seems to be God--if so, what's
going to be said is true.
2. Cry--an imperative--really no choice
in the matter.
B. The address asked "what?"
1. It isn't easy to always choose the
right message.
2. Or to know the exact timing.
3. Nor how to measure the anticipated
response.
4. The cry can be general or specific.
, 5. Irrespective there is a truth to
sound out.
IV. Cry This!
A. All flesh is grass.
All goodliness thereof is as the flower
of the field.

\.

2.
1. All flesh--neither ancient nor
spiritual issue exempt.
2. There are no iron men--all are grass.
3. All are failing, perishing flesh from
president to peasant.
4. Flesh is powerless and fragile.
5. It' like grass.
Isa. 37:27 1 ~
51:12
Ps. 37:2
90:5
103:15
1~

Jc.>.P- 8. ~
1 Pet. 1: 24
6. In one sense of the word you need
not fear him--he's grass.
7. Reminded thus of the shortness &
uncertainty of life.
8. We are killed by frost even.
9. We last as long as a blossom.
Job 14: 2
10. Goodness does nto exempt!
B. Twice he says grass withereth, flowers
fade.
1. Last word in Hebrew gets the
emphasis--men are grass.
2. Perfect picture of human transience.
3 . Man's transitory.
4. All earthly things, including earth
itself, is temporary.
C. We wither because the Spirit of the Lord
blows.

,
\.

--

contrast

3.
4. Man alters--God
5. Note OUR God.

B.
s
3. Scriptures cannot be broken.
4. Word
not pass away.
Gen. 1:1
fIn. 1:3

Ps. 33:6
Heb. 1: 3
2 Pet. 3: 7
Isa. 51:6

Ps. 102:27
Matt. 5: 18
Lu. 21:33

5. This word entrusted to us is neither
transient nor insignificent.
6. On it you can rely.
Isa. 55:10-11
1 Pet. 1: 24

4.
7. Amid all human frailty, shifting,
changing--one thing endures--God's
word, His Promises. (PC)
8. Whatever God conditionally said will
be.
9. Rejoice in the imperishable.
10. God's Pfomises alone are steadfast.
Nu. 23:19 ~(J
11. Some are unconditional.
a) No flood (Gen. 9:11)
b) Always a harvest (Gen. 8:22)
c) Gates of hell powerless (Matt. 16: 18)
d) Jesus returns (Matt. 25: 31)
.
12. So also will his conditional ones come
true if we only meet the conditions.
H~bono - 12/7/89
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It

i

(6) Shout - be heard. '

4. ~ift it up ~ be not afmi-d.'" JJrolu~t
I
(a) Not unsure seeker 1 but declare in firm;
i
positive, vigorous way.
(b) Militantly evangelistic 'Jlr,f
(c) 3 fd. for adaptive strategy'
(1) ~xeerie'1ce - learn from past sue
(2) In~~tE;- the 6th sense.
(3) &wwr~h - Includes analysis of vJ.ronmen!,
organizational stre"lth & weakness, d~h!Jrmine ,
measurable goals, determine strategy (message &j
media) I execution of strahl~1 m~surement of !
effeeti vene$s, ._uation. .' \ ' ,
:
0

5.
(tt}

W.

.

-.0091.,. .

I

..

tal If Mve no God, we,.,kOV.ltothin,~,
{c} If we ,have ~SIJS, we ~e ..H!
(d)
eve!!eU:zed thruJbI: _ , '.~' '.,1 wIt MaMal

11..,.1 .
~itnt,fl;

" . . _'

.r .

p,p. 9('What's Gon~, W:~t;the

Hatve~t~ Yet in U. S. we . .~.; ~iQ!

hfuseneld- 900/0 s!ult"UtfltJ:cah_ I'Js.ten tora{h

on a given day.~ USA~tebei lJ!6 ~ per de.
"
per persoo ... A. •. C. I~i l.Mn fl~ rts. .
.1. Wh.t!ClAd qtJY~odis 'He?
.
A. Com.. C str(.')ng hand.
8.,H,lJArfTI. ~hall Rv,te for, ..,im.
. ,

. 1•. C.stS .d.own

opposi tt ? ( l . o ; ·
'I;:'
-'1(:10 63419 "We ar~ thin~y .th9\l never ~e1t. "'lie o~
C. ~is Reward is With Him.
'
r:t

,
\,

1. (j ives you blessings now & loter.
2. He dispenses reward.
Rev. 22: 12 HAnd, behold, I come quickly; and my re~
D. Feeds Flock Like' a Shepherd.
'
1. Strong, yet tender like a shepherd.
"
2. Whatever shepherd does for sheep God does.
(a) Cares for flock.
(b) Guides flock.
(c) Feeds Ps. 23:2
Ezek. 34i 14
In. 6.48-51
In. 2hJ5-17
In. 6:34
E. Gather Lambs c His Arm.
1. Can get care but only lovetgives TLC.
2. Seeks wanderers.
Lu. 15;4... 6 "What man of you, having an hundred she
Mott.~U~: 11 IIFor the Son of Man is come to save that
t Pet. 5:4 "And when the chief Shepherd shaH cap,,_r
Heb. 13:20 "Now the GGd of peace, tl;tot,brQU9ht
I Pet. 2:25 "For ye were as she.epgoing, astray;~ut e..
F. Carry in Bosom.
'1. Gathers newborn - not on shoulder but near his
heart.
I 2. They need conhostant protection.'
I G. Gently Lead t se c Young.
'.'
i 1. lit. Those that give suck. __ , (

l t :~_;~Y~~ii;~r:;1~.

\,

are now going to discuss your
spelling, your punctuation, and
your typing. "-Nuggets.

---------,,-------The farmer defended himself

".

for going fishing so much.
"Look at this map of the
world," he said. "It shows that
the earth is two-thirds water
and only one-third dry land.
That means a fellow should fish
two"thirds of his time and farm
k
only one-third."
The father said, "Junior,'one ~'
more bite like that and yoU'll
leave the table. "
.
The lad responded, "One' .
more bite like that' and I'll"be
through."
I
7,1975 _ _ _ __

Page 115

A motorist stopped in amaze- ~!
ment when he saw a farmer hold I,
a pig up to a tree to gobble
apples off the branches. The J.
farmer repeated this several
times, until finally his muscles
strained under the weight of the
pig. "Excuse me," he said,
"but isn't it an awful waste of f
time to feed pigs that way?" c
Holding the pig closer to more I,
apples, the farmer caught his
breath and replied: "What's
time to a pig?"
g
I:

i

\,
\,

Johnson! "-American Opinion,
~W.

j
~ust

1975 - - - - - Page 91

k
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man to son in neverenclosing $10
Incidentally, $10
with one nought, not swear
two."
Lord
anot'
Flattery is like Cologne water, to
be smelt oj, not swallowed. -JOSH the 1
not
BILLINGS (1~58)

•••

Page 92 - - - - - August 10, 1

one

IS

yours."

"I'm
through your

a shortcut
to catch the

4: 45."

"IfIl1Y

b~ll. seeS YOU,

catch the 4: 15."

you'll

and Kit Carson
was
saddler's
None was
prodigy, but none had an
identity crisis, either-JENKIN

LLOYD JONES, 4-1~-75,

---------,,--------

"How long you been working
HOW TO SOLVE
here?"
MALPRACTICE PROBLEM
"Since the boss threatened to
A recent Gall up Poll shows 85
fire me."
percent of the public wants the
medical profession to be more
Mickey Mouse to Minnie: effective in getting rid of
"Squeak to me oflove! "
incompetent doctors. Another 80
percent would place limits on
Pollution gives us the kind of lawyers' contingency fees; 62
air you can sink your teeth into. percent would place ceilings on
the amounts that a jury could
Joe Namath signed a multi award in malpractice suits; 59
million contract. And just for percent favor a five-year statute
making passes!
of limitations for the filing of
malpractice actions, and 57
My neighborhood's tough! percent favor settling such suits
Mom gives Dad money each out of court through arbitration
morning for the mugger.
panelS.-Gallup Poll.
Page 116 _ _ _ _ _ August 17, 1975 _ _ _ _ __

The owner of a small n
•
crossroads store was appointed fit
up
postmaster. Six months went by
Tl
nd not one piece of mail had thel
left town. Deeply concerned,
postal authorities in Washing- then
WhC
n wrote to the postmaster to
with n
inquire.
"It's simple," he wrote back, met tv
to adrr
"the bag ail} 't full yet."
b what:
Two little secon5! -

N
--";:,7

"I(l;;;~rki

np_.,,,,·- .

;~s the
, either.
·s I ever
-+hority
~w to

th~t-bat c~mes down, yOll..
of the game!' "-ED RUMILL
in The Christian Science

w~

Gotfisa ;gitlfteluWhima mtJl
1 1-2 iIleDes in diam. is
"ac~d .;. ~) Dftl'l : _

ome
,try,

Monit-or.

; that
ngW
HI.

'\

•

•

Ii

"

i

,
\,

A married deaf-mute couple could
communicate with each other only
by the use of sign language. One w
night the husband stayed out very sl '
late and the wife waited for him,
growing angrier and angrier by the
minute. Finally, the husband came'
staggering home and the wife let llim
have the full effect of her anger, her
fingers flying at him a mile a minute.
She berated him until she had
~poken her piece; and, then, when
he was about to make reply, calmly
reached up and turned off the light.

-.

and are commuters.

_...-I:eCJQ.g.1ilJ·~z.led

need for ... u,.. u~;'"
likely, the young business executive
wood is no different from the majority of three;:;,-:t;'::'~:::;;:::'M"'''''''''''''<'

9J!~!:.~.~L.!!,!~£!;l.!tY?~lw.~QJt~~$(J,;.s;..•~1U<!i~4J?XJh4L
an
a§~.£!l~.I1J....~~2£!~!!2!! ..!nsL•.w!lQ.•'y9if~.Q .• ~y~~ . . C.(m~ern about
imp()~~ ...J?t~~~!!IeA. tP.J~slmtu:QJJli§.e •.:ru<.r~.Qllal.stan~~rds

.tp meet .....

(;.2111P~}'~(}~~::v It is small wonder that ~~2.wJ?~£~.!1J~ of aU

j

managers undergo a deep personal conflict wnen they discover
their youthful ideals and goals run counter to business operations that seem to be 10~~(}*I1.J!~jn£iR!~~!lg1li&!l-9Y0ll£.!£.eE!~.I1.~J'rl8
This confli~t is most severe between the ages of thirty-four and
forty-two, fand it is often manifested by unwill{ngness·'tQ-raK'e$
4~blems. and a desire to minimize the total demands
Of a job on one's life. Some will accept the advice of one
executive· who noted the contradictions he faced but concluded that it is necessary to "play by the rules of the game"
if one is to ccumulate much money or power.9 But others
will not willi gly take this route and are searching instead for
the personal power that will enable them to "dare to be
differ.ent. "
any of these same executives are experiencing equally
severe tensions at home. Qivorce rates soar among those in
this segment. Others continue the scramble 10 raise their
~-_olt..

Cited in
·11G.~s.J¥eek (September 15, 1973), p. 178.
Cited in
MllrfJf8£!JJ€nt (May 1, 1969), p. 20.
tI See A. C.
arc, "Is Busmess Loving Ethical?" in J. R. Wish and
S. H. Gamble, 005., Marketing and Social Issues (New York: John
1

8

Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1971), p. 107.

What's Gone Wrong With the Harvest?
Lilestyle
The majority agreed with the following statements:
,To me it is important to have the latest things in my home.
I place great ,satisfaction in 0 steady advance toward the
top in my career.
I very much enjoy wand travel. "
I want my children to have the best in a college education.
I enjoy facing a difficult challenge on the job.
Those who know me well would see me as one who wants
to get ahead in the world.
But openness to change was indicated by substantial agreement with statements such as these:
There are times when I feel ,I must compromise my personal,
convidions at work.
Sometimes J wonder if getting ahead on the job is worth
it.
I have a growing concern that my marriage isn't what it
once was.
Often now I find myself less satisfied with the general
direction of my life.
Frequently I consider the' possibility >,of doing something
altogether different with my 'ife. .
Spiritual Status,
.. ';
,68 percent believe there is one God.
48 percent believe that most of the problems in the world
today are a result of man himself..
.
68 .percent believe that Jesus actually lived on this earth.
40 percent feel confident that Jesus experienced a bodily
resurredion.
.".
41 percent indicated agreement that Jesus has provided
the way to know God personally.
.
54 percent have read the Bible at least' once in the past
year.
,
29' perc.ent ~Id , . ' " state how one becomes a
Christian.
AHitudesToward the Gospel and Church
47 percent attended church at least once in the past year.
59 percent evidence doubt that the church actually has
personal significance for them.
67 percent· were interested in knowing more about Chr.
ti~nity.

\

\,
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THE TEACHlfR'S, PiRFECT ATTITUDE
Isa. 40: 11
Introduction
A. Fame - R<ed })l\onec- For you - #1
B. Rr8asifre 'statue' - stand myS;e!f - #2
"'
I.~LgTSWelS - Warning; 13 (-BlJtJ,.-~~r-

::1:J.l
_
e <=:> "
Conscience - #4. I-~ /111'5.
~.I
G
B. ± 52£& aa
U. ':J!!rirw4et'! A•

A

t'

••

i
i i ] 'I
1111

1

•

e d0

t

1. Honesty of Luke i\n rson at Bill
Hickman's !l~iy< I've eaten two
of tbese burnt rolls.
2. 5 yr. slapped one in line for
forgetting memory vepse - "Be
ye kind".
C.
jn lasSfi*lI 2£ b '
" 'g'li'Wt
let \t&
1.
.

~,

!tie!,

It

shall rule - (see verses
15)

c)
d)
2.

s~

n'I a
~

with him.
before him.
II~
It!

all

tl~"

Cl pbSId lib ida b
1
See'the combo - he's the Shepherd
King - creates all things.
2. Royal power & pastoral tenderness.
3. Hand of a Prince & arm & heart of
a Shepherd.

--~?

.--;

,

2.
42 D tit.
a) Translated "tend" - meets
ob"'8ft§~et1s':

b)

"'i\:

i:~:q~~e~o~~~J

2) Miser grave, with Pr. Dr.

Lawyer - #'t.
3) Smtt'm baek
chest -

,.8

.'

~

Alligator on

s the entirety of the group

b) W&,z 2MI 1iW:~ 1 is i.llla", e Hill "iff :~

year old. - Fatper
81 Mother
;
"
op~ti - f9.
"
i
d) ~,,-. • • - 'l~ hard #1~

c) g9

e) W~l$t_~~ ,~til,
f) Fmoget- ,~·~i.~ey - #12.

g) C.fU" pa.'~ ....' .,.00. are not #13
h) PlaV···g~II";~!f - #14~'
99Q, fl O'g&l@ [OO8I6id?:b
e,h~ SO

i

o,J:

1r1mJulri'

(1) enLltllf, tnrfIliiss iii
(2) Q&219 m ilct8me<31ll~~~

1) i!!Idlhu

Ezek. 34: 6
John 10: 11
. J<>hn 10: 28

....oJ~
Ir~,~

t1pt4*

#15

a) W.j "'2P djr - Mi2"IJJght J~host<J
My sheep. wandered mts;'" .
b) Need protection
c) Br_g lf8 back -€6ilim'rve
"I am the good S. and the"
"No man plucks them"
.
N~-~) Df, .··~Hypoeh'Ondriac #f6
~2) EM'fI~"'; button - #117

j

\
\..

-

II

3.
ft"'!,~~,,8

l

a) Special attention to tender &
weak.
(1) New endings - #18
(2) Forging steadily ahead #19
b) Does not despise day of
small things.
echo 4: 10

(1)
. (2)

,.,j'i.IIN

Mel!ii~~,~.&uiltgieal

#20.

'to do business
~(~·#21.

CaHlr Wmbr ttCillbliUiliilE.eep

c)

pat"!
'11 • • k.
.'
(1) ~.•~' out after'dark.~

#22
#23

3)

a,) Meets diverse necessities.

b) Special pocket in fbld of robe.
c) In.ieeiBs "my to §~rum@ Jpe
l~.

'

(1) .rn_:~;~/I~;
~#24

(2)

(3)

C." J"

".

Dill rL1.I';;'''i~lJ: H5
IWI.t"(R;,-..' ,Fooliq.
~.
f!ilj1idn
~~~

6

. Q nt'l

a.J2 .;:#t young.

leed tl

that

1. That means you've got to know the

flock.
2. S2 nibil)

a) Cannot overdrlve some.

(l)'Sank robJjer:~ ,tie - #27
(2) $.•~J; a: ;ja,aww #2~

(3) BtlliiMM Prt>tif

-

&

'p~nts #29

i

4. 1

b)-Read

(1) Some in a special situation

where matters are beyond
their strength - ntiJlchg
Y.Pg.
(2) We lh c dis tinet iIIdh ltfMls.
(a) Play ball with God #30
(b) C. M.N~'O'ftt: plane #31
(3) Lead those who need in a
special way.
(a) .... ~ . . . . . ~te? ~2
(b) . . . . ;. . . . .'. .g #33:

(c) I did my best . . . . . . . mm how,
To btlWti. II
t so
I toldflim tt'i bl
~~fffl ~ave the
He

pS:~'M~;'_t~.!rMl~S eye~,
ancfdMwhe was t{)ld

Butit.~,_.II_n.',.I.~'w1ten
1.;c'is';~_Jd

""

a

11,;,.:l.

c) Young
(1) Leads those giving suck.
(2 ).'~;;'~';~

III.

A.
B.
C.
D.

Feed like a shepherd.
Gather with your arm.
Carry close to your heart.
Gently lead those with young as you
touch older, maternity, and babies.
Teachers Appreciation Dinner,So.Harpeth-2/15/8&
Ky. Assoc.of School Bus. Off.-Lo~elKY-2117/88
Teachers Apprec.Dinner-Livin~ston,TN-2 18/88
Broadway Church,Paduaah,KY (TAD) - 2/20/88

\,
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Definitions
Three fellas were sitting around
trying to put a definition on the
word "fame." One said, "Fame is
being invited to the White House
for a talk with the President."
The second fella said, "No,
fame is being invited to the White
House for a talk with the President-and when the Hot Line
I
interrupts the conversation, he
i doesn't answer it."
1
The third fella said, "You're
both wrong. Fame is being invited to the White House for a talk
with the President and when the
Hot Line rings, he does answer it,
listens a moment, and then says,
'Here, it's for you!' "
Robert Orben

A young lady came before the judge
of the traffic court to answer the
charge of running through a red light.
She explClined to the judge thal she
was a school teacher and asked that he
take care of her case quickly so that
she could get back to her class.
"Well, well," the judge said. "So, you
are a school teacher? I have been
waiting for years to get a school
teacher in my court. You sit right
down at that table and write, 'I will not
run a red light, again,' 500 times."

.
.C

.---- ---

I'

,

I ,

•

Good Reading

!

I

Since children say what the}l 11 nkm \
an unabashed and straightforward
way, nothing means ~ore to a teacher
than a child's complIment. So you can
imagine the warm glow Mrs. Hudson
felt when a second grade girl slipped
her hand shyly into hers on the
playground and said,. "Mrs. Hud~on,
do you know who IS the prettIest
teacher in the school?"
"No" she replied archly. "Who is?"
"Mi~s Wilson," she replied.. .
Dick Van Dyke: Those .Funny Kids!
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HALF PRICE
Rossini, the Italian composer,
was very flattered when he learned that wealthy admirers were
planning. to erect a statue to
honor '1{im.
~I. '.'H,<>w .much "rill it cost?"· he·
u~qllued..
.
~
"About ten rriillian fran€s," .
was the reply.
. \
"Good . heavens,"
gasped
Rossini. "Ten million francs!
Why, for just five million, I would
stand on the pedestal myself."

I

A . new 'and distinguish;(r'p~stor ' t o w t i ,
and the first night he was to bea gues in\- the
Do~kes' home. So that morning Mrs. Doakes left a
'" . ,~~~dal n~te in the bathroom f?r her husbari.~)oe/ A..
j0,an~the kIds.
,'.
\.
.
t she forgot to remove' it, before 'her guestar~
fir~d; in fact, she didn't even thin!< of it againlHJtil
he departed ne;x:t day. Then shefbuhd t};r~ note still
It
pinned to her finest guest toweIs:fLL'"
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BOny WHO. USES THESE.
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The towels were untouched. Andibelow her n6te
waspendlEd one from her guest: T~Nt..:~ FOR WARNING :t:,m.

~ Something

"'"

MOTHER.

Small boy's definition oCon..>
that ~tf:,
rm8tell my mother before my SlS'
i. ter d o e s . ,
'
i-Woodmen of the World \
·
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-One afternoon, when-be was at \
the end of hig,/career as nitcher .
with theN e\VYork Yankees, Lefty
Gomez was having trouble
I... getting his fast ball past the
batters. The catcher walked (jut
to the mound and said,"What's
the matter, Lefty? You're not
throwing the ball as hard as you
used to."
"I'm throwing it as hard,"
replied Gomez. "It just takes a
little longer to get to the plate."
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Develo p First Sergeants
There was a yo.ung man who go.t
into. West Po.int-just barely. The
minimum height fo.r West Po.int
is five feet, two. inches-he made
i it by wearing thick So.cks. Also.,
, he o.nly weighed 120 pDunds-a
little guy, but a brilliant schDlar.
• As secDnd lieutenant, he drew as
! his first cDmmand the rDughest,
i tDughest platDDn in the entire (
Army. When he assumed
command, he mustered the platoo.n to attention in front Df him
and said, "Men, there are two.
questiDns we must settle immediately! Q~tiDn number Dne, .is
! there anyone in this o.utfit who.
thWks he can whip ~e?"
'r:heni~n s)tQQqri~~lyatatten
, tioIl, giving no. re,sponse, so. he put

I
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them at ease and repeated the
, questiDn.Finally, the regiJ3}ental
,heavy weight champio.n,
•
!' standing six-fo.Dt-sevenand
.... . i weighing 274, stepped fDrward
! and said, "I believe 1 can whip
iyou."
[ "GDDd," respDnded the YDung
llieutenant. "Yo.u're my First Ser1geant. NDW, questiDn number
ItWD. Is there anyone here who.
ithinks
he can whip my First
,.
tSergeant?"-Fred Herman "
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A. neighbo.r·complained
"M h b to. her
BRIDE

gets keys, waliet Y us and fo.rit A
"
co.at-yo.U name
b .[; s a matter of fact 1 called h.
t e ~re he left Wo.rk a~d asKed h~m
0. pIck up So.me Ie
,1m
, ho.me. I'll b h mo.ns o.n the way
Just t h enethere fo.rgets
them"
I
h "b d
.
,in with b'
us an rushed
what 1 ;0.. U~~wnho.Pa'pe~,bhag. "Lo.o.k.
d
.
, ney
e yt!!tJ d
umping a wad o.f$100 b.ll .. e ,
the bag.
1 s o.ut o.f
The wife turn d
hor. w'1·.·tn'·a sh'rug' e.
to. .the ne.ighyo.u?"
. "What d id I teU
i

i-

f. A co.untry do.cto.r parked his

...J..JI':i

:Jalo.Py o.n the street to run an :P- /'
/errand. When he returned, a . '
rgroup o.fsmaU Boys' were X· :

r. :?w
. ~e.d a. r.o.~:d
...... tll.e
.. v.ehi.C.I
. . e.
.l
,langbmgat
It.
The
do.ctor·
!tlimbett' ;·itl,. saying . mildly;
F'~ecar's paltf for,bOys:"
ITh~ii;IOf)ktil.g'ff&ru o.ne lad' to.
"he ad.- d.e'..11.'. , "Yo.n. 'r. e. no.:t·· ,
t a.~jbther.·:.
~~i',:~U~~.9bt; and' yo.uir:
/ ;e.
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A teachethadfhe son o1lhe
town's ~ou tstanding . citizen . (aIld ,
wealfuieStbal'1K:er):in h~r el_~,
'l'.lllaboy ch6la:ted;c~QS:lS
al'ld ~etshe wasat'raidto;
father. ShennallY wrotethlsi
oH.theboy's report card:
"forging his way. steadiJy
ahead."
:#

if .
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It's Hal'd toF:i~re

CohversatioIlhetweentWo sm~
bOys in the clilldrim'sward ofa
Mel11phis hospital:
"Are you m.ediCaJ?r surgical?"
"Gee, I d?n't know. what you
mean· by that."
"Well, were you sick when you
came in,or did they make you sick
after you got here?"

summer
old son, the u n , • ..,,",,
comes out at
goes down?"
he put his
to pronounce the
sound, she was sure he knew the
correct answer. She was very sur·
prised when he very confidently
replied, "Muggers!"

Accident
I? health class, a teacher asked a

V.'~SIX-.Y
. e. ar. his
-O.ldteeth.
W.... h
.., at.....
h.....~ >~r.d. . l.·..d....to
/'"protect
' ....•.
{ . "I watch outf(1rk:icl,s wl:::i9push

at the water fountain."

.

told me that
asks
him a

A small businessman from the
old
his accounts
box, his
can run

The
robber shoved a note
across to the teller which read:
"Put the rnonEilY in a. bag,
sucker,and don't make a
\ move."
tff'P?
The teller pushed back
allQ.tpet:)lQte; "St:r~ighten your
tie, .stupid, they're taki~YQW'
picture." - Funny, Funny
World..

b

son. "How

way," said his
you know what

your profits are?"
.:'~.ol1,j"<rt;)})lle~

the b,!sinessboat, I
. Iwaswea,ring.
i'S .an aft

ma~elil'g~l9fft~e

> ..•....•.......•..

'f~U;tf .. . ..........tisaGocto·r,

a..rid.you' feana~coulltant.lh a.ve
a<c~r,·.ahQm.~;.and •.. (r .• ~ood

busin(!}S'~. E~~r:y·tllfng ispafd for.
So you add it all up, subtract the
p~nts; •. aJld .tJ):elile!:SYPUr;P;rofit; , ,

c

A FIVE-YEAR-OLD surprised his father one day by saying, "I guess I'll
i go outdoors and play balJ with
'ft~
God."
"How do you play baIl with \
! God?" asked the father.
I . "Oh, it's not ~r~ !It all. 1 just
i~t:~~c~ batl~;and God throws
i: it ~1aacjjk.aown to me. "

\
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iliR TENDER GOD

~saiah 40:9-14
I. There is a Mighty Message to tell.

A. Zion--brings good tidings.
1. He's just ,MQnfirmed the trustworthiness,
of the word so now can return to the
sweet promises.
2. Margin "0 Thou that tells good
tldings to Zion."
3. Irrespective--we've a glorious gospel
of grace to tell--and it's good news.
4. We have words of blessings.
5. Good tidings--make smooth, bright,
to gladden.
B. Go to High Mt.
1. Message needs highe.st: & widest
proclamation.
2. Get to a spot where everybody can
hear.
'
C. Jerusalem to lift voice with strength.
1. Bold
2. Loud shout
3 . Full energy
D. Be Not Afraid
1. You are not uncertain
2. Positive
3. Vigorious, militant, evangelism (Young
4. Fear Not--be full of joy & confidence
5 . Don't let past experiences hold you
back.
E. Focus--Behold Yo'iir God
1. This the theme.
2. Thisthe center of our'message--do
you fe~l the public views this as our
emphasis?

\

\

Tender God.
out arms.
2. Gathered 5¢
vs
3. I want tender hand but
there

4.
arm
a
B. Arm Rules For Him
1.
m casts down opposition.
63: 19
WG.'"
~ )t
2. Met phor for might.
J
3. Was it ever asleep?
1sa. 51:.9
C. Reward is with Him & Work before Him.
t
1. H"s something special to give "us.
:Rev. 22: 12 .oe4PTJ rilLJAlll. Cff IUJ( teIIJ. i.J' fIItft
i
2. "His reComp~fisEVaccomJlanies him"-.
he's a great pay master.
D. Feed His Flock Like a Shepherd
1. Whatever shepherd does for sheep,
God does for us.
2. He provides daily directions.
3. 3rd figure-- Victor, Judge, now
Shepherd.

Mf "ale<! '1

Arm

Ezek.
John
John

F.

Bosom
cloak, held up
he stored many

belt, here

2.
trot SIdwell
G. Lead Those
Young
L Those that give suck.
2. God loves the flock.
PSG 23:2
Ezek 34:14
In. 6:48-51
In. 21:15-17

Ju. 8.3"1f'
Lu. 15:4-6
Mli"rt". 1 S . 11-

1 Pet. 5: 4
Heb. 13:20
1 Pet. 2:25
3. Gently leads--not with iron hand.
a) Don't drive little ones too hard.
b) Gently lead those who are in a
situation where matters are beyond
their strength. (Gutzka)

that Backs
ness.
A. We see the

Tender~

Greatness

B.
to do
C. Two possible errors:
1. Follow false god.
2. Not understand real one & sink into
despair.
D. Creator is greater than the Creation
(more than the everlasting hills which
aren't so everlasting).
E. Selects 5 divisions of God's universe.
1. Water

2. Heavens
3. Dust
4. Mountains
5. Hills
F. When we've come to God we have
reached the Absolute.
(Hailey)
Rev. 4: 11

5.
G. A disputation it's called--the exiles had
to be challenged in their thinking &
persuaded that the divine promises
are true. (Bruce)
H. Must know God's way is the right way.
I. Argument of analogy. (Vine)
IV. Now to the 5
A. Measure the Waters in the Hollow of
His Hand.
1. Holds the oceans in his palm.
2. Tide going out--man saw child dip
up pail--IIYou put that back. II
B. Mete Heaven with a Span.
1. See granduer of his creation .
2. Span 1/2 cubit.
3. Horse--16 hands high.
4. End of thumb to tip of little finger.
5. Measures heaven by his hand.
C. Dust of Earth in a Measure
1. Earth like handled in a measuring
cup.
2. Lit. 3rd part of a large measure.
D. Wt. Mt. in Scales
1. Wt. mt. like bale of cotton.
E. Hills in a Balance
1. Like a pharmacist who weighs delicatel
things.
2. Hills are in proper balance exactly
as if he weighs them out.
V. Compare the Mind of God with Yours.
A. Who hath directed the Spirit of the
Lord?
.

.
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6.

B. Who was his counselor? .
C. With whom did he take counsel?
1. No one taught God.
2. He moves via justice & understanding
D. Who taught Him in the Path of Judgement?
I
E. Who taught Him knowledge?
I F . Who showed Him understanding?
college St., Waxahachie, TX(Noon) - 9/20/89

IWalnut
I
I

Ii'

St'., Dickson, TN. - 12/17/89

1

If we do we will be like the man who told his psychologist. "Every time I get my act together the curtain comes down." Historian Will Durant once said that
the greatest question of.our time is not communism
versus America, not even the East versus the West:
it is whether man can bear to live without God.

SYMBOLS OF SALVATION

- Don M. Aycock - P 30

As Alfred Lord Tennyson put it:
Our little systems have their day·
They have their day and cease t~ be·
They are but broken lights of thee· '
And thou, 0 Lord, are more than they.
SYMBOLS

P. 29
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at just
crops in farms below
HERE IS NO GOD. All of
to drj
lovelv accident.
wonders aroun~ us are acci~
The human hean wiil beat for 70
dent4L No dlmighty hand made a or Bo years wHhout frlh~ri
tliOu',and-oilllurl stars. The}' m3de d~s it get sufi1(;ient rest
themselves. No power keeps them beats? A kidney will filter poison
on their steady course. The earth from the blood, and leave good
spins itself to keep the oceans things alone. How does it know one
from falling off toward the sun. from the other?
Infants teach themselves to cry
V/ho gave the human tongue
when they are hungry or hurt. A flexibility to form words, and a
small flower invented itself so that brain to understand them, but dewe could extract digitalis for sick nied It to all other animals?
heans.
showed a womb how to
The earth gave itself day and take the love of two persons and
night. tilted itself so that we get keep splitting a tiny ovum until, in
seasons.\Vithout the magneticpoles time. a baby would have the proper
man would be unable to navigate number of fingers, eyes and ears
the trackless oceans of water and and hair in the right places, and
air. but they just grew there.
come into the world when it is
How about the sugar thermostat strong enough to sustain life?
in the pancreas? It maintains a level
There is no God?
ooot:co
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THE f DAy J MADE ·A GOD
Isa. 40: 15-20
I. Tho he b1l'ooks no competition, man still
feels he can have ~omething other than
the true, God.
A. To this God, himself speaks.
B. He asks for contrasts via comparison.
C. He uses "Behold" frequently.
1. The truth bears any investigation.
2. We bmle nothing of which we need
be ashamed.
3. By telling what He is as we see his
power, he shows the littleness &
nothingness of what an idol is.
a) Contrast God with human littleness.
b) Contrast with our impotency,
ignorance, foolishness--we are
not capable of conducting. our
own affairs--even make wrong
decisions about our house. (I
buy stuff at State Fair & forget
how to use it.)
Il. The Nothingness of Nations
A. The Opposition of an entire nation is I
insignificant.
I
1. They are a drqp in the bucket.
I
a) Would one drop more in a. bu~
cause the barrier any problem? I
b) How can a nation that's just a
drop rule the world?
c) As they add nothing to the
weight you carry, they add
nothing to the taxing of God's
ability.
I

\
\

-

2.

2. They are dust on balances
a) Dust can be wiped off or blown
away.
b) On the scales the dust is nothing.
3. As easily as you scatter dust, God .
scatters the islands of the sea--thus
the "dust" of a nation is nothing.
B. One nation would not make an adequate
;
altar.
I
1. Burn all Lebanon.
Ips. 50:10-12
a) All the wood & animals piled
together still inadequate as a
sacrifice to God.
b) If the acceptable ingredients of
worship are absent then you
could burn all Lebanon's cedars
to no avail.
.
2. She does not grow enough beasts tol
make adequate sacrifice.
I
3. Yet think of the little things God I
uses: mites, cup of cold water, one
sentence of encouragement.
I
C. All Nations are Nothing
I
I
1. They are powerless compared to
God.
I
2. They rise & fall--God is eternal &
everlasting--so is his Kingdom.
I
3. Note the downscale--drop, dust,
.
very little thing, nothing, less than
nothing.
4. They are things of naught.

j
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3.
5. Vat)ity
,
a) Emptiness
b) Same as choas in Gen. 1: 2.
i III. Yet Man Has the Audacity to Invent God!!
.
A. To whom shall we liken Him?
1. He is the Beginning.
Rev. 1:8
2. Accepts the challenge twice:
v. 18 & 25
B. The reality of this to us:
1. Whatever we esteem above God we
make as our idol.
Hosea 8: 6
2. Does it bother you to see God
improperly presented? (lsa. will
explode in v. 21 about it.)
Acts 17:29
3. Babylonians feared their gods &
felt it necessary to always be
complimenting them less they offen1
one.
,
C. Moves now to scornfully see Idolatry I
and the. manufacture of a god. He
i
laughs idea into oblivion.
1. Workman melts a graven image.
a) Gives detailed description of
a manual to make a god.
b) Either cast or carve.
c) Ludicrousness of idolatry that
with wiltering sarcasm he'
describes.
d) Look at minute detail.
e)·It's an image made by man himself out of known material.

~.,

I.:

i,

-.

4.

I

f) The image
(1) Can't look like spirit.

(2) He can use gold, silver,
wood--things he cannot
create--make a god out of
them & worship it!
(3) Can't make visible image of
him who is invisible.
(4) After all, nothing God made
is like him in pictures any
more than a car looks like
Henry Ford.
2. Goldsmith spreads the gold on it.
a) Overlaid
b) Thus a cheat--they are not
what they appear to be.
3. Add silver chains
a) Needs adornment
b) Need to fasten it down lest it I
fall.
I
c) What kind of God is it you havej
to chain to keep thieves from'
stealing the gold on him?
4. Impoverished man uses wood.
a) Has to have a god he can afford
b) Poor man can't afford a rich
man's idol.
c) Jesus grants proportion in
giving to Him.
d) Be sure and get wood that
won't rot! A rotten god would
be' terrible.
I

i

\
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move.

warned.
Exo.
: 4-6
DeuL 5:8-10
Rom. 1 20-25
B. We think our money makes us
God.

OUR FATHi1i IN HIS. HEAVEN

1

Isaiah 40: 25-26
I. We address Him tfO ur Father Who Art in
Heaven. "
A. Now we see what he's done with these
Heavens.
B. Sever8I tiers of Heavens.
C. Lesson: if he can care for a star
surely he can for me.
II. The Incomparable God
i v. 25 "To whom then will ye liken me"
A. God in a class all by Himself."
B. God transcends his Creation.
C. God & Jesus alone worthy of worship
(Hailey) .
D. Called the Holy One.
III. My Challenge
A ~ Lift up your eyes on high
1. Don't just raise eyes but lift up
high & see wonderous works.
2. Animals look down for pasture-man looks above for his habitation.
3. Yet don't worship stars.
Amos 5:26
Jer. 7:18
8:2
44:17
4. Look beyond the stars to the
I
Creator:
i
5. Stars so important to Babylonian I
astrology are but the handiwork o~
Israel's God & testi. fy to His
--not theirs. (Bruce)
'6. Idolaters see stars.
7. God commands them.

POW].
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2.
B. A$k: Who Created These Things?
1. Stars do not exist in their own
right, God made them.
2. Sun shows his glory--see clippings!,
Rom. 1:20
3. He makes something out-,of nothingl
C. Brings out the host by number
1. God counts the stars--we can't.
Counts what man can't even name.
2. Military term to bring them out.
Job 38:32
3. He overlooks not a one.
4. Calls the stars to the sky each
night like a well disciplined army ,
being summoned.
5. Whirlwind is like a wheel.
6. God marshalls the starry host.
D. Calls Them by their Names.
1. God knows the characteristic of
each star.
2. Picture of a general who knows his
every soldier; a shepherd his
every sheep.
3. If God knows individual star He
does me also.
4. What would you think of a father
who didn't know one of his own
from another.
E. See the greatness of his might & the
strength of his power.
1. He, prevents all disord,e,' rs in mo, tiOj
of stars.
I
2. Strength used here is plural to
express intensity of it. '

\

\.

3.
F. Not One Thing of His Fails
1. Can you think of anything else
that has this record?
2. If he looks after inanimate stars,
he will me!

\
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TH~ TWl.N

EXPERIENCES

Ism.ah 40: 27-31

1117 I!nl. II III

I.

II

. (Clip on Sales

&

i~(

i'-t-S: '

1
I

7dx~~J~~

Ice Cream

f

&I

•

t!/1 JlJ~ iflrk: __~

ftJ~V8Ce
I

I. "I

it.
a) Recall our covenants.
b) Remember who you are.
c)

3.
my
plight.
b) Right, judgement--Iegal term for
entitlement.

4.
a) My cause
b) Passed over wI 0 notice
c) !'ij~kUlr'f~t
d) J$tl\U~"!~y(

DlQ1"e4

e~_iiI.Mhgth 'l~itBg'~at
a F~~~~ .t_4t··~$P'. t . tMre.•
(Earl Wilson)

B.

8-31)

1.

P~ppered

with questions.
(Scfhulz Hfe view)

"

r
r

2.
(Nu;rsing student story)
(Bliick boots)
(Bloodhound-- Homer)

(1) Need faith
(2) Most have repose

i

,
"

&

activity.

b)4KJlWIt- 1 Uf 11"
(1)

1

3.

•

(2) Not always at peak of
performance.
(3)

Ijiiiiiiiiii_._lr>n

Shults-Lewis Children's Home, Valparaiso, IN-9/8/89
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concrete!
easy to love
in the abstract;
to love them
the concrete. Love means
It
value to

s harder

IN

TRY

• 80

4 Japner had . a

bloodhound of which he w~s very
A.9itYi-bred lady saw the dog, admired him and
askeg? ."Wha,t ltindofdog is that?"
~.;;~.e lisd a h13l.oodhkOdunHWh'ma'adm'''hthed ~¥,mer rep.lied,
.J:.'l~eay ten ase,
at oe,S eo.
,'!'itl1Qut crac;king a smile, the farmer said, "Bleed
for the lady, Homer."
p:f()l.~.d,

-

Ef~COlD MY SElVA NT

\

·.tse.

4~: 1-9

I. Th is che,t.t is
A. God' desc4b
8. G_cQmmr.
C. GOd·lho
II.
d my s.erwnt,. whom I uphold; mine.
way to gain your attenti~.
2. Turns thot'S from idols to the one who can bring
"'U''1'P.Sl'fntl

.

g~.

.

i

phil. 2:7 IfBut made hR•• f of no repuWion cm.d ~_k j
In. O!
.~m.e ~n frc:mt heaven; not to .ml~

j

'"'" It? P.,.on or personl''''''''''''?
.a.)
.1
"
o.)J_O$.,.
.
Matt. 8: 17 II"fhat it mi,nt bet:\Jlfn.e4.~~1~\~E_'>
Mott. 12:18-21 11 Behold my'.vant, ~:r,-~
A9rfs 8;32-35 liThe plec;e. 0!4~e scrip~ _(iff~''''i
Acts 13:47 IiFor so{li~Jbjltei/l.ord co~."~~_~
c .) Hod pr.vious Qtstet\ce.
.. .
2. lst of the Servant sengs.
3. All who work out God1s purpose,uncon:sei.us~1(:'
or u)1willingly even, arecaUed His seryonf'$: .
Isra~l,. faithful Israel, men of gov.'
. .
4. We worship not a post or a statue, but a livi~

i

\
\

\.

2. ERuipa him for the task dssigned.
aiRl,lilu.AlaIJiU1ii• • • ., .'. . . . ii:;~

1. Does heprodaim judgement or establish it?
2 •. 1$ there a standard, a norm?
.
3. Was Christ nota missionary?
4. WasrederTlpti~n an after thot?
..
5. Does the gospel have a di.scriminating judicial
..

~~~-~- ..~-, --~----
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match.
2. Rather is calm.
3. He has power & refrains from using it.
4. Declines to use force.
Matt. 26:52 "Then said Jesus unto him, Put up again
G.',~.i","',~"_i.1 it.,",;"

1 • Won1t raise voice.so high in house could be
he~rd in'the st.,; or while in st. won1f raise, voi ~

\

\,

it.
6 Pictureof
Iy
Reed - neg.
FIClX - positive.
8 Some places so cold can1f start

9,

CI

"
fire - cold

5.
F. Judgemer.'lt,& twth, br()t forth.
,. Law & justice used as parallels.
2. Jesus had a dreftm
nccomolish.
.... ... _. '110 .......!
. " ......... tn
:-wIfII'
.~
_
<e~~~.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chapter abounds in contrasts.
V. 4 2 more neg. verbs describe his work.
Note the gradation.
Servant will bring forth - he will be successful.
Violence & oppresi.ion not justifiable means to
accomplish an end.
6. However great the magnitude of his work he will
not be adverse Iy affected.
7. Definitely there is the thot of difficulty.
i
8. Tho compassionate he'll show no sign of weoknes~
9. Savior is ass()ciated c divine cedainty.
.
10. Great end towjrd which he's working.
11. His character is perfect.
~~i•• _ • •_!.lf:·
1. If hels not discouraged we should not be.
2. True leader:
a.) Spirit of obedience.
b.} Excellency that attracts.
c.) Rec. highest gift.
d .) Qu;etness of method.
e. ) Patient hopefulness.
f.) Persistent ene~y •

.. w.'wm' .....,·.

1. Conversion of heathen not one mighty act but
gradual, tk~less work.

;
\.

w~f;

t·

"2: Whe? Christ came ther..
dation
read mess •
.
[ 3. He set u~ a re!igion brihgi~nlhe;Gentiles.

e

i~&ntL \h ,S, '~H-1<tJ '-I"~ fT)

I~WE6E',,'"
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I

•

I
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lsa. 42:5-9
.
Strangely, ~o . come party to a conversation you are ifJit.. to listen - it's between God &
.
Jesus as Ffe C
'ssions Him to come to earth. It's I
a sacred ~t.
I
IIi. But 1stsee how God
Himself.

II.
J

ERSATION: GOD AND JESUS

.'

A.
1 .m.~
itt ell ,the earth
mU$t'le supported by the C rea tor.
2 • ..,.,. . . . ~hWet:
a.) His .If existence.
b.) Aav~.ce of everlasting & unchangeable
c.) Power ~ re<ileem.·
d.) Autn.rityto call for . . o~ience.

I

noturel

j
J

3., ~s~~1 ~inglini,rni~,~t~L~f~~e,;s~"t
I
hi II tU.lllfle
lf... !.'W._.cr'TWfm Out.
1 • ~ owe their existence toG~c:1.
2 •. nS~tfh" word to. accQrn'modcrte alA" ccn~ .....
.........",. 4,.lId~"
~j' &irfh&~'~c.h
~.
c . .iii."
e•.X.,',.,,"",
... cf it.
.
.'
" 1. Note the rcye I tittes by whtclf:t7od made Hi~

I'J.·...

"

•

known.
2. Does it look Uke it .just evolved, cr wasH • • •

~_f'~fJlf.""·

."""f)

1. We owe cur life's origttJ to GOod.
I 2. He. ~eathe? the breQth,pf~if~ J,t;lt~ us.'

I,

l

E~~t!~,~~!':w~

• 2. Spirit ,::~~~r.lemel

\.

'.

~~Iit~ __ ;__~

z.
II
'r...~:''''." His Son as His
Co-Equal.
B. Surely like Moses at the bush we take off our shoe~
C. We listen as God commissions His Son as to how t(,1
redeem the world.

o..·Nete tft. . s~fic thi.,
1 . .JMweeaUed thee fA R:ipt_...~.
a.) Rt. is conformity to a fixed norm.
Deut. 25: 15 "But thou shalt have a perfect and qust wi
b.) God .is absol ute justice.
i
co) Messiah not an intruder but invited.
I
Heb. 5:4 IIAnd no man taketh this hondur unto himself)
I

•• 1 w*U M .. tbine hemd~

'.

.

a.) God ~""tains.
b.) It's God who announces the ministry - man l'l'1ust
not a Iter it.
';L I
•
. . . ·.fer. .... .
." .
..
~", .... '.
':' $e_ •• IlIh$

ao) Covenant has its roots in &,!s.dispe~~?bythe
Servant.
b.) Jesus the covenant, the bond that unites. man &
God.
co) A II that has source is in the. Servant.
d.) Covenant has tc!> do with a saving action.
e .) Made covenant. c own Son on Man '5 behalf.
Gal. 3: 17 "An~ this. 1 say, that the covencmt~ that w
Titus 1:2 IIln hope of eterooFlm!, which God'; thef ca
. Eph 1:4 "According as he hcit'h c.hoaen us
him befo
g
fo) Christ makes" ~is SOUl. & offe.rin for sin.& "'e
gets souls of men as reward.
I

'

in

0

Li

~~-~~

I

\

lisa. 53:10-12 f'Ye; it pleased the lord to bruise hi:'J
I
g .) Christ the party, mediator I surety.
Heb. 8:6 11But now hath he obtained a more excellent
Heb. 7:22 lIBy so much was Jesus made a surety of a b,
h.) Christ given for a covenant as.He alone fulfills ~
the terms of it.
i • ) We are the very peopl~ for whom the Son becaml
incarnate & for whose rei ief both His & Father's
honor are mutually pledged - this should
encourage us.

4..y...... ~.-.... ~~.
5.~/,...,. ef . . ~~

'~'.

a.) Blin4. that results from sin.
b.) Can't see what reality really is.
_i"'~tMnef$ from prtsoo:~

~~. ~.ia~."·""·~"'".'&·

a.) Light & freedom come only when men are
delivered.

A_ _:_,....

~;,

B.~.~/. . . .~~1i

1. YQhweh -What is expressed by this is his name.
2. Nome shows nature of person.
3. Untit Exedus was EI Shaddai; then Yahweh.
4. My -What's due me & me alone.
5. Can we conceive of €In uncaused being - God
stands alone.
_~ . .t.~J"i& .... ~~is~.
He alone has praise & glory 3t1f jealous for it.

\.

2. Note divine exclusiveness.
3. Intolerant of rivals.
...\
4. God cannot look c indrfferen6. ~ the worship
kind of idol.
due Him that is,misgirected to
D. _:., ,th4:rigs are ~t.
...

1Jnt

E......·Thm~.
/
1. Spring is like plants that germinate.
2. Behi nd the Servantls mi nistry is the power of
God.
3. Of God we know so little other than what He
tells us.
1~~",6.S, '-/3...

I
I
I

1'. ,·,q..7'

I-.Otf VefJE ,-71

J

I

---'--'?

'.\.

ind, to
one to added difficulties.
2. BI
- God!s folk
3. To have God c us
to be guided.
4will
&
to it.

1;'

1.
B.
C.

peP.f'ect health.
D. rt II ilk aMa>"iIJI£biB8itM:"-_Ms.
E. '4&tBi• • '"~nce.
(1) & SftBW card

F.

#2

II.
C3t~"

lsa. 43:
A

3'!_:-p:.~'~5i::!!!!!!!!~
lI!8d.emption.

nZilt i t o "
7 • h.
5. Over against the pLeA 1.kI1ei~S
4. We move from

there is a

0'.

I

L

..e...~

I

. ' us.

-ii"it/
Ur~~~~n1~~j) I
tflb

d
f T
AQm:gflqbeis lened "Uell not even
I
a~~n--a s~ave people in Egypt. I
4. Wh&kver she became due to pure
I
gr~~Qf God. .
_______~

2.
5.
6. OM

.~ WCW-GafJ o.l'l. 1: 1.
7. All the care that went into making
man, God also did in making Israel. •
(A~. t ....'1• •)
Wi••••'" -14 I; *5

2.

D.
2. Nothing MeuJe ;liInle:;GaAts~ to
,£ear.
3. They will come from exile.
4. They will not be able to free themselves.
5. WU i i l i i .;auDit illtiilli>-fear:
Gap_a., 1iI.IRul@_liioned),
Rifilrr.ed, ~.

F

a) Anlniiil;~'\l_!i161_*hilhi~t be

NifilruM,.

Quh~elf.

b) Israel in spiritual captivity.
c) ~'IIII"Ji • •'lIlililD_"~

tl!iee.
d)
e)

1ft
clan.

\
\

c) Shows the perpetual attitude of
God.
3,.

...-..... . ,q~1_W~~~.
P a~~
.
'5n·····erre···Wdt~.L":5·.
a) Y~~~~4'M_'1'm

to

im.f:;':!~!'ing •

b)

Waters--da~,.,~~~
~ces.

c) Not alone--I'll be with you.
d) S~iIlg·"I w'iUI'le\rer leave you'
or f€>'rsakeyou."
e) Thru rivers that not overflow.

Ps. 66:12
Lu.

: 19

. Dan. 3:27
4,

'l'.hu~~·toi.h~p.eople5c.~otwij;th

oWfl(1)rpiJi;i0n,but/w();;r.<!.$i:· .•.!lQ<il~
~;"I!

f.)i.'ildiuJ1iI'iM!A.k

Luke 1: 47 "My spirit hath rejoiced in God my S.
Jude 25 "To the only wise God our S. be glory
Titus 1: 3 "Hath in due times manifested his w.
Titus 2: 10 "Not purloining, but shewing all"
Titus 3: 4" After that the kindness & love of God
5.

5.
b) Heathen nations at large.
c) 'Ji1P • J2ZUlIIII Did 1 Ul!tJ6g·+S~1.'
d) God's reaffirming his love &
.
His wile J1 Plillilil • •JL",,"..Hy;iJd'ce
for his beloved Israel.
e) T~ nations include all that
was known in Africa at that time.

,
refuge.

_~. '4iI• •$
S&JJ!I!I_R~d.

e)

WI!JW1~.~!{'ft',~~*

~t.

7.

~~_~i~t--due

to this

fact.
8.}:. .\'. . . . . .
a) Love in
I U . lire &
7

I R!:IItI s ,1

b) J

JD d ,

eiliD

EM.

lllillllllllllll

c) Traces God's favor to its deepest
root.
d) Loves in His Son.
In. 17: 23,Iil) tktH 1/,ett,"1W? ~ Iftpt~tJI!I'Jd.·~k&J
9. i\al'

nli.l~i1IiIi~;·!:,:il.. Ii. ~._~

a) Nothing will prevent it.
b) No price too great to pay.
c) Will sacrifice anythi{lg for Israel.
10. ~,y.lI1iHjQ!t} 'Red, BE ,.Lt.••

.~rilhilri8Wt'm.

Hillsboro - '7 /19! 89 .
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A lady f.JaA-d :to Ge.o. BeJtVLCULd Shaw
"V.-ed you kVLOW :tha:t f.JugCUL i.6 :the. 0 VLiy wond
.-eVL :the. EVLgWh laVLguage. :tha:t hM :the. SH
f.JOUVLd :tha:t f.J:tCULU wah aVL S?"

He. f.J.ai.J. IJ ~Jt ~u

f.J Me. ? "

It t~1'~a~ ~ ~ _ _ _ a TV netwo. *!.tt a'
tha~ .~ At ~ polson was more effective tbaa

28"""

killing mice. She asked if cats had been included iii the researoti

-VitJinia Satkowski in White Plains, N. Y., ~ DisptnJI

The Ionian Science of Nature was built upon the i~
premise that all elements of matter and reality operated
within a closed system of natural laws, needing neither
origin nor assistance from supernatiral deities or forces.
Nature itself became an impersonal force, acting with
its own authority, indifferent to man's desires, and existing in and for itself. Thales' follower, Anaximander,
referred to this impersonal, self-developing force as
the Indefinite-Infinite.
DIFFERENT WINDOWS - Christian Overman - P. 20

It was upon this foundation of thought that Anax
imander attempted to answer the question of the origin
of life. Turning to rational explanations that ~eemed to
be in harmony with human sense and intellect, he concluded that living things were first generated in
moisture and covered with a hard skin. Later the sun
dried them out as they came upon the banks. In time
the skin cracked off, and the creatures lived on. Man,
however, came about a bit differently. He sprang from
a fish. The reason, Anaximander thought, was because
man requires such a long period of suckling that if he
had appeared at the beginning the way he is. now, he
simply could not have survived. Theintermediate stage '
in which man resembled a fish was necessary.
If we think that the idea of evolution is a relatively

recent theory, lNe are mistaken. Certain Greek thinkers espoused this belief thousands of years before
Charles Darwin was born. Aristotle (384-322 B. C.),
who followed the tradition of earlier nature philosophers
such as Thales and Anaximander, taught spontaneous
generation of living matter from nonliving substance, anc
also spoke of a "continuous scale of ascent" from lifeless things towards the animal.
DIFFERENT WINDOWS - Christian Overman

P 21 )

THE Olty dl~D HELD A TRIAL
I.

Iso, 43:8-13 /!
for truly thou shalt have no

WD,- .

other God be on~ me~ '~HJ:5

.

ii!I'..~___'Mlten fOr

A. I CIII~

c ....,.nfhg tq.trDfh.
B. '''_IIII'._t~i.kl!uik.t. . . .;__ 'to
eS'lIliillllllilltlff,'atlM-.8ni ty.
I '11_,_~~I1.}I.fn'.i~ when
Gol:• •\fIIeW@d hi s bei ng •
. lsa. 43:8-13 - Read.

c.

II.

!!!

•

A. Icr~dthee.
B. I ccdleJd ill ...~~me.

*
'.11. biGS. '.II'.,.wiIWrhtll • •rae.

c.

~
D'. PI••BU_!••, ' ' ' . '
E. ' , . .• • nilt.

F. FIIII".,.".fIP.,.

G.===~~
1. Blind & deaf if we, do not see the glOrious
workings of God.

.

2. Blind • ~ tg pbXi\,: trutJ!..
."
3. They wi I
ve to. ma .. e an ocknowledsJemeil'lrt - (
'.
so wit the world.
Phi I. 2:8-9 "Wherefore God also hath highly ext!Ilted

.\,
/

~"

L, ,

4. Sod tofotl OUt ONI«tunity "'! J~ spoke of
It.,.,e t.ler..... " It.,., u>: 'S"
B~ ~ed Alt five ~l!Jm'"",~f'hePeople
1 • Tribunal there. Tiiolheld.
2. Warri ng parti es come together.
3. Israe I ther e too - she's on 1 si de & heathens on
j.,lY.eifl uk
: 1r»r:2J, ~\IS
J~"e~5

3. Let

tID. she", !X'd c'Wnk t!

f~d.

a .) God contrasts Hi s clai ms c' thei r fa Ise ones.
b.) DC1"'+",",,+-"~!P"lW'f!!IfJhw~IIm~

I

•

2.
r testimony:
I
V. 10-13 "Ye are mywitnes$es sai,th the Lord,O"Id my I
a.) T~y are nowre(ldy to wi tn.... ,
!
b.) Israel h~s many propheci esthqt she knows 'ca~,'

ttu,.

c.) fsr i before the Christian i
cI imi
d. 1
d.) F' is 0
e
i
intelliaence.
"
, "
,
e.) a;dforetold the 'future.' He recalls remo!e
pa$t & rer:note future &'shows the connection 0
both.
'
,
~

-----?

\.

"1'

.

f.) A_,ll ~.,¥ ~:r".,~." ,i t dii'~~

I

3.

who-fs-

g.)~ is mature thru service, not idleness.

3.lf_----..-----,.
ao) Israel proves there is one God.
b.) "6u have no other wi tness so acknowledge
Israel's truth. Heathen produced none.
c.) Manki nd
hirres ecti ve of

•~1Jr.!i!:J~!

4.
.a~)

Unworthy profession of faith dishonors God.

b.) \Are mrn' ;"stood.! G Ii AS}! ;"
• tk life
c .) Such becomes a wi tness . i rl$t. hi m•
d.) Only the acceptable to God can so testify not unclean spirits.
e.) Testify of his unity, holiness, redeeming love, :
.
• Israel has a task - so does Servant.
2. One true Servant - Chri st. wt~·
'1!~tIz,,'ttlJuJe»i
Rev. 1:5 "A nd fr~. :lP.s~Cjr! ~t ~'#' !l';;bf ~ilbfu I ~
Rev .3: 14 .«1lt!l1unto''fhe angel ot
c~ur~' ot'the L!
.}£tIC~~ .1:~~.t~er2.~~o hirrM..ArtJhou ~
,,~.
I Sfiant ty
. s or"7nct' &:"3-':f F*'''n'OT(:;'e,dhea~
4. 2 witnesses: Israel & J e s u s . '
I
5. Christians join.
I
Acts 14:17 "NevertheleSs
not himself wHhout,

I
!

!

\.

~1NG

CH'llfoTlE totO A N'@W~~

l

Isa. 43: 10-13
I. Because of a $hange, a New Song is called for.
:
A. We've see'1;why - the Lord comes with His chang~
S". Now letl"jolit~t where.
,
II. 1st necessity of the New Song.
A. He declares things before any sign of them appear!
no wonder need a New $ong.
B. There is a new economy - need song of excellencYr
C. Old Song confined to Temple - new one must be
Catholic.
D. Substance has to be new to suit so many (only
USA has Star Spangled Banner).
E. No old hymn appropriate for new message - thus of
I
New Song.
i
II. Extent of the Song.
'
A. End of the ea.rth.
1. Work of servent will affect entire earth.
2. His message for all men.
B. Down to the Sea.
1 • A II areas touched regardless of culture.
2. Sea lower than earth so descend to sail it.
C. AU Isles.
1. Every area not only invited but can sing.
2. Isle shows univ~rs~1 spr.d of gospel even to
remote spots .
D. Wildemess ;·~City.
1. Rural & urban altthere.
2. Village of Kedar.
a.) Arabian stronghold.

\.

~"

r

b.) NafA$ of ~t" "~ 'IOn.
c. )~s ArtJ~i'e t~f.
3,. Inhebitent of the ~k.
e .) lela =' llc:ck or Petfa.
b.) Stronghold of fmm .
.tV. Unive:l'Sal Joy.
A. GJw,loty to ~lerd.
I.~J....

MIt: i~'

t"

i

,tt(..i~W,r4 .~'.. ., prey &
the I..erd frp~
Phil. 4:\ t fer ~. h .t.d tiJTtM ttfor VI /0 them
Il.flfl)t~ ~"4timesll).

~~f$.. f"~""
~fA/t

,.;",

>~

-
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God's Autobiography
Isaiah 45
I. We pray to 60d all time--just who is He?
II. Grandpa asked Dad what he said about
himself on Hart Co. visit.
A. Smart, rich, handsome.
B. Caught you in three lies.
III. What does God say about Himself?
A. See his use of Cyrus.
1. Named him 300 years before born.
2. Called him "anointed" shepherd
(44: 28), upheld right hand plus
all in verses 1 through 4.
3. Did it for Israel's sake.
4. Amazing to use a man that did
not know God.
a) Came out of Asia with 3400 lbs.
of gold.
b) Croesus with 630,000,000 lbs.
measured in 1960.
B. About himself v. 5-12.
1. God alone.
2. No one else.
3. Lord of all whether they know it
or not.
4. Known from east to west-whole of
inhabited world.
5. Makes light and darkness--light
good, darkness (evil) .

...

-

~.

PI .. ,

"

6. Didn It create evil but disaster.
Amos 3: 6 "Evil and the Lord hath not done
it?"
7. Almighty knows our name.
8. Nothing offends Him like unbelief.
9. Note ease with which God does
everything.
10. Loose garment--weakness.
11. Folly to criticize Almighty God.
12. God made world and can demand
homage.
13. Wants not a few but whole world.
14. Salvation His purpose for man.
15. He survived by alternate means.
16.' II Chronicles 36:23.
17. Romans 9:20-21.
Neely's Bend C/ C
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COD ti~ES STRANGERS FOR HIS CAUSE

-t

Isa. 45: 1-4

1. To some,<i0d fS:
A. Father. t t
B. Others, ¢ recltor •
C. But to ail~Alfnighty God.
1. He uses friends.
2. He uses foes.
3. He uses strangers.
II. God's call to Cyrus (Isa. 45: 1.;J4)
A. God calls him His anointed.
1. Who was Cyrus.
a.) Great ruler.
b.) Took Croesus - so rich his name became a
proverb.
c.} 10 yr. later took Babylon - walls so thick
,
could drive 6 chariots atop. ,
d.) Itls only direct address of God to heathen KinQ
2. What's meant by anoint~9..?
I
a~) 1st note God..sJ.iJ;Lit - thus sovereign.
I
b.) He was designed & qualified for a great
I
service by the counsel of God.
c.) God was unknown to Cyrl!, yet God foreknew
, him & coiled him by name.
d.) Remember God's doing this ultimatelY for His
~ople -not just by:,Cyrus.
','
.
e.) 11:1, Qlnted, means set apart fpr ,0 special serVlce~
f.) It's the image of God sustaining a feeble perso
Isa. 42::6 III the Lord have called thee in righteousn
g.) Only instance where anointed is applied to
I
a Gentile.'

I

I

I

__

L-_,~,~ ~

J

, , ' ____~__. _, ______. _~____,__________ . _____ _
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Z'l

h.) Also called a shepherd.
Isa. 44:28 If That saith of Cyrus, He is my shepherd, ai
i.) See times it's used.
I Sam. 10: 1 lIThen Samuel took a vial of oil, and pou
2"5am. 1:21 lIYe mountains of Gilboa, let there be n4
ley.;1:10 11And he that is the high priest among his I
16: 1 IIAnd the lord said unto Samuel, How Ion
Ps. 105: 15 "Saying, Touch not mine anointed, and de:
I Chron. 16:22 IISaying, Touch not mine anointed, a~
Ps. 2:7 "I will declare the decree: the lord hath said
I Sam. 16:13 "Then Samuel took the horn of oil, and
i .) In this case it shows anointing has taken place
plus from time to time Jle is regarded as the
anointed one.
k.) God placed His spirit on Cyrus so he could do
the work appointed to.
B. What does th is show?
1. ,.God is personal.
2. God is omniscient.
3. God is mighty.
.
4. God is able 400 yrs. before Cyrus ~ame to tell i
what he'd do.
.
5. Power of Cyrus is power of God. Nothing goes 'I
on in worl'd .that's not under God1s power.
,1
6. 200 yrs. before. carried captive G,od is determin
to deliver his people when they are.
7. He named the King 300 yrs. before he was born
specified the means &.said he would do it wlo
I
fee.
~
III. G!!,d specifies things He will do for Cyrus.
I

Hl5'Fn.

'.

I

'I

I

':

.---.---~--.----~----.--

I

...-.-.... --.-. '--.--~---. _______...-J

-.

E. B k in ieces gates of brass.
1. Gates wonlt stan In way because wonlt be
closed.
2. There will be free access.
F. Cut in sunder bars of iron.
1. All will burst open &reveal hidden treasure.
G. Give treasures of darkness.
1. This is what Babylon had captured from others.
2. Plinyls National History says they took 34000#
gold + vessels & articles
leaves (bathing vessels)
15000 talents silver at 80# per talent =
1/~rOOO

1 silver cup wt., 1200# - quite a punch bowl!
3. Darkness because buried tl'easvres in earth's dark
He gives hidden riches of secret places.
IV. Tbe End Result Desire~.
.
A. Wi"l1 know II m the God of Israel.
1. He is Godal.one - none else.
2. He is lord of all - nothing donew/oHim.
3. A,II flesh will know JehovClh is G<i>d - not just
Cyrus .
I've done it gil for mypeml~. ,
• God wanted Cyrus his servaot for his servant
Jacob's sake.
· God gave him great riches,forth.e.,benefif of his
servant ..
• Cyrus must remember he is but a man:- GOq is
God.
"
• When he used'"np,t known',' referr.ed to time
before he knew him as God.

;,

I

L~__

I

\

c:>. IIIf'bACO~A~~lSM""..I.lIft!
•~
. . Isaiah 45:1-25
1. I .. . t. t9 t. a. . 1k ab(\li.t.
b. ut how. Sh.. all I do .
it? .
~"). '-,::::."
lIP",e,"""~',
A. Can t his~ginnin
. s fTways. ~t..
B. Can 't his end - -He IS tprever.
--"", •
C.Can't his equal--He has none.
.:
D.Can't his power--He's limitless.
n. Therefore let me in another way declare
Him.
A. What he said~of himself.
.
-B. What he's done for @~lu.;r;s.h,~~ .
C. Dream of his eternal purpose"'" N/.
1. All shall come from one chapter--lsa. 45.
III. What has he said of himself?
•
v-5 "I am the Lord, and there is none else,
v-6 "That they may know from the ris;ing of
v-7 "{form the light and create dark;l1:ess;
v-12'.'~'have mad~Hhe earth and cr~{ated rna
v-12 I even my hands have streftl;~ out th
v-18"God himself hath formed the earth an
v-21 "There is no God else besidie mit:!;
v.-21 "A just God and a Savior: there is. none
A. What have we seen in this text? "
1. God aloni1 i Ogg; there is none other.
a.Antithesis of polytheism.
2. He waInS itP3Qurn wena Eaet~West (va. Everywhere He WaJl.ts to be !mown ..
3. He is. the sol~yerign and creator. .of ~li
ft

§l

(v~7)

~.Does

"i.

,

'he he.re answer Persian d~lismlj

\,

1.

Ie S Tolly to criticize the Almighty,'J

2. Weare literall~erds among potsher ,.'
-""'mOrtals am~rtals.
:
3. Shall pot speak to potter; and accuse him '
of no artistry or plan?
a.God will answer! his objector through
results/tv 13)
4. smile ttiiIiK' they know more than God!
a.If they were running world they'd make
changes.
b.Assume a knowledge they do not have.
c. Unfitting for a son to. rebel against a
parent.
V . He plans a great future/.~ 1iA,1- •
A.fist prespprly saves.
v-17 "But Israel shall be saved in theLord
1. Openly does God speak, not in dark jZaves
like the heathen oracle.
2. God is neither false nor ambigious.
B. US e?SP9MS ido lat2r .
, v-20"They have no ,knowledge that set up t
1. That states it flatly. To deny God is fool?
ishness and ignorance.
2. The heathen will be converted and testify
again st his idol.
3. The falseness of his god is seen.
Isa. 46:.l.."J;Pey bear him upon the shoulde'
lsa. 44:f"'S"\tood-fire, bake, worship
C. He has iR,mindmY salvation.
Isl... ~5:1-2 rtThedesert shaTI bloom as
lsa. 45:8 Drop righteousness as a boon tQ 'aj
e

L

\,
\,

thi:f§ty eArth.
Phil. 2:9-10"Whe ~: ore God also hath h.JCtJ,
1. Onl
. . ..
Se'"
v-24 ,"In the La .~ . have I righteousnes~
Luke 1: 47 "My
rit hath rejoiced."
Eph.l:3 "Blessed be tfte God and Father
Acts 4: 12 "Neit)trer is there salvation
Rom. 7:24-25"0 wretched man that I arp!
Hosea 1: 7 "I will save them by theL.t~
2.If lesps can't save YOU· DO one can! ~~ !
3. Faith can look and see.
~
v-:22 "Look unto me, and be ye save~
!

t G.tl
rr.4.A=rer
'It'~ J.$",. ht_-'f.~ j"w,;/ A.~"
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ENDLESS CARE
ISii. 46:3-4
I. We are aware of various cares.
A. Constant - baby.
B. Intensive - ill.
C. Limited - recovering.
D. Add Endless - this describes my God.
II. Isa. contrasts Gods
A. Babylon (v. 1 & 2)
1. Bow
2. Stoop
3. Carried
4. Burden
5. Can't deliver
6. Captivity
B. God
1. Whole nation to listen - commandE;d.
Reason to!
2. Jacob - Remnant - the exile had
not yet come but it was so certain
God saw it.
3. He bears (Eush 60)--#1
a) Idols have to be carried - God
tenderly carries his children.
Deut. 33:27 "Underneath the everlasting arms"
Exo. 19: 4 Eagles wings
Deut. 1: 31 As Father his son
Isa. 40: 1 Lambs
Isa. 63: 9 Heart
b) From the belly
(1) From womb
(2) From birth
(3) As baby

!

2.
c) Old age
(1) Our parents get too old &

we get too big to be carried.
They can't do it any more.
(2) Word hoary implies to very
end - the entirety.
(3) Carry - heavy burden bear implied.
(4) SJlaw on antiques - #2
(5) ~ of Famili~ - #3
4. Made & bear
a) Love never waxes cold nor is
power diminished.
b) Unique support.
c) As God did in past so will he
do in future.
d) Consistent love.
e) 51's of God
B. Is our religion a Load or a Lift?
1. Do you carry it or does it carry
you?
2. Do we feel a sustaining brotherly
love from cradle to grave?
III. How does it affect our love for aged?
A. Life span QJ.ip - #4.
B. CEO article - #5
C. G..olden Years - #6
D. .spring chickep - #7
E. Aluminum siding - #8
Jackson Park (Lakeshore Program) - 5/19/88

uni.ts are
get~
or
just not getting
at alL Over four million unattached
individuals-

thing for a "U,'t ..:"u
"Maybe so," he
"but
it's the worst thing for an
antique." - Funny, Funny
World.

widows and
- over the age
of sixty-five are earning half of
.. A little more than a dime of every
dollar in the
of a retired coupgoes for medical care,
the
costs of
and other medicines.
And that cost is increasing. _ Dr
L
Comn:lissioner
Food and Drug Administration
in a speech to the National Council
of Senior Citizens, Washington, DC.

adds
to
of
days
a large
must be spent on necessities such as sleeping, eating
and earning a living, we are still left with a sizeable amount of
time to use as we choose - roughly a total of about 28

)Tears,
I said, "Aluminum sidi.ng will
do all that?"
He said, "Guaranteed!"
I said, "Forget the house. Put
it on me.
Orben's Current Comedy

(;.

I

contrast
other
God who cares.
A. Note
he
unto me 0 house
am.
L He knows who
He knows what I need.
3. He knows how best to
me.
4. He does
because He loves me.

B.

2.
Exo. 19: 4
Deut. 32: 11
Deut. 1: 3
Isa.40:1
Isa.63:9
3. Carries me
womb.
a) I made you.
b) Love tender and caring.
c) Borne--carried in the everlasting arms as a nurse,
mother.

2.'
d) Made you--has a natural regard
for what He's made, desires its
good, seeks to defent and save.
e) Don't abort!
f) Represents himself with extreme
tenderness--nurse of helpless
infant.
4. In religion we need the intellect,
practical aspects, also simplicity,
childlikeness.
5. God's kindnesses of the past
extends to new generations. "I
will carry, I will deliver."
C. Even to your old age.
1. Life is full of changes, nothing
absolutely stable, we grow old.
2. He loves us to the end.
3. Mother becomes too feeble to care
for us - we do her!
4. Do we fear change? Words like
"carry," "bear," deliver."
5. He never fails his worshippers.
6. We have to have His help.
7. He will be our finisher and help
from ~ to infirmities.
8. Grow old and not wanted by man-He will keep us.
9. He will provide and watch over us.
10. Everlasting arms grow not weary.
11. His providence and protection
never fails.

"

\

3.
12. Mortality and transiency do not
affect God.
13. ~otherly care ours all the way.
Ps. 71: 18 U/f'tJt rcm4 e'Jd) 1fl!ftj" oe"t!tf"v;"3/'e 1Y).e IJK
14. Gray hair cfo~ not alter.
15. Children let us die in resthomes
as they take our fortune.
16. World does not want us when we
are worn out.
17. New generation takes over.
18. World draws off. God draws near.
19. Weakness welcomes Him.
20. All life long He does us good.
21. Hoar hairs are welcome.
22. Age does have its sorrows and
sins.
23. A generation arises that knows
not Joseph.
24. Mercy of God continues.
25. His promises never fail.
26. When powers wane and fail God
is there.
27. We have strong consolation in
promises that cannot be broken.
D. Then comes the question.
v-5 "To whom will ye liken me, and make me
equal, and compare me, that we may be
like?"
1. Idol can't even help itself.
a) We spared no cost to make it.
b) What do. we spend on God?

\,

"

4.
c) Sin is always expensive.
d) Can't move one inch without
help.
2. Don't bow to idolatry and its
impotency.
3. Men bear gods; God bears His
people.
Isa. 62:3
New_Concord, KY- 9/12/04
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I KNOW GOD VIA HIS COUNSEL
Isa. 46:8-11
III. Remember this and show.
A. I've never known God to be mistaken.
1. Recall His mercy of the past.
2. Consider His prophetic power.
3. He promises good for His people.
4. I am God and there is none else.
I am God and there is none like
me.
I declare the end from the
beginning.
I tell from the ancient times
things that are not yet done.
I declare my counsel shall stand
and I will do all my pleasure.
I'll call a ravenous bird from the
east.
a) This is Cyrus.
b) Eagle his emblem.
c) Make him do the mission of
Jehovah.
d) All work together for an end
forseen.
e) . I'll use reason and sense not
weakness and folly of idolatry.
9. Show yourself more by expressing
power of recollection.
10. Nothing more worthy of our manhood than to recall what God has
done.

\.

12.
hand.

Deut.
Ps.

17 .

who know not
are used to fulfill his
18. Earth will pass away before one
word of God's will fail.
19. God is omniscience and omnipotent.
20. I am He.
Ps. 102:24
John 8:2
Heb. 13:8
20.
accurately predicted the future.
21. Every predicition is fulfilled.
22. Cyrus asknowledges God gave him
the nation conquered.

3. '
23. 150 years before it happened God
said Cyrus would break the gates
of Babylon.
24. Cyrus was called a "man to fulfill
God's purpose."
New:./Concord, KY- 9/12104

LASTLY I KNOW GOD BECAUSE OF THE
CHALLENGE THAT COMES

Isa. 46:12-13
"Hearken unto me, ye stouthearted, that are
far from righteousness ... "
I. God extends His mercy to those who
resist His grace.
A. There is no time to lose.
1. Man must make the right decision.
2. Headquarters of salvation is
Zion.
3. All mankind must have the courage
of convictions.
4 . God calls for the full use of our
faculties.
5. He includes our mental best.
B. His supreme pleasure is found in
redeeming man.
1. Challenges stouthearted men who
currently express no interest in
his redemption.
2. See three things:
Rightousness - not far off.
Salvation - shall not tarry.
Glory - for those who accept.
3. Note the prominence of "I."
4 . God ever wants to save man as he
overcomes obduracy and ignorance
5. He challenges them to frame an
image that looks like God. None
see His face and lives.

\.

\.

2.
6. Time is always imminent.
7. A number of times He calls on us
to "remember. II
C. Men are called to conform to God's
will.
D. God has a plan in human affairs.

E. Nothing man can form can save a man.
De~

Phil. 1: 6
Ps. 56:13i1hIVc,,~ If} ~ J/~J.ktPr11Yc /)V
(JIVII ~ •
fO
'j I1L
•
F. One short sentence wIth lve ni2'gatIves
"He will never, never leave thee, He
will never, never, never forsake thee"
(Heb. 13: 5-6).
G. To whom are you indebted for your
salvation?
Jer. 17:5-6
H. God is a holy God. His spirit will
not always strive with man.
New Concord, KY- 9/12/04
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Yo.u no doubt see Jesus in many lig.hts:
'

A•. 'nCQrnate.
.

{

f

I. Holy.

'c.

Love.

[J. Sympatheti c .

E. Heroic.

i

\

2~1

(e) Do we prize our life - protect our bodies'?

!

tify of man:
(a) Rich young ruler.

H2",,.·Z,l
(b) IIPerceived their craftiness ll •

Au. 40: z)

(f) Nicodemus •

..(d)" This
J shows why those experiences we can1t grasp
or understand come to us - He knows why!
\

!

\

'

(c) I'By what authorityfl do you do things.;"1

MJ( /I: ,,-~.

I

I

"(~)' So powerfu I none asked him more qt. - Mk. 12 %i

411

•

_ ... _~_ as they were
III have yet many things to say

\.

I

THr: ~LOW OF GOLGOTHA
Iso. Q3
I. long before it occurred Iso. saw the suffering of
the Savior.
A. Iso. 53 is call ed the Mt. Everest of OT prophecy
B. It's the Psalm of the Sufferer.
C. 5 stanzas tell the story.
II. Shall we see the Psalm?
A. Stanza lisa. 52:13-15
1. We s~e_ th~J~ther is proud of the Servant.
2. H;tTi work his way wisely to the completion of
the Scheme of Redemption.
3. Present degradation shall not revent future glor)
4. Prudentl == have insi 'ht r ss f, 'rward t
cQmpletion of purpose. '
5. His sufferin'g does not sidetrack his purpose. He'i
\;
ever knew what he was dQing.
6. "Exalt,extoll,be very. high. II Rises &. stands I
triumphcmt.
' I
7. People are petrified at what they se.eas result o~
his unparalleled suffering.
.
Ii
8. Beaten, bruise, spat upon, thorns, lash - too
disfigured to be re~ognized; too d~ep in shQfTle t4
be chosen. ' .
.
I
9. Serinke= leap,. spring - people tremble as they
look~ shake.
,'
10. Kings shut their mouths as they see unfolded in
his suffering the truth he is Godls Son.
11. '(et pain leads to glpry.
.
B. Stanza 2 Isa. 53:1-3
1. Confess they were w~on~ in_their conclusions J
II'

~I

L.I

obout him.
2. Who could have believed itf
3 •. Who could imagine the divine redeemer in such a
condition.
I 4. I~. was not what we expected.
5. Arm = power.
John 1:3 IIAII things were made by him; and without hi
John 1 :14 IIAnd the Word was made flesh, and dwelt a.
6. Jesus God1s arm to carryoutHis will. Full power
of God in Jesus.
7. Why was he not accepted?
(a) No glamor- in way -He grew up.
(b) Contem~raries didn't see the unusual?
(c) Family & religious leaders doubted.
'
(d) Yet God knew - listen to Him. .
Matt. 3:17 !lAnd 10 a, voice from heaven, saying~ Thisj
Matt. 17:5 'While he yet spake, behold, a bright c10~
In. 12;28 "Father; glorify thy name, Then cc;tme'therel
(e) P~le have poor faculties for' iu~ging wo,!h.
I
(f) Saw him as sa.pling, tender plant I sucker, root
dry,ground just to be kicked out of the way.
Who would tMnk he could produce fruit?'
I
(g) He didn It look the part •
.1
(h) False conceptions - H~ didn't measure up.
(i) IIReekoned not ll ... "Ino account. JI
.(j) Hid & walked (lWay ~ what a 'commentary on
i
man's gra$p of spiritual matters •.
(k) He'was alone~ .
.~
C. Stanza 3 IsQO!. 53 :4-6

01

·l

_~_~~_o~_~~e~_admit ~_istake.

j

I.

.

~ •.They SI!JW

the meaning of his sufferings.

3. He was innocent.
4. f:lis sufferings were vicarious.
5. He1s the divine 'substitute.
6. Words: griefs, sorrow, wounded, bruised, smitten
transgressions, stripes - Our & He.
7. Borne = toilsom~ carrying of chosen heavy burden.
8. Carried - took guilt.
9. Stricken - like c disease.
10. The Messiah was not the sinner - yet he accepted
the heavy stroke.
11. Pierced = heart wound, mortally wounQed -

pierc:;eI +hru.
12. Bruised =;:.crushed - pur~sely & maliciollsly!..
13. Transgressions - ours, not His.
,
14. C~astisement = s;ation of ail poi" & pynishme~
,Our peace at this cost, & most expensive.

!

15. Our selfishness (:oused his sufferings- we we,nt
our own way •
I.;~ a prism·coUe¢ts rays & focuses in one sl?Ot
He did our guilt.
D. 4th StanzQ Isa. 53:7-9
1. See the La(nb at work.
2. Oppress. = br:U:iJe, torfu.re •. , .
3. Humbled self contFasts·t:h.\~ppression.
"
4. No protest, complaints.' ,
'.
5. Yet sin revolttng to him '- he accepted th~ horribl
~es.
,
J n. 10:17-18 "Therefore doth my Father love me I bec
I Pet. 1:18-19 II Forasmuch as ye know that ye were n

. 16.

I

l

- - -..~--.~--.
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AlhT

6. His death aecompcI)ied by human hands & human
law. ,Judicial murde/, said Kyle Yates.
.
7. Murder used to end his life was means God
employed for His purpose.
8. It was for 1lthe tr~~l~Q~~Q.f'!lypeoplell - not
himself thgjJ:u~suJfered.
9. Hatred didn't stQJ:Lin_death.
10. Yet all these indignities out of place in relationsl
to his life.
E. 5th Stanza Isa. 53:10-12
1. God will use his sufferinato the triumph of His
I .
P.!QD·
2. Men inflicted wounds but God decreed them.
3. God pleased he could look be.l2!ld suffering of
His Son & see: the iidemption it brot- as an
operation makes us well.
"-4. ~ oth§r soul couldpUtchClse my salvation.
/ 5. God 'willed it - Jesus did it -Man can claim
redemption.
," .
i
6. Now he can have a fCllmily - earlier seed cut. off.l
Heb. 2:10 Bring many ~ns to gl~!"y.
!
7. By his resurrection he lives again.
8. He pours out his soul .-unto aeClth;"
9. God's satisfied - Sin has an answer.
1000's come to him. ~
10. He'd rejoice ashe
11. Ht:'s earned the right to make many righteous.
2 Cor.' 5:19~God was' in Christ reconciling.
"When~1 survey, etc.
'--"~."-~."~"."

saw

7f...w...W 7-2.'1-71 .
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t.AN A D~Ao MAN PRO'MI:J:'~MrWit~f'-'J

'
• Isa. 53:8-12' .
,.
I. I hove alwa~ been fascinated with the contrasts ofl
Christ.
flkf..J1-l>!31
. I
A. Lion 8. l . .
~
1
B. King 8. Servant; lord 8. lowly.
,I
C. Savior 8. Destroyer~ MI'.JU,rc;~
II. Why. this?
J" eLf J(jC;{/~1'
A. Inconsistent?
~
B. Bewildered 8. floundering?
C. No, i ust the d iffi cu Ity of the grea t width of
Oeity being condensed to fit the human mind.
1\1. In the Story of the Suffering Servant We hove thes
Multiple Contrasts. ShaJ.' we stu~y' ~~ ~)Jrt?
Isa. 53;2712 (Our text). Dr ~/reiW~! J $f' .~,-;t
A. 1st seet~ Harsh
the .
(I unashamedly fCI)t the 53 Chopt oflm. referi;,,~
jews - Phi,llE r§Qd it ~cts -8) &. pr~cfl~d Jesus.
1 II He was taken from prison &frotn ll.i~t~
ao) Means he was violently taketh 5ceH~,
b.) UpjustJy handled.
' . -;1
-co) Y~olently taken und$r thefOf'fACility of a legal
process •
. d.) Scriptural incidence ofn~olice brutality. 1/
•
2. Wh. shalf declare hisgenerati.n?~./~
a.}CUt off out of the land of the living ../Ittl .. _
(1) Doesn't stay on earth (land of the Hving).
Cut down like a flower - before his time.
(2rHe lives long because hels taken out of the
land of Iivin9 - (jUT 1st contrast.

'I

0

0

0

e.)

5ih controsr:: How-coul,f GOd treof a'"Sinner ;.i·f
kinder than he did his sinless son -

Pre-loved.

5. Jesus became the offering for sin.
a.) 6th contrast - He made the Sinless one to be Sin
& treated Him as such.
Matt. 20:28 "He gave his life a ransom for many
b.) Bulls & goats could not take sin away.
6. 7th contrast - Destroy him & see His seed.
a.) Do dead men propagate themselves?
b.) We all know one generation is the product of
another.
- .
............. .
c .rH;;b-:·"~ind viewed numerous posterity as eterna
life.
d.) Seed of a teacher are his disciples.
e.) Travail of his soul satisfies God.
f.) He makes us righteous by communicating his
merit.
7. He bears our iniquities & thus justifies many.
a.) He's punished for carrying my sins.
b .) Yet hi spun i shment sets me free.
c.) 8th contrast - the guiltless suffers & fhe guilty
.;~ s set free.
d.) Your sins can no longer ~Jlaccuse
bec~_~.s.~.!h~~lTt1i~en eun!shed.
e .) No cross - no crown.
B.· Now='=..et's see the Good Treatment of the Lord.
.
1 • Divide him a portion c the great. ~-,.-- ...-.
a.) Figure of a victorious general giving out booty
b.) Jesus granted a position equal to greatest
Y"a rri ors .

buc sf'so
weil.
b) Jesus used water spiritually and did
it
R~~~~.i;61.",,~"'ftM/llN±t*t!iJ_••"_~~~€lt is II
Re.,l(l"'i1~tr~!lYiii_0\_.i1~_ili~~• •iWlilaQ_•• bri ng II
c) He quenches thirst. HI. - man said
round & then found it was
against the wrong building. II Jesus
• • • •t - they've tried every:'"
__
? - Barclay
~an

Sabbath f Before
Abraham he was, greater than Moses,
Solomon and

B.
1.

ViBlIiIii_-

0) _ _ _ _- "

Jer. 2:13 liMy people have committed two evils II
Iso. 44:3 Iii will pour out water upon.him ll
Iso. 55:1 t1Ho I everyone that thirst, come to the II

st,," .silltlill

b) 11112 i fl. I 1
(1)

r l&£bltJlU'it.

0) From the world - reoccurrioo
thirst.

~.

b) Constant search for satisfaction.
c) Money, fame, power, activity
satisfyon.ly for a tMne -eMU' etrd. .. .
d) We begin to. drink this water,
never sati~f.ied~ with anything
else. }..;ofd~ f.:JJk YilJ
e) Shall have, drunk = a continued,
earnest, full, t~ough d-inking
to the end. :
f) IIMa~ with energy dra~s water
from the depths of he II yet
thirsts on II - Augustine.
free of life~s vexation.

.11'

a) Neither purchased
b) Nor. meri ted

through.
c)

.
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(2) Water is et a\ life, salvhtion,
!
the full satisf tif>n of all the
wants of the b~t and the possession
of all the holy energies of which
the sou. is susceptible - \tI: ,
(3) Like the wine of Cana - whatever '

.1.

c....
:1. What a chance we
ve hers!
2. Tragedy ... Creat.-dn the midst of people
He'created and his identity remains
unknown!
3. She'o'Sks - are you (eater ;.. as Powell
say I 2 ] 2Ed i tiJa~ "£1'6 " tli e I d
kno;
t Watched Jacob dig the welt.

4.

?

~ a daily" need for every
living thing. It rises from the earth
obedient to the summons of the sun,
A long leisurely shower uses
and descends in showers of
from 10 to 20 gallons of water ~
blessings. It gives of its beauty to
e.·noug.h to fill m.ost bat.htubs, bUU.. the fragrant flowers; it is the
most people. use less water
alchemy that transmutes base clay· \
showering than bathing. A man
to golden grain. It is the canvas on
who runs the basin water during ,
which the finger of the Infinite
a 5-minute shave may send 6
traces the radiant bow of promise.
gallons down the drain. Closing
It
is the drink that cheers, and
the drain, filling the sink
, brings no sorrow. Jehovah, upon
halfway, uses one-sixth the
\
I
Creation's dawn, said, "It is
water. ~ Vogue, 2-74.
good. "- WM JENNINGS BRYAN.
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MORE THAN 4.2 trillion gallons f :wate fall as rain
'. sleet, or hail on the 48 continental at
ach day. That';
, over 20,000 ga)lons a day for each American. Unfortu.~ate~y 99 % ofthe earth's water is of little use to mankind.
I t i~either salty, or locked up in polar ice caps. Less than
, '%'of the eart~~ total water supply is stored in lakes, rivers;soilmoisture, or in aquifers or underground layers of
:porous rock.

...-

:Water

• •

hat's H20, or 11.18 0 hydrogen and 88.814% oxen to the ch
st.
To the
1St, it 5h of the earth's surface.
To the botanist, it's 9/10 of the bodies of most plants.
To the industrialist, it's 150 gallons to make the
paper for one Sunday newspaper or thirty-two gallons to make one pound of steel.
To the water works company, it's seventy gallons per
person, per day, at home in the United States.
To the physician, it's two and one half quarts per day
to keep a body functioning properly (that's 16,000
gallons in a lifetime).
To the scientist, it's the only known substance naturally present in three forms: liquid, solid, gas.
For Dad, each minute under the shower is five gallons.
For Mom, it's thirty gallons to run a load of laundry.
And for you, unfortunately, it's ten gallons to wash
dishes.
Jesus said, "Everyone who drinks this water will be
thirsty again, but whoever drinks the' water I give
him will never thirst. Indeed, the water I give him will
become in him a spring of water welling up to eternallife" (John 4:13. 14, NIV).
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(e) Rejected love reaches a brea~~ point, ,

13. forsake way; turn unto Lord • ..s),~

12K~ d'rj
14. God will pardon & show mercy.
,
(a) True love expresses self w/o stint
(b) Prodigal's dad showed every kindn
erosi'
15. God1s ways are above man. Helll prove His love.
(0) Rain.
6d~ wurt! C:6p~t- "f"emd/es.s
(b) Snow.
#:2Kl£ /ztrm:J.hl/ns.
(c) Word.
Deut. 8:3 IIAnd he humbled thee, and suffered thee to
Matt.
16. He gives joy. 7X in Is2 1'[Vf,vf2&f,~ eou/'
Matt. 6:19-20 tlLay not up for yourselves treasures on
Matt. 11 :28 IJCome unto me, all ye that labor and a.
In. 6:37 IIHim that cometh to me I will in no wise cas!
Jer. 38:20 IIThy soul shall live. II
!
"J heard the voice of Jesus say Come unto me & Ii

RSU

I 17.

Li~:~~id of Willie Mays,

IIHe'li give

strawberri~

in the wintertime. n

------?

.-~

,

1

)"

can
and to

.S

just· about

want within
Digest,

1~74.

is my
I want to see
in
all this to pass.
1. Incline thine ear.
a.) Emphasis on inward hearing.
b.) Seize every advantage to know God's will.
c.) Picture RCA dog & his Master's voice.
d.) "Unto me" of V. 2 shows they have been listeni~
to everyone but the Lord - now hear Him.
.
Stretch or incline ear is to set them to hear
only what God utters.
2. Come unto me.
a.) God fully offers.
b.) Can't buy gift c money.
.
Acts 8:20 "But Peter said unto him, Thy money pe;r;i~
c.) It's divine initiative that begins the covenant.

L

2.
so to
3.
a complying
2 Sam. 7:8-16 "Now therefore so shalt thou say unto
23:5 "Although my house be not so with God; ye
PSG 89:3-4 "I have made a covenant with my chosen, .
89:49 "Lord, where are thy former lovingkindnee
4. God alone makes a covenant. We are not asked
to originate one.
C. The Sure Mercies of David will be embodied in it
L Gradually unfolds way of salvation - even as he
did events of his death.
2. David applied to Messiah.
Acts 13:34 "And as concerning that he raised him up
Isa. 9:6 "For unto us a child is born, unto us a son h
Lu. 1:32-33 "He shall be great, and shall be called t~
D. "David" a:
1. Witness.

-

3~

a.~.This was Israel's true purpose - to witness.
b. )... Jesus called a witness.
c.) Not like one in court, but life & w0r«lsproclaill
truth to nations.
Mal. 3.:.5 "And I will come near to you to judgment; al
In. 18:37 "Pilate therefore said unto him, Art thou a
2. Leader.
.
a.) Prince.
b.) 1st among equals is idea.
Acts 3:15 "And killed the Prince of life, whom God hl
Heb. 2:10 "For it became him, for whom are all thin
Rev. 1:5 "And from Jesus Christ, who is the faithful
3. Commander - soldier's obedience to commander!.
is unlimited - do we limit our obedience to the i
Christ.
a.) Leader shows person.
b.) Commander shows work.
E. Call a Nation Unknown To You.
1. People brot into household of faith.
2. Not unaware of their eXistence but hitherto has
not known them as His own.
F. Gl?ri~Thee.

~~

V,B,s.'-:J...1-77

~ lived in a palace

on a mountain of gold,
Surrounded by riches
and wealth untold,
Priceless possessions
and treasures of art,
But he died alone
.
of a UUangry He4ff"[
For man cannot five

by bread .tone.
No matter what
he may have or own. . .
For though he reaches

his earthly goal
He'll waste away
with a "starving soul" t
But he wh<J eats
.
of Hoi, Bread
Will· always find
his spitft fed,
And even the poorest
of men can afford
To fea8t at the table
prepared by the Lont

'.
\.
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3. Deaths of others do not move us.
4. Can't find the Lord unless we seek Him, seek::::i
to "tredll , step to call. Call;;::; obey.
Lu. 13:24 "Strive to enter in at the strait gate: for
:Gen. 32:26 "And he said, Let me go, for the day b~
Matt. 11:12 "And from the days of John the Baptisti
(Remember life is rushed, so be sure you select
the excellent things)
:
5. Time will come when you can't find Him.
Ecc. 9:10 "Whatsoever thy hand find~th to do, do i~
a.) Our day of grace terminates at the latest as
the grave.
.
Provo 1:24-31 "Because I have called, and ye refu~
2 Cor. 6:2 "(For he saith, I have heard thee in a ti~
Gen. 6;3" And the Lord said, My spirit shall not al

I

3~2D.

~tan~ ~t

knOCk~~~

Rev:
"1lehold, I
the door, and
I Matth 12:20 "A bruised reed shall he net break, and (

I b. ).. Man not always c~mstantly open 'hearted to God~

c.) Sometimes we fire more prone to obey than
.others; we are seasorull.
d.) Some sin away day of Grace.
.
Heb. 13:17 "Obey them that have the rule over you, ~
3:7 "Wherefore (as the :ijoly, Ghost saith, To d~
Lu. 14:17 "And sent his servant at supper timeto sa~
Matt. 20:1 "For the kingdom of heaven is like unto a!
Heb.
F B~ Do we, today show any sense of urgency?
1. Young?
Pro v• 8:17 IfI love them that Ipve me; and th~se that ~
22:6 "Train up a child in the w~y he should go: ~
2. Afflicted?
.' .
~
Mieah 6:9 "TIieLord's Voice criethunto thee city,
Ps. 50:15 "And callup.on me in me day «trouble: 1
3. Aged?
"
!
Matt. ~O:5-6 "Againhe went, out abotrt the sixt~ and ~
1n.~hree Things Man Must Do if God gets to ,show
2 things.
A. Man must:
1. Let the wicked forsake his way.
a.) If we repent, God will pardon.
b.) Wicked = one who forsGOka straight course,
crooked. He deviates from prescribed way ..tUorals or organizat ion.
2.
unrighteo1!s man forsake his thoughts.

I

The

--......,?

'7-

'

punish, or
b.) Our sin is too big for him to pardon - and we
are wrong both ways!
c.) Lit. multiply to pardon.
d.) God doesn!t easily let anyone go.
e.) Not niggardly done.
Rom. 5 :20 "Moreover the law entered, that the offe;

E ,t,A SPIRITUAL

MY CHILD'
-:Is t! 5£ 3-- If

A ,

I. Facts arrour out task as P'trents ,
A.Godgave u$,;1fhildren - ilis plan always
best.
1. Dr. Wm. Orr in "What to Teach Young
Children" said He could have made a
"children tree" & let you pick child you
wanted c eyes & hair as you like - but He
'didn't so elect. PleQse - (Jyo~~'
\
B. He's given us~ccessful combination in
word & childMr~ lIoid b:,t 3~ !~
lsa. 55: \1
, lsa. 28:."
'"
l.H,is word. wULwork, ~rt) LA~( I r~, i:l_
~
.' ,2. KeePtelh~~ it ' ~,
"...
"
DeUL6:6 'k~ CII,~~ ,
.
','
3. Pa,rents are best t~ache~ If Vji-ts. ' ..
.(a) "How can a child live right Wtien he's
\lever' seen it doneT'
(b,TV 10:00 P.M. ttparents,dq you,~know
" " ",', where your children are?Q~ .1~,ra,~tt&bl
·i~il. 6:1, He
<h:en obey your p. ' 6.), '," ,
,
'~~~lf'!' !~~4 I I , ' " r~ little ,chilQrert-J ~I
"
!

" 4~ 31~ot~lUt P~{son wUlever,~w'"ite
, d~sl{y1be timeh@t s Zyra. old...
5. H(j!p:~blepds two ~eatest, forq~~:~" '
e:'t~ir,()n,.~ent &: here, eli\}'

I?/f"a;'

fl6M$f)V)

"~"'\

I

\
\

\,

~ttl'dt:"

!

~h;ld'fev) b(.l.; 'd"Ciise.1~a C.3YT'd'ill

weed ec~

2-1

6. It's God's way / \
!
Eph. 6: 4 HAnd ye fa-thers ... bring them up
1
Col. 3:20-21 HChildn~n, obey your par:entsrh' 1
Heb. 12:7 "What son IS he whom the !,,&JI 1~1l
Prov. 22: 6 "Train up a child in the f~~~J<-I\~j
VI,tlt

i

H~n'ce rrl'eJYrl~ ~c;lc
j
C. Some great lessons they must learn \
1. Fear God
(10/.)()¥I fJ'h'f/5i0v1 A-tf,Je) I
Prov. 1: 7 "The fear of the Lord is the b.
I
2. Obey s.hv.t 9:i~ 11>ee res.t-,.~ ~ ~I ,?'v( cv,iI/
Prov. 29: 17 "Cortect thr .son & he shall gi.ve I
(a) "Rest" &" "delightH contrasts anxiety &1
woof the undisciplined 2Mt~~lf I
Prov. 20: 30 "The blueness of a wound' eYe an set
(b) Not in anger: but enuf to know - Jesse
Long at G. At. G. C. spanked ls(boy ..:
"boy thaLboard is cold. Time to 'warm

C

I

it up!

James 1: 5 "If any of you lack w.
.
(c) Grandpa acted c authority I w /0
hesitation, c certainty - do we 'when
right act in doubt? What if Dr. fainted
at sight of .bloodl .
. .
3. Honesty ~ ~aa to~j k~."2 NY-a~~~~~
ot-..~ fe6I~ wto ilIo("~ 1';11£117 f';
It} 'IJI ItilJ shoff'-1- bTl) /11\ elW-e~cI\ ,),\,-t-c if; w.:lS ao~e

rfi- \oK.,ru

.

:.

8L)'1)'f.:-~.uee ~otAev5 ~

.

. f.tu.d]t> 'P~. -kv fP~t - Ia.?Ct>II~fl
.
&e~ CJn>oJ .b~~! _ -'--"'.''......_.<>_-'''~
~ 1
___ ~.~ __ ",--~_",-",._",-,.'__"" ____ ~__.__ "_ J._~~ ________.-_. ._~__

-

4. De.Qendability

2~f2Nv{, J.hN~

f'!.

- r~~ re-:;,(dt

W~5
5. Unselfishness

Id)SW7SS

6. Respect - age, property, land
(a) Tell of cafeteria in Tulsa c 12 yr.
coat of paint still on it - Mcquigg

(1)) Ppe»1 cOT) jud 1e Ih ~
C~ 41iprie e.M~p 0
7. Manners - Ybu are model
(a) Table - Mouth full, he will
(b) Please & thank you
(c) Don't correct "impolitely". You
didn't say Thank You in front of a
crowd.
fUn
f) A(l,1f)I'J
8. Love
U~ Pti
_

CJ.~

I#KMwI~J~

9. Appreciation

2, Ifttr Io)e
~,
"tJr'II

Mt

10. Loyalty

.

C~f~WidJeN~
JI

KY/OuJ

]~/l".1

~~~ ffi'7
19ia41

11. Thrift

\
\

<,J

~.,

beside his own: "It's seven. Get up,
yo
bum!"
A E
OLINGHOUSE.
f

When mother cannot be home personally to greet
her returning child, a message as to her whereabouts is
most helpfuL Some parents of school-age children use
the written message to deepen the relationship with
their children. It is easier for them to express appreciation and love in writing.
"Between Parent and Child" - by Dr. Haim G. Ginott

----- /JJ;M '''\
P~15

~~
I

L_

ii'

---------

My

teenager
plaintively
her
brother wouldn't mind her.

ways to persuade people
what you want: one,
two, make~them because
stronger: three,
games you and they
a playmate:
show
and
back - they want to do
pleases you. To raise children takes
but the best results come
all
from a whole lot of number
fOUL" - EARL
H
HANSON,
"Viewpoints," Education, 2-3-69.

CONTENTMENT-tO
It is right to be contented with
what you have, but never with what
you are. - Grit, 4-6-69.

Page 364

* * * * *

ACTION PLEASE
"MDtherp"1 exclaimed a lit;tle girl, .. "I)ove YDU so much.
When I ktow up, I am going to buy you a great big auto'mDbile,' so that you can ride everywhere and see everything. fI
Her little sister, not to be outdone, said, "Mother, I
love you too, and when I grow up, I am going t·(i) buy a
ho~se with fifty rooms and lots of servants so,you wo~'t
h ave to work any more,"
The m~h~r w:a:s delighted, But she waited toJt¢,~· wl!l'!:t
Johnny meant to. do fDr her when he became a In"Q''f'"n
JDhnnyfs}iidditfStning •.• Finally she said, "Jl;l:hn~;Yltl(,P~~::fi:
you loveam~11'J .. II¥es, I do. mother, rYe j-ust be~nnJiill"""h:'
1 ng up the woodbQX fDr you."
It is 't)fi~;' thin'g for us to make big promiise$ ofm~a1f;i"";~ f
wilIDr'wDuld do under certain c1rcumstances, ,and qui t'e;
another' to do what we can with what. we bave~ .:rPlans
Wi:iYf:,h-out~· action do not accomplish-much £ol1.t;heitLord~i
- • .:: V ia Scott sda le, Ari z~

\.

...-

EDUCATION-21

Our greatest educational need

~

, today is prec.iselY the education of

character,· the education of men
who will be ready to respond to
unforeseen historical and personal
situations with integrity, with
flexibility, with openness, with
strength.
- MAURICE
FRIEDMAN, Temple
Univ,
"Education and the Image of Men,"
Teachers College Record, Columbia
Univ, 12-68.
Page 126
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As the

of the electrical portion of the

space suit umbilicals, I had one thing in min(:l
When assigning the refenfl"iCel:te's1ghatlOns P316 to
the prmrOfThe omman er s
the
. t' umbilic I. I realized that
in order for the astronauts to have perfect communication with Mission Control and the Apollo command
module they would first have to connect into mating receptacles, located on the front of their space
suits, which would assume the reference ·designations of 1316 sRS J31-T. This means that the astronauts will have perfect: NlmmliniCstiSA with the
earth through" J~ll1 and J3n.
No other reference designations cou:d so completely picture the meaning of John 3:16 and John
3:17 which together mak~up the "etemallife line':
message of the Bible. Listen to what these two
verses tell us:

,QI .•

'"

"For God so loved the world, that He gave His
only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in
Him, should not perish, but have everlasting
life." (John 3:16) ,
"For God sent not His Son into the world to
condemn the world; but that the world through
Him might be saved." (John 3:17)
The central message of the Bible can be condensed into these two verses. Eternal life can be
yours by simply believing these two verses with all
your heart. Not ohly can you have perfect communication, but also perfect communion asWeli as peace
with God if you claim these two Verses as part of
your life.

il~

Just as the space suit umbilical is the "Iife,lin.e"
for the astronauts, even so the Lo.rdJesus Christ t~'
can be your "eternal life, line" if YOUWill,o,nIY"t:on-ll
nect John 3:16 and John 3:17 into your heart.
'
Your eternal life depends upon it. Won't you dO,t
~~~

!

Frank M Der::1tbn _.
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emphasis on
One recent sociological study found
that parents with high
but
means seemed to
encourage their children's cheatingo
synd

83

PARENTS-Children- 39
The cruelest thing a parent can
do these days is to push a bright
child through school too fasto What
if he arrives at college too young to
grow a beard? - Ohio State Grange
Monthly, 1-690
POLlCEMEN-40

In the United states there never has
been arrested a chronic delinquent
child of Chinese parents. Seven percent of America's juveniles will be in
trouble this year with the law. Not one
Chinese r In the U. S. there has never
been a Chinese
bank

rOI2IDel"V

1'''We keep a tight rein on the chlic:t;en·
until they are fully responsible. It Editor Thomas Y. Fu, of the China Times
in Chicago says, "Our children just
naturally respect and obey their parents. A boy or girl would not bring
shame on his family or his fa mil y
name. "
However circuitous the line of questioning (in a research I rrade) became,
it a~ways seemed to lead back to a simple formula •.. "Our children are always
home at me:Utimes." Most OhineseAmericans, no matter how wealthy or
poor, maintain a strict family style
home. Mealtimes are ce:r:emonious affairs which must be attended by every
member of the family.
Could such a simple home remedy
as this help explain 'why not one of New
York's lO,OQOChinese-Americanschool
aged yoqngsters has never been brought
to courts for narcotics, .speeding, burglary, vandalism, stick-up, pursesnatching or mugging? Not even for
speeding?
"Children, obey your parents in the
Lord: for this is rig4t •. Honor thyfather and mother ••• "(Eph. 6: 1, 2)
--Paul Harvey

\.
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STREET

HIGHLANq

MESS

ich we have heard of him,
1 John 1:5

"This
Volume XI

NGER

APRIL

HOW OTHERS

•

! DOING IT!

The nation wi th the lowest crime ra e and fewest law enforcetnent officers
per capita in the world is Switzerland.
ey have practically no juvenile delinquency probletn. How would you like
li ve there?

/1 •

Children under sixteen are not all ed to attend movies. They insist on
rearing their children free from the infl nce of violence and sex which characterillle American movies and TV.
They say they do no t want to make heroes
of gangsters and sax perverts.
Drivers lic~nse cannot be obtained
children und.~ .tgh. . . . , . . . . . . . .
are so diffieul t that they rarely ever getthetn uti1 they_. AiM,.IB.> • • •'
there are no car thefts or crimes invo1
g moto~ vebielea. u
Digni ty of labor is etnphasized in Swi er1_d. Youngsters serie compulsory
apprenticeship to laarn a 'trade a f t e r - a r e sixteen. "They are kep:t-wsy
wi th t ir studies and cre£t:m__q:i.pw~ many
young oople in other _tieD_. ~i _ _ "
ins or streCl't oornen, o~ pl,.. Kgh
games 0 "chicken" o n . ....
..
parent . during Old T. .. . .
graced f their boy. gZ'IIW up
a trad by which they ClCN1d
Our yo th in A1Ilerioe thiDk
if the cen eoh.e to g . t _
work.
is not allowed until af_~_
age
This is not the mliAg of
e few I rudee"; thie ie the national philosophy.' Thi'll--may be the raason Swi tzar1_d
has th
loweet d1 voroe ra te in the world I
(3.59 ger one. thousand marriagas).

'~ile youth in the world are enslaved
in the leu 1 t of violence and crime, peopla
of thi~ tiny land-locked na tion have managad
Continued on page four

·'

r
Continued from page one
to solve the problem of juvenile delinquency by
children of hard work and meaningful 1iving. u

setting a pattern for their

Do you think you would like to 1i.ve in a society like this?

--Author Unknown
MEETING CANCELED - Our meeting wi th bro ..
Yater Tant, April 28 - May 2, 'has been canceled for the time beiug, due to the illness
of bro. Tant's daughter~in-1aw.

•
,HI

•

IN 'THE }l)SPITAL - Bruce Sheline's mo:j:her,
ik's:-i4adge Sheline, is in room 440, St.
Joseph Health Resort, Wedron, Ill.
! Bro.
Clint Geralds came home from the hO!, ita1
last Tuesday.
Bro. Clarence Lloyd i
in
room 707, St. Margaret hospi tal, at th ' time
of this printing but is expecting to, come
home in a few days.
MBiTING AT PORTAGB, IND., starts. Wed.
idth bro:-Sura1 Bing;£~_,
preaching,.
.
NOISE

Down
The
Summer

AltD RUNNING in and out of the

Sl'll/m/p'

~';;-rvices is one the

increase
Se~eral children have suffered-bloody
skinned knees, ,e1;~ •. ,~ ~~ ;e
be hurt aerioualy f1
stop to it.
'
' ,

Help Hold

Ul> ......

~j,.

pea.,. "',

Ed,l~,

Evangelist; Wm. B. Murrell

The Highland Street Messenger is a
weekly publication of the church f
Christ, 604 Highland St., Hammon,
Indiana 46320

Second Class postage paid

at Hammond, Indiana 46330

Upon this rock

I will build

l1Iy

churc~

West End Church of ......
35.34 West End Aw.

JUbville, Tem. 3'1205

"
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HIPPIES-29
Do grade-school children want
to grow up to be hippies? Not so, if
the 5th grade at Huber Ridge
School, Westerville, Ohio, is typical.
In compositions on hippies pupils
wrote: "They chew gum with their
mmJihs open." "A hippy wears
t![ht pants and suffers." "They Uke
horrible and do horrible things, such
as kiss and hug." Parent-Teacher
Ass'n Mag, 11-68.
"~4< '~

.....
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REMEMBER TO FORGET
CLARA BARTON, founder of the American Red Cross, was
once reminded of an especially cruel thing that had been done
to her years before. But Miss Barton seemed not to recall it.
"Don't y,ou remember it?" her friend ·asked.
"No," came the reply, "1 distinctly remember. forgetting
that incident. v

,
\.
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Today's Investment-Tomorrow's Dividend
BY ALFRED A. MONTAPERT*

fir

HE

U~ITED STATES of Amer-

~ ica is doomed to be cap-

tured. An army will march
throughout the length and
breadth of our great land. Its soldiers will march into the White
House and there place their own
President. They will elect their
own Congress and appoint their
own judiciary. They will commandeer all our resources. They
will take over our mint and confiscate all our wealth. They will
take over, our churches and
preach what they will. They will
appropri;'IJe~1J!'~.chools and te5lch
what they will. ThlsWlSt"az:inY"fi
on the march-it is our youth!
They are being reared in our
homes, educated in our schools,
and getting their conceptions 'of
God and spirituaJ values in our
churches. What they will be,
when they take over, depends
upon us. We are the' reason for
the delinquency which we decry
50 loudly.
It was Goethe who said, "The
future of any nation is determined by the opinions of its youth
under twenty-fiv,e years of age."
And mothers, good or bad, pretty
largely shape these opinions.
The influence of good mothers
upon our national life can scarce*Mr. Montapert is the subject of
You Should Know, page 7A.

ly be overestimated. The home is
our greatest institution. Our libraries are full of histories of war,
commerce, literature, and finance,
but strangely enough no writer
has ever seen fit to write a history
of the home and its influence
upon the life of a nation.
If Fisk and Bryce have written
the history of our laws and institutions, it remains for serious students to trace these laws and institutions back to the love and in-'
struction and forethought of
great, good women. If "in the
shadows standeth God," just as
"sUieTyoen.iila11ie scenes has stood '
a good mother molding, inspiring,
and directing every great man
who has wrought mightily for national greatness and security.
Napoleon once said, "The future of France is its homes'."
Time proved his prediction true.
HILL-TOP MUSINGS

LIGHTS
EVERETT WENTWORTH HILL

Lights that shine from souls of men
Are like lights on a storm-swept road.
Lights that pierce the blackest nights
Are like lights where love has' ahode.
,
,"""",Candles may brighten dismal rooms
And a lamp may flicker and fade,
But the lasting light of one ,true 'Sblll
Will bring light to those afraid.
2~2 ,Fritts

Lane, Springfield, Mo.

58:1-2 "Cry aloud, spare not"

A.
sions.
a) Message of correction
ment.
It's the voice of God.
HoI

&

punish-

r

2.

4. _[TWiII,a,.le.
a) Clearly reveal
hypocris: •
b) The
eed conVlC In
comforting.
Isa. 40:1
c) Let them accurately see how bad
they are.
d) It's the people of God who are
sinning.
.
e) P~chers need to show folks they·
a.z:e sinners.
.
f) Difficult for religious leaders to
point out sins of their own folk.
5.

Titus

B.

al.

13

2

Qy.

a) Act like they are pleasing Him.
b) It insults God.
c) Claim a constant consistency of
seeking Him.
d) I~their element when at
devotIonals.
r-

3.
2.

~'~

a) Strong desire express·ed.
b) Special acts of piety & they
delight in them.

3.
a) Exactly what He wants if only
sincere & translate into life
this quest.
b) Wear honorable title but still bad.
c) No word more often in the Bible
than righteousness.
d) "Shall not the judge of all-the
, earth do right?"
e) "Righteousness exalteth a nation.'1

~~~"111111!"""

..

4. a) CQ1!§..ult his wQr,Gl regularly.
5. ~i'i: u~siti;,e£cqcernln~tieir duty
a) Strong desire.
(P,Qp.ft',aH these 5, ,lOOk g,OQd?
~
Where is mistake?-, not

~f:!hib)

c

c) (

element of

1.
....Ia) Starts complaint of the' hypo,..~,,"2\ I¥'l
critical worshipper.
f/'eft~t~t\IjIt) b) God will shortly answer them.

'l'

;.Jf1!(r

~ ~lj eP'
IV

Ii
, WW

fo~$

c) C~!l!pJained God did not see or
d) n,otice.
H~ does & knows it is only
external.

but what did
God
c) 01!~ worship :is not to:pJgaseoUJ'~e~
d) They have a greater concern for
self satisfaction than God's being
p,ThsL~:-

. -~~

. --'

e) Makes them hypocritical in
approach to God.
f) God tells them why--put selfish
pleasure first.
g) Isaiah puts it even before work-Emjoyment is top rung of ladder.
h) aan'l· worsfiip~J~Q~.L~Il~~J}Q~.thstn
do~iihd.~~_E1.~agL tl}~Lest of
the time.

2111·_ _

IIJMe lutl 1/~

a)

ay 0
ast as
ordinary day of work for others.
b) &ervice to God must not in any
way interfere with what they want
to do.
c) Also they get all they can out of
workers even on fast days.
. 3.

'I

III

•

a) Your' religion ends in guarrels
and strife. .
b) Your fast does not make you look
toward God.
c)

4.
a) Strike with clenched fists.
Hit one another in violence.
5. BRoold 96& S(hELl
1 " 's tu"
b)

f

"

a) God shows they are not doing
what he asks for.
b) EJIlptX !:.-e]igio'Q is not eD011 gh.
c) No sign of repentance shown
thus no response to God.
d) Your fast is meanirnrle~. ~
Jer. 14: 12 b.Jh8r, ,&; !est-T wit! -Mf I)i~ ef.r~
Zech. 7: 5-7
._,
e) On high =H~aven.
f) Some religions the world admires,
.1
~ God despises since He see~s
the

L_

g)

I

~}~
part--formalist does not.
know he IS a formal1s t. He is only
aiCactor

'.
\.

plaYl~

..-

a pa:!;

===~6.T
~
1.: :t:: tgii: [Lz2t.l pa IUe

"E.'

0: ;
a) Fast perhaps refers to all outward
fo:~s of public WOrShIp.
b) He asked for only one.

Lev. 16: 29-31

2.

prlln..'!

'Aid ~ift Bel hl!- I gunI1ls~
7'

"

ana '
!

h

a) Outward must match inward.
3.~_

a)
b)
I _
c)
~~~~ d)
f1l1~•.or {

Repu 1
a owness.
AccWt nogerfunctor}?: ~.
These fOiR slow to see ~s.
God not happy, with outward if
heart does not match it, in
sincerity.
e) MJ~;7~LQlend the formal and the

(/V"""

I~~~i!i!n!w=air=di·devotion ·of sHirit..

II••

A.

someone else?

2. U. . . . . . . . . . . .~

a) Another figure to show freedom.
b) Wants oppressiqn c(lJnpletely,L._
destroyed. C)l;/, tlWkO:¥f gt t.¢1)f:!':J •

3. BIn

tPI,

ga ill'@'@!. 0

a) Oppressed = broken.

4.

many
have
we make them fast
to save on our grocery bill?
demands of
8 ."",II.i~~ifi~l~
a) onlt forget your kinfolk.
b) Some do and deny faith--put
it all on government and keep to
self.
1.

2.
Like water gus
g.
Suggest suddenness, swiftness,
novelty.

Cry-- Here .am I
a) Note semblance, substance
reward of religion.
b) God answers prayer.

&

now

a) God's fast-""abstain from oppression
--not food.

2~~~1e

a) In mockery.
b) Middle finger perhaps.
c) You! You! You! at games.
d) Pointing with contempt.

"I

3. itp oiNt i
ill,:
a) Stop saying ugly things.
t~'lIIijeak kindly efolhers.

il@~ ~

I

,... 'Dh2)

1.

's folk.

2.

Equity in jurisprudence.
Honor in trade.
Justice for all.
Purity in morals.
Fairness to all.
3.
s.
4.
ce '
and pro
n, comrpunjon, frUIt ul- .
ness. ttl "ltf~ I~ 7i.& tt~~.j
•
5.
'
6.
7.

.

8.
9.

10.
11.
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THE ROADS

- P.

. _.""~ -, ;#"'7,\~_",~
./c
;. 1

;Vc huroJ:i that keeps its possessions, either
spiriftrm-or material, to itself is in danger. It
is when both are shared that a church functions
properly.
THE ROADS TO GOD - G. Avery Lee - P.62

~.2 r
John Killinger said: "People are not tired of preach-, i
ing, but of non-preaching, of the badly garbled, an~
9fironistic, .
nt drivel that has in so many places
passed fo prea
ecause there was no real preaching to mea
gainst" (THE CENTRALITY OF
PREACHING. p.21)
THE CHURCH THAT DARED TO CHANGEMichael R. Tucker - P. 11-12

IN THIS: I PLEASE MY FATHER
t
Isa. 58: 13-14
I. Perhaps all who have happy memories of home,
remember the joy of please the parents.
A. ItHow's that, Oad?l1 as you hit your 1st home run
B. flDo you like if, Momma?l1 as you served your 1st
cake.
C. We grow older & with presents & people seek to
please parents.
II. It then should not be hard to transfer the delight of
such feeling to our Heavenly Father.
A. What pleases Him?
B. Has He spoken to it?
C. Will you do what He likes?
1\1. God can be pleased by:
A. Right Walk.
B. Right Worship.
C. Right Way.
IV. God's Pleased if I Walk Right.
I Thess. 4:1 "Furt:hermore then we beseech
A. Paul's spirit & Content.
1. Beseech you brethren.
2. Exhort you - Personal appeal.
3. By the Lord Jesus - Our Motive.
4. Received how yeoughtto walk.
a.) No new revelation - already had it.
b.) Progress is desired for the Christian - thatls
what walking is!
c.) Based on knowledge - not via fanciful ideas.
d.) Aimed at'pleasing God.

\,

z.
e.) Not satisfied in reaching human standard.
S. A bound more &. more.
a.) Not shrivelled life.
b.) Not minimum requirements.
c.) Rather overflowing.
B. Such pleases the Lord.
V. Please With the Right Worship.
Isa. 58:13-14 "If thou will turn away
A. He speaks of the Sabbath.
1. IITurn away thy foot. II
a.) Itls holy.
b.) Don It trample on it.
c.) Business came before worship.
d.) Jim Jones trickery.
2. Don't abide in thy own pleasure.
a .) Don It suppress it •
b.) We· please men rather than God.
c.) Abstain from oWn pleasures &. give self heartily
to Lord.
3. A tti tude change.
a.) A delight __
(l) Not a false observance.
(2) We don't bribe the Lord by fasting, for instance
(3) Do we delight in doing God's will.
b.) Honorable.
(1) Not a neglect of it.
(2) Donlt just acknowledge it as a delight &. joy
but transJjlIte into action.
c.) Honor Him:. How?

-

3.
(1) Not by doing Ol,1r own way.
(2) Not by speaking words in which God's not
honored.
(3) Have true abhorance of evil & truly turn to
God.
(4) Tyndale Bible.
B. Blessings Come.
1. Ride upon the hi places.
a.) Lit. Back.
b.) Exaltation.
c.) Secure.
, 2. Can we translate this in a figure to todar's worshi
VI. Pleasure in the Right Way.
Heb. 13:15-16 lIBy him therefore I~t us
A. Our Sacrifice.
1. Not expiatory.
2. Not atoning.
3. But eucharistic.
4. Praise & thanx continually.
a.) Fruit of lips & glory to His name.
cB • Do Good.
1. Now sacrifice of self.
2. Do Good to others - no other way.
Acts 10:38 IIwho went about doing good
Gal. 6:10 liAs we have ••• opportunity let us
I In. 3:18 "My little children, let us not love in
word, tongue, deed, truth.
C. Communi cate •
1 • Means distribute.
2. Koinonia - fellowship, partnership.

\.

4.
3. Partnership in time of need.
4. By giving show our relationship to Christ.
5. Praise God c Iips & honor Him c our substance.
6. Sacrifice of Praise, Person, Pocket book.
7. Fellowship please God - Must associate ~
8. Card on Dusty Moore.
D. Pleases God.
1. This is our lIaltarll sacrifice.
2. Note he has to remind us "Forget not. II
3. Are we prone to forget.
4. Pleases, said Milligan because:
a.) In harmony c his own nature.
Ps. 145:16 nThou openest thine hand & satisfiest the
desire of every
b.) Indicates good state of mind.
c .) You benefit others.
5. Think of ,change this would bring to society.
Jews would see Messiahl
Acts 10:4 IIThy prayers & thine alms are come up for
6. Christianity a practical religion.
7. God loves to see His spirit of giving alive in
His chi/taren:.,

2h.u-~ 1Z.~).I-fO

r

v

recounted some detai Is he, as a toto I stranger, cou Id never have
known (and which his accomplice had passed along), my friend was
both terrified and awestrock. Humanly speaking, only a mother who
was committed to the absolute authority of the Word of God, and
who was spiritually sensitive, saved my friend from being swept
away in Jim Jones I personality cult.
"Turning Point ll

-

Compiled by R~er Elwood -Page 128

(,IChristian Celebrities: Media Hype in the Church Ii
.'
John MacArthur and Gary Inrig

-

By

It was Tyndale who gave England its first printed Bible. To
do so, as he said to himself he suffered "poverty, exile, bitter
absence from friends, hunger, and thirst and cold, great dangers
and innumerable other hard and sharp fightings. 11

.~~~·:·l

2. Their iniquities were a con\im; us process
have been separating - keeJ\lsoing on.
:
3. Emphasis on your iniquities,ty r sins.
4. God/s face covere!1 until Isr~e could nO longer i
,
see Him.
\ .
•
a .) With face He s.eE:lS & hegrs.o, h_
' C 11l~
I
'
I
~c c~,'1l0r~ IJVroW)~
B. Ob VtOUS
essOns 'wlll~~ noruiewS)f'\ d- ~k.M'" :
1 • Can't be peace & salvatio~~o. long as ,ther,'fjJ i
community & personal evil rex~~"~Js Iv....
i
2. Unrepented sin separates man from God SO that
He will not hea~ our prayers.
i
I In. 1:9. u~f we confess Our sins, he is faithful and iu~
30, God neIther lacks strength of hand nor alertness II
, of hearing.
;~~Can't hear prayers that are not sincere.
(J5~lf .we regard iniquity, He won't hear.
6. If we will not have Him reJt" C?ver us, He''ll
forsake us. Whett g~oddid1i'~ of s~n se~m to do
a.) Shpw its attrac,.iv,ness & its disodvant(jJQes.
b.)OQ we find pl.asur~ in ~n'bridled se'lfindu'lgen
c.) Read Rom. 10:3.
7. OUr sins cause the cause 'of Ch~ist to make slow
progress.
..' .
8. fs He in His church~stoday?
. 9. Is God ready toforgJv"e.bvt
don't ~ant.H?
Con He forgive the one who doesn'twant ,to~be
forgiven?
' "
, 10. Who is ·to blame -;G.o~ or: ~Sl?
~~ II.S.S. '-!f~8() '.
.
I

,

r'

~..'! ~

.,

iome
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THOSE NATlONAl SINS
tsa~ 59:3-8

I. God does not make unfounded, nOr indiscriminate
.
charges.
A. Sins had separated God & man - fact 1.
B. Fact 2 - There were certain sins that did it, & He
named them.
II. The Citation of Sins.
A. Your hands are defiled c Blood.
1. Isaiahnot..s~~)',ofsinLWhich,_he accuses the
people.
.
2. Be unlike those you r~rove.
3. Hand stretched out to God in prayer is defifed
c blood.
4. Blood guiltiness distributed to palms.
B. Your Fingers c Inigui~
1. Members of body are agents of iniquity.
C. Your lips have-spoken lies-:1. Lips loudly speak lies.
D. Your tongue muttered perverseness.
1 • T'Ongue engaged in wickedness
E. None call for Just.
in).
1.. . , one righteous"', in a judicious manner,
summons another to trial. '
2. Actedtreacherously against Lord '& each other.
3. Sin pollutes everything.
F. None Pled For or I
G. T ey trust in VQn~ty & Speak lie~.
"
1. Sadly, people continuously trust in desolation.
2. Cry o.f the sensualist is mOre & new §,in;ALA
0.

cu-- 'f('pV1.4A aA ~ltaAil 011 ~
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2.l
H. Co'nceive Mischief& bring for iniq'lity.
1 .No'te full nature O,f natio'n IS depravity.
2 ,PeO,ple are pregnant e-travail~ bringJgrth
intquity.
,
Jo'b 15:35 l1They co'nceive mischief, and bring forth v~
Ps. 7: 14 l1Beho'ld, he travaileth with iniquity I and hai
3. Natio'nai sins are vio'lence, blo'o'dshed, treacher~
deceit, croo'ked paths, neglect O,f guiding
principles O,f righteO,usness, justice & truth.
Rom 3:15-17 IITheir feet are swift to shed blo'o'd: Des~
M~ -23 IIFO,r frO,m within, o'ut O,f the heart O,f me.
I
4. Peo'ple gave themselves to broo'ding O,r hatching.
5. Vio'lence creates nO,thi nJL:::Jt destroys.
'
III. The Hideous Co'mpa~iso'n.
i A. They natch coc~fri ce ~gs.
, B. Weave Spider's Webs.
I
I
1 • W~ugfiJests ensnari ng •
I 2. A Iso, llirosy. 3. A Iso, un~substcmtial.
C. He that eats eggs di es •
1 • CO,mpared to' PQisO,nO,us serpents &,spiders.
2. Eg,gs not goO,d for food -: eat &,d~!3' '
i
3. Anyone who' takes part in the plans O,f the wicke~
will die.
I'
4. If I partake of plans, I become as e1vil,as they. '
i
D. The crushed breaks into,~ viper."
II
I 1. Evil wO,rks
I
II

1

)

IIV .
I

A.

L
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waste &

"

1. Want

D.

2.
1 • Wait in vain.
2. Wasn't that light was wanting - they are blind.
_ _ _ _•

E~

1. Picture of blind men groping for wall as a way

to

escape prison ... never find it.
.
Deut. 28:29 "And thou shalt grope at noonday, as the

F ;;; - -. r

R·

:a mom !!

j

1. Some depri ved of use of the i reyes.
2. Stumble at hi noon as tho it were dark.
3. Way God knows, path of just shines to perfect
day vs. know not where to go & stumble at noontime. 4,) M rtooU)
~ l!~
G.
. .
!
Jer. 8: 15 "We looked for peac.e I but no, good came; a,
I' 't(

wu.IJ

J

;

.

,

1 • Changes figures to bears & doves.
2. Prophet identHies himself c.:thee~Je & leads.
them in confess'ion.
s.R~r·;;:: growl .......~ YfdW .

I.
"
~e.TY'{J,
J. W ; ; [ I 2
: 2t:::U I n€>ne ..
1. Look = w~iit .
2. When iud9~ment & justice,are lacking in individ~
feel'S injured -"hi$; rightS' are withheld'.
I
K Ow , ; f
; ",
lJi iiSZLbh'
1. When men seek'for sa,lv. otherthan in way
prescribed by Lord, theycontinlJe in their sins & I
. will not find salv.'
!
I
2 .Peac.:e, judgement" Ii~ht t jllJSticeall refer to salv

t

I

.

L
.

r
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J.

v'.

Should this Rightfully Have Happened?
,A. Our transgressions are multiplied before God.
1. Over & over people sinned as tho GOQ-not
p~ent - but He sees a II .
2. Numerous transgressions attract God's attention;
B. Our sins testify against us.
1. Our sins rise against us as an irrefutible wi ess,
we
es 1m ny.
2. Our sins give evidence we canlt disprove.
C. Our transgressions are with us & we know them.
1. Deadly sins haunt the'mind & canlt be wiped Ou
2. Violated conscience torment the squl.
D. O!.!f transgressions are specified.
1. Lie against the lord.
a . )-=rrE;ason •
2. D~art away froJ)'l God~
a.} Ih WOrShip profess to, believe in,God but in;
deed & thot they'd fallen from Him.
b.) Worship gave an outward show but in' reality
idolatry .
c.) Apostocy.
3. Speak oppression & Revolt.
a .) Sins of the tongue.
I
4. Conceive &. utter from heart words of fglsehood.
VI. Consequentially:
A. Judgement is turned away backward.
1. Judgement = i usti ce ..
,{
2. In market place where judgement is pronounced
truth wasnoyto' be found .

____ ,--;J

-

3. Right judgement is inverted _ the innocent
4.
con?emned; the guilty are acquitted.
are
B. Justl ce stands afar off.
C. Truth's fallen in the St.
1. Truth is Irealibility, faith ' faithfu Iness •
2 • It I s fed
I e ity to God's will.
D. Equity cannot enter.
1. Straightness - uprightness not allowed to ent
2. God sawall this as evil.
er.
3. Equity not admitted in the cOurt.
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2. Note no offensive weapon - later the out
breathing ~f his spirit enuf.
IV. The Battle B~ins.
A. Men repaid according to their deeds
,B. Fury to Adversaries.
1. Own household.
2. Ungodly Israelites.
C. Recompense to enemi es .
1 • Enemies are the heathen.
D. Universal spread of his will.
1. Earth's remotest nations will know.
2. like a flood of engulfing waters, racing down.a
narrow wadi •
3. Many seek to· overwhelm the church by:
a.) Error
Titus 1: 11 'Whose mouths must be stopped, who sUbverj
b.) Iniquity.
I
c.) Persecution.
do} TemJit~tion
i
4. God cOunters c
,I
a 0) Preaching the g.ospelo
b.) Providential entrance.
I
c. ) Influence of his grace.
I
d.) Encouragement.
5. God raises a standCud
Ps. 93:3-4 "The floods have lifted up, 0 Lord, the flo~
a.) It shows he's in control.
b.) Standard hi9~ty prized in war.
.
co) On it engraved nomes of sHecial victories.
I
do) Last disgra:e was toJ~(;)s;e'tI'l,standard.
I
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3. You can de~hd On God to keep His promise.
i
B. The Covenant.
t. My Spirit Upon Thee.
a.) Spirit will give words to church's mouth.
b.) Words are to remain unchanged & to be passed
on forever.
2. My words in thy mouth.
a.) Word is of divine origin, not human.
i
Deut. 18:18 III will raise themupa,PrOphet from amon~
30: 14 !lBut the word is very nig,h unto thee, in t
Rom. 10:8 IIBut what saith it? The word is nigh thee, :
b •) Treasure of the church today is inerrant word. .
co) Canlt be broken.
.
d.) Infallible Bible.
e.) God s truth in the mind is the sOurce of strength
; f.) And canditi9n of security •.
Ps .139: 17 "How precious aboJ:Jre ,thy thoughts unto m
g.) Thus the abiding presence of the Spriit &
pOssessi<m,?f word the .basis of the cOvenant.
C. To God:~be"the glory.
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A.
'" .
.
vary..,
B. It'samazine to me ?that Paul, via Holys'~trltf .
&. didn't Me..
'
A.L.~t me il'tuttrote it with Acts 2.1.:• •,.
'L
~~

3.
4.

2i.:;1.~r("~"'1I••k~

~.r S't~'i~jht~~~;;et~"•• ~
(1) Due South 40 miles.

(2) Island 23 miles long .
. (3) Famous for wines and silk fabric.
(4) Any Christians there - tells us nothing.
b.) The day followi ng to ~IJ,I,I...
~
i
1 .) Going c speed as he wanted to get to Jerusalemj
for feast day.
1
2.} Rhodes a tiny island that had city of same namel
120 miles in circumference - 420 sq. miles.
I
3.) Name meant Rose - famous for its Rose culture. I1
4.) Rhodes 50 miles SE from Coos, 75 miles E. of II
Crete.
!
5.) Great history.
I
(a) Founded 408 BC - its chief city.
(b) Held by branch of Doric Race about t.ime of
Trojan war 1184 Be.
(c) Compelled to pay tribute to Athens 431 BC.
(d) Chpnged sides repeatedly till 323 BC&then in .
submission to Alexander.
(e) 50 BC helped Caesar against Pempeii.
(f) 616 AD take.n by Persians.
.
(t'f) 651 AD taken by Saracens.
(h) 1309 A D taken by Knights of St. John.
(i) 1480 repelled Mohammed II.
,6.) At time of Paul her glory was past.,
~
, 1.) Rome had welcome,d the opportunity~,~J'i~lew
a rival of ,her eastern tralte.
,
",>~."
2.) Pau I's day onl y a station on the trade route ~a

j

\
\.

2. Landi n9 at Tyre
ao) Here ship was to unload.
b.) This was Phenicia.
D"
t.
l.
a 0)
. ",'• •q;I~''''t*S
0

b.) Stayed 7 days - so could eat the supper perhaps
Acts 20:7 "And upon the first day of the. week
Acts 28: 14 IIWhere we found brethren, and
2. Lessons to be learned.
a 0) MItLlp' 1I1:1f"""~~fJ¥e.
b.) Wha 1111 I rf~~l~••• Ja_ •.
Co} Allilr"liJI84¥;x""czlllllllJlliJu d 1.1IIi+_1J.8!,••
d.) W-"r,~M.liiIli'&lllllbl'l;;'~~
~u".
eo) W"u••~Y~lIllrrMWt1" _ _~at
h .:aaq 41 t tl8fle ?
.
f.) lrillll' _ _.J, . • d 1111 • •1
r rlllllf._I§'-

".u.'."AI'

t

sepia.D' IIi$ftc" qm:"11 II!

'p.

•

Ung 'l1'fWr~pring!

go) ,htialMlllliJbz I_. .;:_t_ill~~
h.) Christian shoul,dhave the. most friends of
1"1""""...1"1" on earth.

Je'ruSCI lem
a 0) We may wonder what, Paut & Luke tcdked about
ioutne,y· but we know
t
0

,
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THE MANIFESTATIONS OF GOD
Isa. 64:3-4
I.
Isa. prayer "make thy name known."
A •. Assumes all things
l.
I know him
2.
You don't know him
3. There is a way to get Him
known.
B. Purpose now is to se~k the
manifestation.
II. As in days of old
A. Didn't terrible things.
Deut. lO:2l
2 Sam. 7:23
Ps. 44:4
Ps. l06:22
B. You did more than we imagined
you could Lord
l. God works for His people
2.
Came down and mountain
shook at Sinai
III.· Yet God still not universally
known.
A. Wanted me to
l. Hear
2.
See
B.
Yet God knows his power-none of ~s know fully
ourselves.
C.
God has things prepared
I Cor 2:9
l.
Mansions
<John

l4: l-3

2.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Fire
2 Thess. 2:7-22
Goodne.ss
Ps. 68:20
Way
Mark 2:2
Testing
Matt. 20:23
Body
Heb. 20:7
I can prepare)
(a) Hearts
2 Sam. 7:3
2 ehron. 20:33
(b) To meet
Amos 4:22
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.THE MAN too MEETS AND REJECTS

"sa. 64:5I. Surely we want to walk in a way God can bless &
thus be acceptalite to Him. In this we see:
A. What grants His fellowship • .ref!
l~
B. What deniel us .His fellowship. S~
II.. Those that meet God.
. . g
A. On meeting God.
1. He welcomes whoever will do His will.
B. Requirements are to joyfully ~ ri~h,teousnrs, .
1. Define righteousness.
C(Jtv'f1" 'i.i Ili.~
(a) Right by God's standard.
• _:"
(b) Only way He reveals is by Bible7lS:.3 Q;. ,S rth(
2. Works.
t.:rJ~(.l
(a) That's obedience.
(b) We must do - and do well ....... }1lf~"I'fW;.
3. Attitude must be of ioyousness ..
(a) God asks a happy compliance.
tJ.
J.
(b) He loves the cheerful giver"""""'=?"'eM'! 'a.,('\
(c) We must conform our ways to His ways of
providence. ~tt 'eKe 1l(:A'tJ
~ mlA~I'C4. It must be a conti~uous way of life.
(a) Be faithful unto death.
(b) Don It look back.

H;

C

Ifl .. Those God Rejects...
frpce$~I.'O. 'W\~i'
A. He's angry because we sin.
e~litlili!Yf'
1. Not His angry 1st I but our rebelTion 1sf.
Lam. 5:2 Our inheritance.
Ps. 74:1 Anger smokes.
, Ps. 79:8 We arE! 'brot low.
Jer. 31 :34 Kn~~~~ I forgivc: •.~_

...-

One
of the
group of
while the
the
ror had
The next morning, when the
kino- dressed himself in his unifon~ and sparkling medals, he
walked to where the mirror had
been and saw to his
the
people passing
the
saw
children
to o-arbage cans for crusts.
saw
sick and maimed men and women,
and sufferings and wrongs that he
had not known existed.
He tore off his medals, called
for simple clothes, and went out
to mingle with the people. He
found among them a beautih:l
aid whom he made his queen. HIs
~hole outlook on life changed
when he stopped looking into a
mirror at only himself.

mind
man, who, desiring to .
tained a favorable heanng
his sweetheart's father
the interview with the
know a way, sir, whereby you can
save a lot of money.' "
HILL"TOP MUSINGS

LET'S TRUST
EVERETT WENTWORTH HILL

trust
too,

frilelll:l~hli p,

2525 N.W. 62nd St .• Oklahoma

Okla.

~

SOME HUMANS LIKE OUR CAT

HE died today-our household petThe strangest cat I ever met!
His dinner-whether fish or fowl-.
He seldom ate without a growl;
A loving stroke would only draw
His feline wrath and neej;lled claw;
He trusted neither foe nor friend,
But bit the hand though feeding him!
I think he little life enjoyedHe was so easily annoyedIf Tiger had the strength to rave,
He'd still be growling in his grave!
SOME humans,. like our fuming cat.
Are always "chewing at the fat";

They eat and growl, and growl and eatThe sweet is bitter, bitter sweetWhen friends perchance some kindness show,
They're never wrong-they're in the know;
While some the good would fain embrace,
They're in the real objective easel
They rave and rant while they have brea~ht
Stilled only by the hand of death!
Perchance they should with angels dwell,
They'd disagree with heav'n and hell!
April,1963
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FIRST

CORINTHIANS FOR TODAY
Robert J, Dean
pg. 83

A mCin serving

tong sentence

in CI penitentiary WClS visited
by an old friend. The ccmvict sat cross-legged with an enermous
needle and ball of twine, sewing burlap bags. lIHello, II said the
friend, lIsewing, eh 111
uN.,lI answered the prisoner, a grim smile playing across his
lips. lIPm reaping. 11
CI

"Serve Him With Joy" - By Leslie B. Flynn - Page 115
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